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Don't you believe in flying saucers, they ask me? Don't you believe in
telepathy? — in ancient astronauts? — in the Bermuda triangle? — in life after
death?
No, I reply. No, no, no, no, and again no.
One person recently, goaded into desperation by the litany of unrelieved
negation, burst out "Don't you believe in anything?"
"Yes", I said. "I believe in evidence. I believe in observation, measurement,
and reasoning, confirmed by independent observers. I'll believe anything, no
matter how wild and ridiculous, if there is evidence for it. The wilder and more
ridiculous something is, however, the firmer and more solid the evidence will
have to be."
Isaac Asimov

“Whenever I found out anything remarkable, I have thought it my duty to put
down my discovery on paper, so that all ingenious people might be informed
thereof.”
Antoni van Leeuwenhoek

Voor alle patiënten
en hun families
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1: General Introduction
With over 10 million new cases each year, cancer constitutes a major health
problem worldwide (1). In the Netherlands, the incidence of new cancer cases
is still increasing, with over 80.000 new cases diagnosed in 2006. Despite
advances in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer, the disease is
still responsible for about 40.000 deaths per year in the Netherlands only (2).
These numbers strongly advocate the search for novel, better anticancer
drugs.
The last decade, cancer therapy has been hallmarked by the discovery and
evaluation of numerous small molecules and monoclonal antibodies. Together,
these drugs constitute the class of the so-called “targeted agents”, compounds
that are directed against one or more molecules that are known to be
important for the malignant process. Several of these agents are now
registered for the treatment of various forms of cancer. The road a candidate
anticancer drug must follow in order to get its registration is time-consuming,
and tremendously expensive. Following successful preclinical evaluation in in
vitro systems and laboratory animals, the drugs must successfully pass phase
I, phase II and phase III clinical trials. In brief, phase I studies aim to explore
the safety of the candidate drug, while phase II studies aim to explore the
activity of the compound. Finally, phase III studies are designed to test
whether the candidate drug is better than the currently available drugs.
This thesis is focused on the first clinical evaluation of novel anticancer agents,
as well as of combinations of anticancer agents. These studies describe the
safety profiles, and aim to establish the maximum tolerable dose (MTD) and
dose-limiting

toxicities

(DLTs),

of

the

investigational

drugs

or

drug

combinations. Principle components in these studies are the pharmacokinetic
analyses, investigating how the drug behaves in the human body. These data
are essential in the course of developing a treatment schedule for any given
investigational agent.
Increasingly important in phase I clinical trials is the incorporation of
pharmacodynamic analyses, investigating whether the drug candidate is able
to reach its target and exert its effect in a desirable way. Several of the here
described phase I studies make use of pharmacodynamic endpoints, either in
tumor or in surrogate tissues. Utilizing these endpoints early in the course of
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clinical development is important, since they might identify failing drug
candidates or ineffective treatment schedules at an early stage, thereby saving
immense amounts of time and money.
Finally, response evaluations are reported in each of the here described phase
I studies. Although not the primary objective, response data obtained in phase
I studies can give valuable information, possibly directing the course a drug
has to follow on its path to registration. Fortunately, in some of the here
reported phase I studies encouraging anti-tumor activity was observed.
Combined with a good safety and pharmacokinetic profile, some of the here
described investigational agents passed their phase I exam successfully and
moved into phase II.

References
1.
2.

GLOBOCAN 2002 database. Cancer Incidence, Mortality and Prevalence Worldwide.
International Agency for Research on Cancer (http://www-dep.iarc.fr). 2009
NKR cijfers 2006. IKC 2009 (http://www.ikcnet.nl). 2009
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Table 1: The compounds investigated in this thesis
Name

Target(s)

Mechanism of Action

Chapter

Targeted agents
AZD1152

Aurora Kinase B

Serine/Threonine Kinase
Inhibitor

3.2

AZD5438

Cyclin dependent
Kinase 2

Cell cycle inhibition

4.1

olaparib
(AZD2281)

Poly (ADP) ribose
polymerase

Inhibition of DNA repair

6.1
6.2

E7080

VEGFR2, PDGFR-beta,
FGFR1, c-kit

Angiogenesis inhibition

7.1
7.2

PF-00299804

HER1, HER2, HER4

Inhibition of HER-mediated
signal transduction

8.1

sorafenib
(Nexavar ®)

VEGFR-2,3,
PDGFRbeta, raf-1,
BRAF, C-Kit

Angiogenesis inhibition

9.1

Conventional cytotoxic agents
carboplatin

DNA

Induction of DNA damage

5.1
9.1

topotecan
(Hycamtin ®)

Topoisomerase I

Induction of DNA damge

5.1

paclitaxel
(Taxol ®)

Microtubuli

Stabilizing the microtubuli

6.2

gemcitabine
(Gemzar ®)

DNA

Antimetabolite

9.1
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Novel endpoints in
Clinical trials: PET/CT

CHAPTER 2.1
Application of PET/CT in the development of novel anticancer drugs
David S. Boss, Renato Valdes Olmos, Michiel Sinaasappel, Jos H.
Beijnen, Jan H. M. Schellens
Oncologist. 2008 Jan;13(1):25-38
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Abstract
Combined PET/CT is a relatively new imaging modality, combining the
functional images of PET with the anatomical information of CT.

Since its

commercial introduction about 5 years ago, PET/CT has become an important
tool in oncology. Currently, the technique is utilized for primary staging and
re-staging of cancer patients, as well as for surgery and radiation therapy
planning. The abilities of PET/CT to measure early treatment response as well
as drug distribution within the body make this technique very useful in the
development of novel anticancer drugs. In this paper recent literature about
the current role of PET/CT in drug development is reviewed.
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Introduction
Cancer is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in developed
countries, accounting for approximately 560.000 deaths in 2007 in the US
only, as estimated by the American Cancer Society (1).
Imaging techniques have become indispensable to the practice of oncology for
screening programs, staging, diagnosis, early response measurement and
tumor surveillance during follow-up. Anatomical imaging techniques like
Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have
benefited from the improvements in spatial and temporal resolution over the
years, and are widely used in all phases of cancer management. However,
both techniques have their limitations. They rely on morphological changes,
which limits discriminating pathophysiological processes such as inflammation
versus metastasis in enlarged lymph nodes or fibrosis versus recurrent tumor
in a residual mass. Moreover, the staging of early tumors is hampered, as
morphological changes occur later in the course of the disease. MRI can also
be used for functional imaging, but the technique at current stage of
development is hampered by its low sensitivity. Imaging modalities like
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) rely on
functional and metabolic changes, and have shown to be valuable for cancer
imaging.

Principles of PET
PET is a popular modality in oncology. The technique is based upon the
detection of photons released by annihilation of positrons emitted by
radiopharmaceuticals. Positron emitting radionuclides are produced in a
cyclotron by bombarding target material with accelerated protons. The
positron emitting radionuclides can be used to synthesize radiopharmaceuticals
that act as substrates for endogenous pathways. In the body, these
radiopharmaceuticals emit positrons that undergo annihilation with nearby
electrons, resulting in the release of 2 photons. These so-called annihilation
photons (511 KeV) leave under a corner of 180 degrees, and are detected by
coincidence imaging as they strike scintillation crystals. The resulting data can
be reconstructed to reveal the distribution of radiotracer within the subject.
One of the major advantages of PET as an imaging modality is its versatility.
Currently many different positron emitters with different characteristics (table
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1)

are

available,

making

it

possible

to

label

a

wide

variety

of

radiopharmaceuticals (2). Availability of these novel radiopharmaceuticals
enables visualization with high sensitivity of tumor metabolism, cellular
proliferation, recognition of specific cell surface receptors, angiogenesis and
tumor hypoxia.
Table 1: Characteristics of the most commonly used isotopes for PET imaging (2). The intrinsic
spatial resolution loss is not described in literature for 11C, 13N and 15O tracers.
Isotope

Half-life (t ½)

Β+ yield

Mean β+ energy

Intrinsic spatial

(%)

(MeV)

resolution loss (mm)

11

C

20.4 minutes

100

0.39

*

18

F

109.8 minutes

97

0.3

0.7

13

N

9.98 minutes

100

0.49

*

15

O

2.03 minutes

100

0.74

*

124

I

4.18 days

23

0.8

2.3

68

Ga

68.1 minutes

89

0.84

2.4

86

Y

14.7 hours

33

0.7

1.8

Abbreviations: PET, positron emission tomography;

Currently only two tracers have been approved by the FDA for applications in
oncology (3). The most widely used PET tracer is

18

F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-

FDG), a glucose analogue, which allows mapping of tumor glucose utilization.
It is known that malignant tumors have an increased glucose metabolism (4).
The value of FDG-PET for staging, re-staging and follow- up of various
malignancies has been reviewed recently by Gambhir et al. (5), Rohren et al.
(6), Juweid et al. (7) and others.

18

F-fluoride is indicated for PET imaging as a

bone imaging agent to define areas of altered osteogenic activity. The value of
18

F-fluoride for bone imaging has been reviewed recently (8,9). All other

tracers mentioned in this paper are used for research purposes.
Standardized uptake values (SUVs) provide a normalized quantitative measure
of tissue FDG accumulation by normalizing the tissue radioactivity measured
with PET to the injected dose and the bodyweight of the patient (10). SUVs
provide highly reproducible parameters of tumor glucose utilization, allowing
comparison between PET studies performed in different patients, or in the
same patient at different time points (11,12). In must be noted that in order
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to compare different scans, strict PET protocols have to be followed to
minimize the variation between FDG-PET studies. When comparing scans it is
very important that the time elapsed between injection of the FDG and the
scan is constant. Dynamic scans can provide information about the tracer
distribution over time. The first dynamic PET studies with FDG were performed
already in the 1980s (13). Kissel et al. described a model to quantify the
intracellular 5-Fluorouracil (5FU) concentration in liver metastases with
dynamic PET in 1997 (14). Since then, many dynamic PET studies have been
published with various tracers (15,16,17). The concept and applications of
compartmental modeling and PET were reviewed recently (18).
Apart from these advantages, the technique also has its limitations. FDG is not
entirely specific to malignant tissue. Some benign processes may also show
enhanced glycolysis (19). This can lead to false positive FDG-PET results.
Moreover, despite recent technical improvements, PET still is limited by a
relatively low spatial resolution compared to anatomical imaging modalities
like CT or MRI. Other disadvantages are the high costs and the need for a
cyclotron in order to generate positron emitting radionuclides, as some PET
radiotracers (i.e.

15

O,

13

N and

11

C tracers) have a short half-life, necessitating

on site synthesis of the PET tracer.

Combining PET with CT
When examining the different but complementary advantages of both
functional and anatomical imaging modalities, it is clear that combining these
imaging modalities within one scanning gantry has great potential. In this
regard, PET/CT has shown to be the most useful combination, although other
combined modalities like SPECT/CT, MRS/MRI and recently PET/MRI have also
shown promising results.
The PET/CT scanner is capable of acquiring accurately aligned anatomical and
functional images of a patient from a single investigation (20). Temporal and
spatial differences between PET and CT images are minimized as the patient
remains positioned on the same bed for both imaging techniques. A combined
PET/CT scan can utilize CT images for attenuation correction. Attenuation
correction is generally applied to achieve count rate values independent of
tissue electron density (21). Single PET machines use transmission scans for
attenuation correction, which take longer (about 15 minutes) than correction
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via CT scan (1 minute). The increased imaging speed is beneficial in more than
one way, because it increases patient throughput (which is also beneficial for
the patients because for many patients a one hour scan is too long), it leads to
a more efficient use of FDG and other radiopharmaceuticals, and it reduces the
imaging costs per patient (22). However, the PET examinations corrected for
attenuation using CT images may be hampered by artifacts that are not seen
in PET images corrected by use of transmission scans, like CT contrast agents
and metal artifacts (23,24). Using segmented CT transmission maps can solve
these problems. Segmentation is used to divide the CT image into regions
representing different tissue types. Areas that appear denser than bone
(higher CT value) are assigned to the soft tissue segment, thereby abolishing
the overestimated FDG signal (25).
Since its commercial introduction about five years ago, the combined PET/CT
scanner led to a dramatic change in cancer imaging, with the majority of PET
systems now being sold as PET/CT machines across the world. Combined
PET/CT has shown to be a powerful tool for staging of various malignancies
(26,27), surgery and radiotherapy planning (28,29,30) and the assessment of
response early in the course of treatment (31,32).

Figure 1: Combined imaging modality in a patient with a carcinoid tumor in the central area of
the right lung. On the left: axial PET image showing intense tumor uptake of 18F-FDG. In
contrast, on the right, SPECT/CT shows uptake of 111In-octreotide only in the mediastinal part of
the tumor. The lack of tumor uptake of radiolabeled octreotide may be related to poor
expression of membrane SSTRs whereas FDG accumulation is associated with overexpression of
glucose transporters (GLUT 1 and 3) in the cell membrane. Most carcinoid tumors accumulate
more octreotide than FDG due to its low growth rate and marked differentiation. However, there
is variability and the individual tumor characterization may be helpful for the therapeutic choice.
Abbreviations: PET, positron emission tomography; 18F-FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; SPECT/CT,
single photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography; SSTR, somatostatin
receptor; GLUT, glucose transporter.
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PET/CT in cancer drug development
The last decade, advances in tumor biology and chemistry have led to the
discovery of numerous potential therapeutic cancer targets, and of lead
compounds for therapeutic applications (33,34). Despite all these new targets,
the number of annual new drug approvals has remained constant between
1990 and 2004, and the reason for this is likely multifactorial (35). One of the
potential drawbacks in the development of new drugs are the increasing costs,
which

result

from

increasing

preclinical

evaluation

and

clinical

trial

expenditures (36). Earlier identification of drug failure in phase I or phase II
trials could lead to a major decrease in development costs per drug (37). The
combined PET/CT scanner could be a useful imaging modality in various
phases of drug development. Small animal PET/CT can be used in preclinical
studies, selecting drug candidates for clinical trials. PET/CT can be used to
enrich the patient population of early clinical trials and for assessment of drug
biodistribution by labeling the drug with a positron emitting radionuclide.
Moreover, FDG-PET/CT has already shown to be a reliable predictor of
treatment

response.

Other

tracers

for

response

evaluation

are

under

investigation. Finally, PET/CT can be a useful tool to investigate the
pharmacodynamics of novel anticancer agents.

Preclinical studies (small-animal PET/CT)
Prior to any clinical study in vivo preclinical studies are performed to
demonstrate that the drug of interest reaches its target, has beneficial
pharmacokinetics and shows a good safety profile. Drug activity in animal
studies is commonly determined by measuring tumor size of tumors that have
been implanted subcutaneously. External calipers are currently the standard
for external repeated measurements of tumor size (38,39). However, the
accuracy of these measurements have shown to be affected by subcutaneous
fat layer thickness, as well as by hair and fur. In order to demonstrate
metabolic responses in small animals, FDG-PET with specially designed highresolution small-animal scanning equipment has been utilized (39,40). The
spatial resolution of these PET scanners (approximately 1 mm) is superior
compared to PET scanners used in the clinic (4 mm).
As

with

conventional

PET

imaging,

FDG

(41)

and

3´-Deoxy-3´-18F-

fluorothymidine (FLT) (42) are commonly used small-animal PET tracers for
determining treatment response to novel anticancer agents in preclinical
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mouse models. Other tracers are also used. One recent example is smallanimal PET with the
used

to

visualize

18

an

F-3-hydroxymethylbutylguanine tracer, which can be
anti-tumor immune

immunotherapy activity (43).

response

as

a

measure

of

124

I-Iodo-azomycin-galactoside is a promising

tracer for imaging of hypoxia in mice with serial small-animal PET scanning
(44). Another useful application of small-animal PET is the monitoring of gene
expression by reporter gene systems. Target tissues expressing PET reporter
genes, like herpes simplex virus type 1 thymidine kinase (45), can sequester
systemically delivered PET reporter probes, enabling the monitoring of gene
expression and distribution. The characteristics of the most frequently used
PET reporter gene systems have been reviewed recently (46,47).
The lack of sufficient anatomical detail hampers the accuracy of single PET
measurements. Combined PET/CT in animal studies was first reported using a
clinical PET/CT scanner in rabbit and rat studies (48). More recently, a
combined small-animal PET/CT scanner was brought into practice. The CT part
of the scanner has shown to be superior in estimating tumor size when
compared to the external caliper measurements (49), while FDG-PET can be
used for assessing metabolic response. A disadvantage of using imaging
modalities like PET/CT in preclinical studies is that it is more expensive than
measurements of tumor size by external calipers.

Patient selection and response prediction
The vast majority of phase I clinical trials is performed on a broad population
of patients with a wide variety of malignancies. This is due to the aim of these
studies, which is not to evaluate response but rather to obtain toxicity and
safety data. The introduction of many novel anticancer drug targets has for
example lead to the opportunity of therapy individualization, with trastuzumab
(50). Such an enrichment of patient populations in phase I studies would lead
to higher response rates in these studies, and earlier identification of failing
drug candidates. Functional imaging techniques like PET might aid in patient
selection and prediction of response to novel anticancer agents. Examples of
radiotracers used for patient selection and therapy individualization are tracers
targeting various receptors involved in cell proliferation and differentiation,
and tracers for imaging of multidrug resistance.
Currently, many novel PET tracers targeting cell surface receptors are being
evaluated. The neuroendocrine PET tracers constitute an important class of
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receptor targeted PET tracers. Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) comprise a
heterogeneous group of neoplasms originating from neural crest cells that are
characterized by peptide receptors at the cell membrane and the presence of
neuroamine uptake mechanisms. The role of PET and PET/CT in the imaging of
NETs has been reviewed recently (51). An important PET tracer for the
assessment of estrogen receptor (ER) status is 16-18F-fluoro-17-estradiol
(FES). Currently, the assessment ER status relies on biopsy specimens and in
vitro studies. FES is a ligand for the estrogen receptor, and can be used to
assess ER status in breast tumors in vivo. FES-PET has a sensitivity of 76%
and specificity of 100% compared with the in vitro assay of ER status (52) and
can be used to predict response to tamoxifen therapy (53). Fulvestrant is a
pure ER antagonist recently approved for the treatment of hormone-sensitive
breast cancer in post-menopausal women with disease progression following
antiestrogen therapy. Three new 16-18F-fluoro-fulvestrant derivatives were
prepared with the aim to develop a tracer for positron emission tomography
(PET) imaging capable of predicting the potential therapeutic efficacy of
selective ER modulators (SERM). Unfortunately, the introduction of the 16-18Ffluorine led to a dramatic decrease of the apparent binding affinity for ER,
making these tracers unsuitable for response prediction to ER modulators
(54). Other novel tracers targeting epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
(55), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) (56) and the integrin
receptor αvβ3 (57) are under investigation.
Overexpression of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) can result in a multidrug resistance
(MDR) phenotype of cancer cells and tumors by reducing intracellular
accumulation of various cytotoxic agents. The uptake of colchicine, an alkaloid
that binds to tubulin, is significantly lower in resistant versus sensitive tumors
(58). Colchicine has a clear intracellular target (tubulin), and is easy to label at
a carbon atom, which makes it an attractive MDR tracer.

11

C-colchicine PET

has shown to be useful for PET imaging of multidrug resistance in preclinical
studies (59,60,61). PET with colchicine as a tracer can be used as a diagnostic
tool to identify patients who will not respond to treatment with taxanes due to
Pgp expression.
PET imaging with these kinds of tracers offers a noninvasive way of selecting
patients for early clinical trials. The conventional way of patient selection for
targeted therapies is by biopsy procedures, which is an invasive and
logistically difficult procedure (62).
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A major disadvantage of imaging with these kind of tracers is that receptor
negative tumors can not be visualized. These tracers are often very specific for
one receptor, and are not applicable for a wide range of malignancies.

Early response measurements in drug development
Treatment response measurements are essential in cancer therapy. It is
essential to identify patients who do not respond to chemotherapy early in the
course of treatment to avoid ineffective therapies and unnecessary side
effects.

At present, response to treatment is commonly determined by

conventional imaging modalities like CT and/or MRI. Anatomical imaging
modalities, including CT and MRI, assess tumor response by the size of the
primary tumor and/or its metastases, which is followed over time by the
clinician (63). This has its limitations, because it frequently takes several
cycles of chemotherapy to demonstrate significant changes in tumor size
(64,65). Furthermore, many new anticancer drugs that interfere with signal
transduction pathways are cytostatic rather than cytotoxic, which activity often
is associated with tumor stabilization as best treatment response. FDG-PET
can measure response to treatment by assessing metabolic changes rather
than changes in tumor size. Quantitative assessments of glucose uptake (SUV)
before and during treatment can predict early response to treatment in a wide
variety of malignancies (66,67). When compared to CT, FDG-PET was superior
in predicting response to therapy early in the course of treatment in metastatic
breast cancer (68), and in advanced soft tissue sarcoma (69). PET imaging
employing

18

F-FDG is based on utilization of this substrate at sites of enhanced

metabolism, i.e. tumor tissue. However, besides visualization of enhanced
glucose metabolism of cancer cells, it is also possible to assess tumor response
by PET by demonstrating changes in other metabolic processes of cancer cells,
for instance increased amino acid metabolism. This can be determined by
labeling amino acids with positron emitters, for which aim L-1-11C-tyrosine,
18

F-fluoro-L-proline and

11

C-methionine are promising tracers to determine

early response. Another characteristic of cancer cells that is utilized in PET
measurements is their increased proliferation potential. 3´-Deoxy-3´-18Ffluorothymidine and

11

C-thymidine are among the most promising PET tracers

identifying cell proliferation. Application of all these relatively new tracers,
reviewed recently (70,71,72), might contribute to earlier and more accurate
response

18

evaluations

compared

with

standard

CT-based

response
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measurements. The most striking examples of the use of PET in assessing
early treatment response have been observed in studies with imatinib.

Example of assessing
development: imatinib

treatment

response

in

drug

Imatinib is a receptor tyrosine-kinase inhibitor that is currently used for the
treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) and gastrointestinal stromal
tumors (GIST). The development of imatinib has been reviewed extensively,
since the drug is one of the first targeted anticancer drugs (73). Imatinib is a
potent inhibitor of the fusion tyrosine kinase bcr-abl and of c-kit, a 145 kd
transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase that plays a role in the development
of a variety of malignancies, including GIST (74). FDG-PET revealed early
response to treatment with imatinib. A case report of a woman with a
gastrointestinal tumor showed that the response to imatinib could be assessed
by FDG-PET early after start of therapy (75). This report together with the
study by van den Abbeele (76) hallmarked the use of FDG-PET for the
assessment of treatment response to imatinib.
This study aimed to compare FDG-PET with anatomical CT imaging in patients
with advanced GIST, who received oral daily imatinib. Twenty-three patients
were imaged by CT as well as by FDG-PET at baseline, while 14 patients had
subsequent FDG-PET and CT scans (1 to 3 imaging studies/patient) between
24 hours and 13 weeks after initiation of therapy. It appeared that the sites of
abnormalities on FDG-PET images correlated with those seen on CT. Moreover,
FDG-PET provided additional information about the extent of the disease, the
metabolic activity within tumor metastases, and the response to therapy as
early as 24 hours following initiation of therapy, which was far earlier
compared to the measurable changes that could be observed by CT. Lack of
metabolic response on FDG-PET was noted in only 1 out of 14 patients. This
patient exhibited primary resistance to imatinib and tumor progression
visualized by CT and conventional clinical methods (76). More recent studies
confirmed the usefulness of PET in predicting early response to imatinib
therapy (69,77). An example of a patient with a GIST who had an adequate
metabolic response following imatinib therapy is shown in figure 2. An example
of a partial metabolic response to sunitinib, a related small molecule tyrosine
kinase inhibitor, is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 2: Left: FDG-PET scan (upper and middle figures) and CT scan (lower figure) of a patient
with GIST with tumor metastases in the liver before start of imatinib therapy. This patient had
a partial resection of the stomach due to a GIST. However, one year after the resection, large
metastases were observed in the liver. Both the left and the right lobes of the liver show intense
FDG uptake. Right: FDG-PET (upper and middle figures) and CT (lower figure) evaluation after 2
months of imatinib therapy. No pathological FDG uptake can be observed in the liver.
Physiological FDG uptake can be seen in the heart, kidneys, bladder and the gut. By contrast
residual tumor on CT remains considerable. Conclusion: An adequate metabolic response
following imatinib treatment. Abbreviations: FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission
tomography; CT, computed tomography; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumor.

Recently, it was shown that imatinib, via inhibition of c-kit, leads to down
regulation of GLUT-1, the most prominent transporter of glucose into the cell.
Moreover, imatinib inhibits the uptake of glucose into the cell by decreasing
the number of a wide variety of other glucose transporters as well as their
affinity for glucose (78).
These studies exemplify the importance of PET in the development of a new
drug. Early response measurements are important for early screening of
effective therapies. Besides for patient selection and response measurements,
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PET

is

also

used

for

the

assessment

of

drug

biodistribution

and

pharmacodynamic measurements in the course of drug development.

Figure 3: PET-CT fusion images of a 59 year old man with GIST recurrence in the right
abdominal wall. The images show significant residual FDG tumor uptake after 2 months therapy
with sunitinib. However, the SUV decreased from 13.5 (left image) to 6.4 (right image).
Abbreviations: PET-CT, positron emission tomography-computed tomography; GIST,
gastrointestinal stromal tumor; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; SUV, standardized uptake value.

Assessment of drug biodistribution
Assessment of the pharmacokinetics of novel drug candidates is one of the
aims of early phase I clinical trials. Parameters including absorption,
bioavailability, distribution and elimination as well as maximum plasma
concentration (Cmax) and area under the plasma-time curve (AUC) are major
determinants of the toxicity profile and efficacy of any novel drug. The interpatient variability in the pharmacokinetics of novel anticancer drugs in phase I
studies is generally high. This is a limitation, because anticancer drugs often
have a narrow therapeutic window and are dosed close to the maximum
tolerable dose. The high inter-patient variability can be attributed to interindividual differences in absorption, distribution metabolism and excretion of
anticancer drugs (79). Recently, the influence of genetic factors on drug
efficacy and toxicity was reviewed (80).
Non-steady state plasma pharmacokinetics often poorly reflect drug levels in
normal or tumor tissue. Anti-cancer drug effects are mediated by interactions
with

targets

such

as

receptor

proteins

and

drug

transporters.

PET

pharmacokinetic studies might aid in determining intratumoral drug exposure
(81).
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In one of the first PET studies with radiolabeled pharmaceuticals the
pharmacokinetics of the opiates morphine and heroin were studied in rhesus
monkeys (82). Since then it has been shown that PET analysis of radiolabeled
anticancer drugs can reveal important information about the distribution of the
18

drugs in patients.

F-fluorouracil is the most common anti-cancer drug studied

with PET. This is due to the ease of

F-fluorouracil synthesis and the favorable

18

F-fluorouracil PET studies can give important

half-life of fluorine (83).
information about

18

18

F-fluorouracil biodistribution in tumor and normal tissue,

as reviewed by Gupta et al. (84). A study with
the

effect

of

PgP

blockers

on

paclitaxel

18

F-paclitaxel (85) examined

biodistribution,

biodistribution, bioclearance and in vivo transformation of
also been studied with PET (86). Tumor uptake of

while

the

13

N-cisplatin have

18

F-tamoxifen has been

studied by PET. 18F-tamoxifen uptakes in tumors with good responses were
significantly higher than those with poor responses (87). Tumor uptake of
11C-BCNU

was

compared

between

intra-venous

and

intra-arterial

administration by means of PET measurements. It appeared that intra-arterial
administration

of

11

C-BCNU

resulted

in

50

times

higher

intratumoral

concentrations (88).
To

evaluate

the

distribution,

somatostatin analog
SMT487

(89).

pharmacokinetics

and

dosimetry

90

of

Y-SMT487, a phase I study was performed with

Another

phase

I

study

investigated

both

the
86

Y-

conventional

pharmacokinetics and PET pharmacokinetics of XR5000, a topoisomerase I and
II

inhibitor

formerly

known

as

DACA.

On

the

basis

of

conventional

pharmacokinetics, a dose schedule was proposed at which potentially
therapeutic plasma levels were attained. However, the PET data revealed low
tumor exposure and no saturation of tumor exposure at the maximal tolerated
dose (MTD) (90).
Fourteen patients scheduled for fluorouracil chemotherapy received a PET scan
with

18

F-fluorouracil as a tracer prior to initiation of chemotherapy. Patients

with a high uptake of the radiolabeled drug were more likely to achieve
disease stabilization and a longer survival time, as shown in figure 4 (91).
Unfortunately, we have not found a study correlating plasma pharmacokinetics
with PET pharmacokinetics.
Main characteristics of the most commonly used PET radiotracers in
pharmacokinetic studies are summarized in table 2.
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Figure 4: Left: Time-activity curve for 18F-labeled fluorouracil position emission tomography
in a liver metastasis, in normal liver tissue, and in normal aorta tissue. Right: Comparison of
the 18F-labeled fluorouracil uptake values of the liver metastasis measured with a single
positron emission tomography scan 110-120 minutes post administration (SUV) and their
survival time (mean overall survival) in 13 colorectal carcinoma patients with liver metastases
after the onset of chemotherapy. A significant correlation coefficient of 0.65 was found
between these parameters. Adapted from Moehler et al (91). Abbreviation: SUV, standardized
uptake value.

Table 2: The most common radiotracers in pharmacokinetic PET studies with anticancer agents.
isotope

11

C

Labeled Drug

Information obtained

11

Biodistribution and metabolism,

C-DACA,

topoisomerase I/II inhibitor

potential toxicities (90,97)

11

Biodistribution in tumor and normal tissue,

C-BCNU, alkylating agent

specific for brain tissue
13
13

N

alkylating agent
18

18

86

F

Y

N-Cisplatin

F-FU,

comparison of administration routes (88)
Biodistribution in tumor and normal tissue,
clearance, comparison of administration
routes (86)
Biodistribution in tumor and normal tissue,

antimetabolite

mechanism of action (84,91)

18

Biodistribution in tumor and normal tissue,

F-Tamoxifen, estrogen receptor

downregulator

response predictions (87)

86

Biodistribution, pharmacokinetics and

Y-SMT487

somatostatin analog

dosimetry of

90

Y-SMT487 (89)

Abbreviation: PET, positron emission tomography
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PET microdose studies
One of the major advantages of pharmacokinetic PET studies with radiolabeled
drug

candidates

is

that

they

can

be

performed

at

very

low

drug

concentrations, thereby reducing or even preventing unwanted side effects.
These studies, referred to as PET-microdosing studies, or phase 0 / prephase I
clinical trials, can give important information about the distribution of a novel
drug. However, they do not provide information about the safety and
tolerability of the drug. Recently, the Committee for Human Medicinal Products
(CHMP) of the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products
(EMEA) proposed that a dose one-hundredth of the pharmacological dose
derived of in vitro and animal models could be considered a human microdose
(92). A summary of the requirements for microdose studies, as stated by the
CPMP, has been given by Bergstrom et al. (93) and by the FDA in exploratory
IND studies (94), and put into perspectives by Marchetti et al (95). Not many
PET microdosing studies have been performed thus far, while its feasibility for
studying PK in humans was demonstrated already early in the 1990s (96). An
explanation for this might be the high costs of PET microdosing studies. One of
the exceptions is a study with

11

C-DACA, an acridine carboxamide (97). This

pre-phase I study, performed with a radiotracer dose equivalent to onethousandth of the phase I starting dose, showed that valuable distribution
data, including tumor concentration and early-time point PK data could be
obtained using the PET technique. It should be confirmed whether the PK
determined in microdosing studies is correlated with the PK determined at
clinically relevant dose levels.
While PET is used as a single modality in microdosing studies, combined PET
and microdialysis measurements can provide important pharmacokinetic data
on intracellular drug concentrations (98). Microdialysis sampling is a minimally
invasive sampling technique that can be utilized to assess unbound drug
concentrations in extracellular spaces. The contribution of this technique in PK
and PD studies has been reviewed recently (99). Combined PET and
microdialysis measurements are not common at the moment, but might
become a useful application in drug development, for which knowledge of
intracellular concentrations is important (98).
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Pharmacodynamics (PD)
Pharmacodynamic evaluations in drug development, are often made in phase
II and III clinical studies, while phase I studies are mainly focused on dose
finding, safety and tolerability of the involved new drug. Receptor binding
assays for drugs that target defined receptors are a major component of these
pharmacodynamic studies. Cancer is often characterized by overexpression or
mutation of transmembrane molecules or specific receptors, and several new
anti-cancer therapies target these specific receptors. This makes new, more
specific endpoints necessary. Many studies have measured the effects of the
investigational drug on surrogate tissues such as skin (100) or circulating
lymphocytes (101). This approach has a number of limitations. First, this
approach provides no information about the effects on the tumor tissue.
Second, effects on the surrogate target correlate only partially, if at all, with
response. Novel drug studies often include serial tumor biopsy sampling. This
approach is not always feasible (62) and often logistically difficult. Studies in
which biopsy sampling is incorporated often enroll insufficient numbers of
patients to draw firm conclusions (102). In studies in which enough tumor
tissue could be collected, demonstrable target inhibition did not result in tumor
responses (100,103).
Imaging with PET offers a non-invasive way of assessing biological effects of
novel anticancer agents. Besides tracers for imaging receptor binding, new
tracers have been developed for imaging of apoptosis, antivascular activity
and tissue perfusion, tumor hypoxia and choline accumulation.
FES is a tracer that can be used for the assessment of ER status and prediction
of response to hormonal therapy in breast cancer patients, as mentioned in
the above. However, the tracer also has value during the course of therapy. A
decrease in the uptake of FES in breast cancers has been observed following
treatment with tamoxifen (104). The reduction in FES uptake was found to be
greater in responding patients compared with non-responding patients (105).
These studies exemplify that FES-PET can be a useful tool for predicting
response early in the course of hormonal treatment.
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is the likely mechanism behind the
tumoricidal effects of both standard chemotherapeutic agents and many novel
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Isotope Radiolabeled molecule
11

C-Thymidine

Rationale

Information obtained

Increased DNA proliferation

Early response to treatment

of malignant cells

(72)

Increased amino acid
L-1-11C-Tyrosine

metabolism of malignant
cells

11

C

11

11

11

C-Methionine
C-Methylcholine

C-Colchicine

124

124

I

124

124

18

Early response to treatment

bolism of malignant cells

(70,71)

Methylcholine uptake
correlates with proliferation

I-Z(HER2:4)

F-Fluorodeoxyglucose
18

Quantification of Pgp-

correlates to paclitaxel.

mediated transport,

resistance

multidrug resistance (59)

Annexin V binds to the
surface of apoptotic cells

Predicting treatment
response (56)

Enhanced glucose uptake of

Early response to treatment

malignant cells

(65,66,67)

oestradiol

overexpression
Increased amino acid
metabolism of malignant
cells
18

18

F

(104,105)
Early response to treatment
(63,64)

Increased DNA proliferation

Early response to treatment

of malignant cells

(70,71)

18

Annexin V binds to the

F-Annexin

surface of apoptotic cells

Apoptosis (108,109)

Hypoxia predicts poor

Early response to treatment

treatment response

(118,119)

Hypoxia predicts poor

Early response to treatment

arabinoside

treatment response

(122,123)

18

Hypoxia predicts poor

Early response to treatment

F-fluoromisonidazole
F- fluoroazomycin
F-fluoroerythronitro-

midazole

treatment response

(121)

18

Integrin receptor αvβ3 is

Predicting treatment

important for tumor growth

response (57)

EGFR is overexpressed in a

Predicting treatment

wide range of malignancies

response (55)

18

F-galacto-RGD
F-ML04

Tissue perfusion is important
15

O-H2O

for tumor growth and
survival.
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to tamoxifen treatment

Fluorothymidine

18

O

Receptor Binding, response

3´-Deoxy-3´- F-

18

15

Apoptosis (106,107)

breast cancer

Many breast tumors have ER

F-fluoro-L-proline

Tumor VEGF levels (113)

HER2 is overexpressed in

16- F-fluoro-17-

18

Signal transduction (124)

Colchicine resistance

overexpressed VEGF levels

I-Annexin V

(70,71)

Increased amino acid meta-

Many tumors have

I-VG76e

Early response to treatment

Early response to treatment
(116,114,115)
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Table 3 (previous page): The most common PET radiotracers for response prediction and
pharmacodynamic assessments. Abbreviations: PET, positron emission tomography; DNA,
deoxyribonucleic acid; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; HER, human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

targeted anti-cancer drugs. An early event in apoptosis is the exposure of
phosphatidylserines, which are normally confined internally within the cell.
Annexin V, an endogenous protein, has a high affinity for membrane bound
phosphatidylserine, and is capable of detecting apoptosis in vivo.
PET studies in mice with

124

I labeled Annexin V showed high tracer uptake in
18

fas-induced apoptotic tissue (106,107).

F-Annexin V uptake in non-

pathological conditions appeared lower than the uptake of the SPECT tracer
99m

Tc labeled Annexin V, while the uptake of both tracers increased threefold

in ischemic tissue (108). The uptake of

18

F-annexin V in organs of mice treated

with cycloheximide correlated well with the results of terminal deoxynucleotide
end-labeling (TUNEL) assays, which is an established method of measuring
degrees of apoptosis (109). PET with annexin V as a tracer might be valuable
for determining response to anti-cancer treatment in various malignancies, as
99m

has already been shown for SPECT/CT with

Tc labeled Annexin V (110,111).

Angiogenesis is an essential process for tumors to grow beyond 2-3 cubic
millimeters. The key mediator of angiogenesis is vascular endothelial growth
factor

(VEGF),

which

is

therefore

an appealing

target

for

anticancer

therapeutics (112).
VG76e is a monoclonal antibody that binds to human VEGF. The antibody can
be labeled with

124

I, and used as a tracer for measuring tumor levels of VEGF,

as shown in an animal PET study (113). Measuring VEGF levels by PET might
be a useful method to characterize tumors and assess resistance mechanisms.
15

O-H2O is another useful PET tracer that has been used extensively to

measure tissue perfusion in response to antiangiogenic therapy (114,115). A
recent study with

15

O-H2O and labeled

18

F-5FU showed that treatment with

nicotinamide, an amide of vitamin B3, and carbogen, a vasoconstriction
inhibitor, before administration of 5-FU, can lead to an increase
perfusion. Pharmacokinetic measurements with

in tumor

18

F-5FU PET showed a higher

delivery of 5-FU to the tumor tissue. However, no differences were seen in

18

F-

5FU tumor exposure (116).
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Tumor hypoxia is associated with poor treatment outcome and survival (117).
18

F- labeled fluoromisonidazole (18F-FMISO) is the most extensively studied

PET tracer for imaging of tissue oxygenation (118). FMISO PET is a promising
tool for predicting response to radiotherapy in patients with NSCLC or head
and neck cancer (119). FMISO binds covalently to intracellular macromolecules
upon reduction at low oxygen levels. In the presence of oxygen, the molecule
is re-oxygenated to its less reactive parent compound, which is cleared from
the tissue (120). However, clinical application of FMISO as a PET tracer is
limited by its unfavorable biokinetics, including slow specific accumulation as
well as slow clearance from normoxic tissues. Next generation PET tracers like
18

F-labeled

fluoroazomycin

(18F-FAZA)

arabinoside

18

and

F-

18

fluoroerythronitroimidazole ( F-FETNIM ) have been developed to achieve
faster clearance by reducing lipophilicity (121,122). The feasibility of
for clinical PET imaging of tumor hypoxia was studied recently.

18

F-FAZA

18

F-FAZA PET

appeared feasible in head and neck cancer patients and image quality was
adequate for clinical purposes (123).
Choline is a precursor of the membrane phospholipid phosphatidylcholine. The
synthesis of phospholipids is tightly regulated by signal transduction cascades.
The inhibition of these signal transduction pathways, can be investigated by
PET

with

the

radiolabeled

choline

tracer

11

C-methylcholine

(124,125).

Moreover, choline PET might be a valuable diagnostic tool to differentiate
between low-grade and high-grade gliomas (126).

Conclusions and future directions
The opportunity of determining pharmacokinetic properties of novel anticancer
agents, together with response evaluations early in the course of treatment
clearly demonstrates the value of PET in the development of a new drug.
Computed Tomography imaging procedures can not aid in measurement of
pharmacokinetic characteristics of novel drugs. Furthermore, PET has superior
sensitivity compared with CT to determine early response to treatment. These
findings raise the question whether combined PET/CT can contribute in the
development of new drugs. However, the CT part of the combined PET/CT
gantry can aid in drug development. The weakness of PET imaging is its low
spatial resolution, while CT is known for its superior spatial resolution.
Therefore, combined PET/CT is able to generate metabolic images with
improved anatomical detail. It is this combination that makes PET/CT more
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accurate in determining early responses to chemotherapy when compared to
either PET or CT alone. Another advantage of combining PET and CT in one
modality is the faster scanning time compared to PET alone, which increases
patient throughput, leads to a more efficient use of FDG and other
radiopharmaceuticals, and reduces the imaging costs per patient. Despite
these advantages, PET/CT is not the standard imaging modality in cancer drug
development yet. At this moment PET/CT is mostly used for staging and restaging of the disease.
Drug development is hampered by increasing costs, while the time from drug
discovery to product marketing has increased over the years to more than 10
years nowadays. Less than ten percent of drugs tested in phase I studies
eventually

reach

the

market.

These

disappointing

statistics

clearly

demonstrate that improvements have to be made in this field of research.
Combined PET/CT might aid improving these statistics in the years to come.
The combined PET/CT scanner could be useful in various preclinical and clinical
phases of drug development. Earlier PD measurements in the development of
novel anticancer agents might lead to earlier rejection of drug candidates,
thereby increasing efficiency of drug development.
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We read with interest the letter entitled

18

F-Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron

Emission Tomography for Monitoring Response to Sorafenib Treatment in
Patients with Hepatocellular Carcinoma by Siemerink et al.
Because of a lack of tumor uptake, there is as yet no defined role for
PET in the staging of HCC, but

18

F-FDG-

18

F-FDG-PET might be valuable for the

assessment of therapy response in patients with demonstrated tumor uptake
at baseline. This is stated in the review by Hain and Fogelman (1). However,
we have found no prospective study in which

18

F-FDG-PET scans were made at

baseline and early in the course of therapy in patients with HCC. The studies
that Hain and Fogelman (1) refer to in their review include one retrospective
18

study (2) and one study in which baseline

F-FDG uptake levels were

correlated with clinical outcome (3). In other words, at this moment there is no
18

evidence that

F-FDG-PET is valuable for early response measurements in

patients with HCC. Perhaps this makes the findings of Siemerink et al. even
more interesting.
Sorafenib is, in our opinion, an attractive drug for evaluation of its antitumor
activity by

18

F-FDG-PET. It is a multikinase inhibitor, with platelet-derived

growth factor receptor, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor, Raf kinase,
and c-Kit as predominant targets. The latter is of importance when considering
18

F-FDG-PET response measurements. It has been shown that c-Kit inhibition

leads to a downregulation of Glut-1, the most important transporter of glucose
into the cell (4). Consequently, treatment with sorafenib, as with imatinib,
might lead to reduced

18

F-FDG uptake.

In the letter by Siemerink et al.,

18

F-FDG-PET scans were made at baseline and

after 3 weeks of treatment. After treatment with imatinib,

18

F-FDG-PET

responses can already be observed after 1 week of therapy, or even earlier
(5). Perhaps responses to sorafenib can also be seen after 1 week of therapy.
In our opinion, it would be valuable to study

18

F-FDG-PET uptake even earlier

in the course of treatment, for example, after 1 week of drug treatment.
In conclusion, the use of

18

F-FDG-PET for assessment of response to sorafenib

therapy might be valuable, as stated by Siemerink et al. We share their
opinion that these results should be confirmed in a larger population. We
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suggest measuring the response to sorafenib treatment even earlier in the
course of therapy.
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Abstract
The aurora kinase family of serine/threonine kinases comprises three
members, designated aurora A, B and C. Aurora A and B are essential
components of the mitotic pathway, ensuring proper chromosome assembly,
formation of the mitotic spindle and cytokinesis. The role of Aurora C is less
well clear. Overexpression of aurora A and B has been observed in several
tumor types, and has been linked with a poor prognosis of cancer patients.
Several small molecules targeting aurora kinase A, B or both have been
evaluated preclinically and in early phase I trials. In this review we aim to
summarize the most recent advances in the development of aurora kinase
inhibitors, with a focus on the clinical data.
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Introduction
Mitosis, the process by which an eukaryotic cell separates a complete copy of
its duplicated genome into two identical sets in two daughter cells, is an
extremely complex and tightly regulated process (1). Central players in the
mitotic process are the microtubules forming the mitotic spindle as well as the
centrosome, an organelle that has an important role in regulating tubulin
dynamics (2). Defects in mitotic signaling pathways, including those involving
tubulin dynamics, might lead to unrestrained growth, one of the hallmarks of
cancer cells. The effectiveness of the taxanes and vinca-alkaloids in the
treatment of many tumor types indicates the significance of the mitotic/tubulin
machinery as a validated drug target (3,4). Recently, other mitosis regulating
molecules have been proposed as targets for anticancer drug development,
including cyclin-dependent kinases (5), survivin (6), polo-like kinases (7), and
the aurora kinases that will be discussed in this review. Members of the aurora
kinase family have emerged as key regulators of the mitotic process.
Furthermore,

they

are

frequently

overexpressed

in

various

human

malignancies, and overexpression in cancer patients correlates with a poor
prognosis, exemplifying their significance for tumor formation and progression.
These factors clearly demonstrate the feasibility of the aurora kinases as
promising drug targets, which is underlined by the possibility to inhibit the
auroras with small molecules. Several small molecules targeting one or more
of the aurora family members have emerged, and are currently being tested in
clinical studies.

The aurora family
The aurora family of serine/threonine kinases contains three members in
mammalian cells, designated aurora A, B and C, which share the highest
degree of sequence homology in their catalytic domains (8).
However, their expression pattern and cellular localization differ markedly.
Aurora A and B are expressed in many different cell types, while the
expression of aurora C seems to be restricted to testicular tissue (9).
Activation of the aurora kinases is dependent on co-factors, and many
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different co-factors are involved in the activation of aurora A, B and C,
respectively, although the precise mechanisms of aurora activation remain to
be elucidated. The roles of aurora kinases A, B and, to a much lesser extend,
aurora kinase C, in mitosis have been extensively studied (figure 1) as
described in an excellent review by Vader and Lens (10). Aurora A is required
for

centrosome

maturation

and

division.

Subsequently,

the

divided

centrosomes migrate to opposite sites of the dividing cell to define the poles of
the bipolar mitotic spindle (10). This process, as well as the formation of the
mitotic spindle, also requires aurora A function (11). Entry into mitosis is also
regulated by aurora A due to an effect on CDK1/cyclinB complexes, making
aurora A also a cell cycle regulating protein (12). Aurora B is the catalytic
component of the chromosomal passenger complex, which consists of three
additional proteins: Survivin, borealin and INCENP (13,14). This complex
regulates chromosome condensation, probably via direct phosphorylation of
histone H3 by aurora B (15). Subsequently, aurora B directs the proper
orientation of the chromosomes (16), the assembly of the mitotic spindle (17),
and the correct attachment of the mitotic spindle to the chromosomes by
destabilizing

defective

microtubule-chromosome

attachments,

leading

to

abrogation of the mitotic process (18). These processes are controlled by the
spindle checkpoint, a quality control circuit that blocks the onset of mitosis
until all chromosomes have achieved a bipolar attachment to the mitotic
spindle (19). The spindle checkpoint also requires aurora B function (14).
Finally, aurora B has a critical role in cytokinesis, the process whereby the
cytoplasm of a single cell is divided to form two daughter cells. Abrogation of
aurora B function results in polyploidy (a state when there are more than two
homologous sets of chromosomes) as a result of cytokinesis failure (20). The
role of aurora C in mitosis is less well studied, although the protein has been
implicated as a chromosomal passenger protein as well (21). It is believed that
aurora C function overlaps and complements the function of aurora B in mitose
(22). The protein is known to play an important role during spermatogenesis
(23,24).
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Figure 1: Localisation and functions of aurora kinases A and B during mitosis. (a) Schematic
representation of the different mitotic phases and (b, c) the localisation pattern and functions
of aurora-A (b) and aurora-B (c). DNA is in blue, aurora-A/B in red and α-tubulin in green (10).
Figure and legend reprinted from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1786, The aurora kinase family
in cell division and cancer, pages 60-72, Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.

Role of the auroras in cancer
The important roles of the aurora kinases A and B in mitotic processes raised
the

inevitable

question

whether

these

proteins

might

be

involved in

tumorigenesis. Both aurora A and B are overexpressed in various tumor types,
as summarized recently by Gautschi et al. (25). The human aurora A gene
resides at chromosome 20q13.2, a region frequently amplified in breast cancer
(26). Overexpression of aurora A or amplification of the aurora A gene has
been identified in several malignancies including breast (27,28), lung (29),
head and neck (30), and colon cancer (31). In these studies, aurora A
overexpression was associated with poor differentiated tumors (29), a poor
prognosis (27,30), and genomic instability (31). Also, several polymorphisms
in the gene encoding for aurora A have been identified, of which the
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polymorphic substitution of isoleucine for phenylalanine at residue 31 (F31I)
has been correlated with an increased risk to develop colon and breast cancer
(32,33). The human gene encoding for aurora B is located on chromosome
17p13.1, a region that is not commonly amplified in human tumors.
Overexpression of the aurora B gene has been observed in NSCLC (34),
glioblastoma (35) and oral squamous cell carcinoma (36), and overexpression
was correlated with poor differentiation (34), lymph node involvement (34),
metastatic potential (36), and a shortened survival (35). One study found a
polymorphism in the aurora kinase B gene that predisposes for breast cancer
(37). Finally, a mutation in the gene encoding for aurora kinase C was
described in a patient with NSCLC (38).
Despite their overexpression in various tumors, no clear role for the aurora
kinases in tumorigenesis has been established. Aurora A overexpression leads
to

centrosome

amplification,

chromosome

instability

and

oncogenic

transformation in mammalian cells, probably via inactivation of the p53
pathway (39,40). Vice versa, aurora A activity also depends on p53, since p53
can inhibit aurora A function either by directly binding to its catalytic domain
(41), or via induction of Gadd45, a protein that inhibits aurora A function (42).
The tight relation between aurora A and p53 is confirmed by the correlation
between aurora A expression and p53 status in mouse models and human
tumors (43). Aurora A alone is not a potent inducer of cellular transformation
in primary cells and it is thought that additional oncogenic events, such as Ras
activation, are needed for this to occur (44). Moreover, it is not known
whether the observed effects following aurora A overexpression can be
attributed to aurora A kinase activity, since overexpression of kinase-dead
aurora A caused a similar phenotype (45). Altogether, aurora A is thought to
be an important oncoprotein, despite the lack of direct evidence linking this
protein with the process of tumor formation. Aurora B is believed to be of less
importance for tumorigenesis, although one study concluded that aurora B
expression increased invasiveness in xenograft experiments (46), and another
study reported enhanced cellular transformation in cells expressing oncogenic
Ras when aurora B was overexpressed (47). Finally, no role in tumorigenesis
has been suggested for aurora C.
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Targeting the auroras
The clearly established role for the aurora kinases A and B in mitosis,
accompanied by the evidence suggesting that deregulated aurora A and B
expression is linked to tumorigenesis, raised the hypothesis that inhibiting
these kinases might be a powerful antitumor strategy. Preclinical experiments
revealed that knocking out either aurora A or aurora B leads to distinct
phenotypes, in accordance with the different functions of both kinases (figure
2).

Figure 2: Expected phenotypes from inhibition of aurora A and aurora B. The given
phenotypes were observed in RNA interference experiments, and in experiments with selective
small molecules directed against the aurora kinases.

RNA interference (RNAi) experiments showed that loss of aurora A leads to
incorrect centrosome duplication and misalignment of chromosomes during
metaphase (48). Also, aurora A inhibition delayed the entry in mitosis, and
finally caused cells to arrest at the G2/M checkpoint (49). In contrast with
aurora A deficient cells, cells without aurora B function can progress through
mitosis without delay. However, several defects arise without proper aurora B
function, including abnormal chromosome-spindle attachments and cytokinesis
failure (50). The progression through subsequent rounds of mitosis without
cell division depends on p53 function. p53 wild-type cells will arrest following
endoreduplication, while p53 mutated cells are able to pass through another
cell cycle, leading to polyploidy (51). Eventually, these cells will die by
apoptosis. These results led to the development of several small molecule
inhibitors of these kinases. Hesperadin (Boehringer Ingelheim) and ZM447439
(AstraZeneca) were the first proven small molecule inhibitors of aurora
kinases. Hesperadin is a specific inhibitor of aurora kinase B (Hespera was the
opponent of Aurora in Greek mythology). The compound induced polyploidy in
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HeLa cells (52), and stopped cell growth of prostate and breast cancer cells
(53). In vitro, ZM447439 inhibits both aurora kinase A and B, leading to failure
of chromosome alignment, segregation, and cytokinesis, followed by cell death
(54,55). Both compounds never entered clinical trials, probably due to the
emergence of more potent and specific inhibitors of the aurora kinases. We will
discuss the most relevant aurora kinase inhibitors that are in clinical
development, starting with the pan-aurora kinase inhibitors, inhibitors that
target multiple aurora family members. Subsequently, we will discuss
inhibitors targeting aurora kinase A and finally, we will discuss AZD1152, the
only selective aurora kinase B inhibitor that has entered clinical trials. An
overview of all compounds is given in table 1, the chemical structures are
presented in figure 3.
Clinical experience with inhibitors targeting multiple aurora family members
(pan-aurora inhibitors):
Tozasertib
Tozasertib, originally developed as VX-680 by Vertex and later renamed MK0457 by Merck pharmaceuticals, was the first aurora kinase inhibitor to be
tested in clinical trials. The drug, a pyrimidine derivative, has affinity for all
aurora family members at nanomolar concentrations with inhibitory constant
values (Ki(app)) of 0.6, 18 and 4.6 nM for aurora A, aurora B and aurora C,
respectively (56). Preclinical studies confirmed that tozasertib inhibited both
aurora A and aurora B kinase activity (57), and activity has been reported
against prostate (58), thyroid (59), ovarian (60) and oral squamous cancer
cell lines (61). Upon treatment with tozasertib, cells accumulate with a 4N DNA
content due to a failure of cytokinesis. This ultimately leads to apoptosis,
preferentially in cells with a compromised p53 function (62). The first phase I
study in patients with advanced solid tumors reported a good tolerability of
tozasertib up to doses of 8 mg/m2/h, when administered by continuous 5-day
intravenous infusion every 28 days. The dose limiting toxicity (DLT) was
asymptomatic neutropenia at 12 mg/m2/h, and escalation up to 10 mg/m2/h
was underway at the time of the report at ASCO 2006. Three of the 16 treated
patients achieved stable disease, and two of them completed 6 cycles (63). Of
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interest is the observed activity of tozasertib in patients with T315I Ablmutated chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) or Philadelphia chromosome-positive
acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) (64). This phenomenon is caused by the
binding of the drug to the active conformation of the Abl kinase domain,
thereby preventing phosphorylation of the protein kinase domain. This,
together with the avoidance of the innermost cavity of the Abl kinase domain
by tozasertib, explains the significant effectiveness of this compound against
imatinib- and dasatinib resistant forms of Abl (65). Further structural studies
explained the high affinity of tozasertib for both the aurora kinases, and
imatinib-resistant forms of Abl by showing that the compound exploits a
hydrophobic pocket in the active site that is only present in an inactive kinase
conformation (66). Tozasertib appeared to be particularly effective in bone
marrow mononuclear cells obtained from acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
patients with high aurora A expression. Therefore, aurora A expression may
serve as a prognostic marker for leukemia patients treated with tozasertib
(67). A phase I study in patients with leukemia was initiated in 2005. The
study has been completed, but no reports have entered the public domain.
Other clinical studies that were initiated include a phase I study in patients
with CML and Philadelphia positive-ALL, a study in patients with colorectal
cancer, a phase II study in patients with lung cancer, and a phase II study in
patients with T315I mutant CML and Philadelphia chromosome-positive ALL
(data obtained from clinicaltrials.gov). In November 2007, Merck suspended
enrolment in clinical trials with tozasertib, pending a full analysis of all efficacy
and safety data for this drug. The decision was based on preliminary safety
data, in which a QTc prolongation was observed in one patient. However,
recently at ASCO 2009, data of a phase I study of concomitant and
consecutive treatment with dasatinib and tozasertib in CML and ALL patients
were presented. Three patients (two patients with Ph+ ALL, and one with CML
in blast crisis), all previously unsuccessfully treated with imatinib, were
enrolled. The two ALL patients, both in hematological response after three
months of treatment with dasatinib, subsequently received a 6-hour biweekly
infusion of tozasertib at 64 mg/m2/hr. Both patients maintained the
hematological response. The CML patient progressed on dasatinib, and was
subsequently treated with a 5-day continuous infusion of tozasertib at 10
mg/m2/hr, every 4 weeks. This patient obtained a complete hematological
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response after one cycle of treatment, and the authors concluded that the
sequential and concomitant administration of dasatinib and tozasertib is a
promising strategy for refractory Ph+ CML and ALL (68).
PHA-739358
PHA-739358 (Nerviano medical sciences) is a small molecule 3-aminopyrazole
derivative with strong activity against aurora kinases A, B and C (IC50 values of
13, 79 and 61 nM, respectively) (69). Interestingly, this compound also
inhibits several cancer-related tyrosine kinases at the nanomolar range,
including fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR-1), Ret, Trk-a and Abl
(69). The crystal structure of PHA-739358 in complex with the T315I Abl
mutant has been unraveled, providing an explanation for the activity of PHA739358 on the T315I mutation (70). In accordance with these findings, PHA739358 is very effective against BCR-ABL-positive leukemia cell lines,
including the imatinib resistant cell lines harboring the T315I mutation (71).
Other sensitive tumor cell lines included several carcinomas, including those of
the colon, breast, ovaries and prostate (69). Data of the first clinical phase I
studies were presented at ASCO 2008. In the first study, PHA-739358,
administered as 24h infusions once every 2 weeks, was well tolerated up to
doses of 500 mg/m2, which was considered the MTD. The DLT was febrile
neutropenia. The most frequently observed hematological toxicities included
grade 3 and 4 neutropenia and lymphocytopenia, non-hematological toxicities
were mostly mild (grade I/II). The pharmacokinetic parameters were
independent of dose and time, and characterized by a low inter-patient
variability. Clinically relevant disease stabilizations were observed in several
patients. The second part of the study, where patients received colony
stimulating factor as bone marrow support, was still recruiting patients at the
time of the report (72). The second study investigated the safety, tolerability,
and pharmacokinetics of PHA-739358 when administered as a 6h or 3h
infusion on days 1,8 and 15 every 4 weeks. During the first part of the study,
patients received the drug as a 6h infusion.
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DLTs in this part of the study were observed in 6 patients, and neutropenia
was the DLT for this schedule. The recommended phase II dose was identified
at 330 mg/m2. The most frequently observed adverse events included grade
I/II anorexia, nausea, fatigue and diarrhea. Pharmacokinetics were dose/time
independent, and clinically relevant disease stabilizations were observed in
several patients. Pharmacodynamic analyses of skins biopsy samples revealed
inhibition of histone H3 phosphorylation, a biomarker of aurora B inhibition, at
doses of 190 mg/m2 and higher. The second part of the study was ongoing at
the time of the report, but the 330 mg/m2 dose given as a 3hr infusion
appeared to be less well tolerated, with 2 DLTs (grade 4 neutropenia and
grade 3 fatigue) out of 7 treated patients (73). Phase II studies with PHA739358 are ongoing in patients with CML and refractory prostate cancer, and
results of the study in patients with CML were reported recently. Twelve
patients were included, and received doses from 250 to 400 mg/m2/day by a
once-weekly 6-hour infusion, for 3 consecutive weeks every 4 weeks. Two
patients,

both

with

T315I

mutated

BCR-ABL,

achieved

a

complete

hematological response at 330 mg/m2. The drug was, in accordance with the
phase I results, well tolerated, with neutropenia as principle toxicity.
Pharmacodynamic data were also in agreement with phase I data, and
pharmacodynamic analyses revealed treatment-associated decreases of CRKL
(V-crk sarcoma virus CT10 oncogene homolog (avian)-like) phosporylation, a
biomarker of BCR-ABL activity, in 10 out of 11 evaluable patients (74).
AS703569
AS703569 (R763), developed by Merck-Serono and Rigel pharmaceuticals, is
an orally available ATP-competitive inhibitor of aurora A, B and C. The
compound also inhibits other cancer-related kinases, including FLT3, making
this compound a good candidate for evaluation in patients with hematological
malignancies. The drug demonstrated potent inhibition of several tumor cell
lines in vitro, and in xenograft studies (75). Three Phase I studies are ongoing,
two of which were recently presented at international meetings. The first trial,
presented at ASCO 2007, is a two-arm phase I study that is conducted in
patients with advanced solid tumors. Patients included in this study received
AS703569 orally on day 1 and 8 (arm 1), or on day 1, 2 and 3 (arm 2) in 2154
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day cycles. At the time of the report, a total of 15 patients was included at two
dose levels (6 and 12 mg/m2). The drug was well tolerated, and no study
related

DLTs

or

serious

adverse

events

(SAEs)

were

observed.

No

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data were available at the time of the
report (76). Recently, data of a second phase I trial with AS703569 were
presented. In this phase I study in patients with advanced hematological
malignancies, 2 dosing regimens were tested: days 1-3 and 8-10 of a 21-day
cycle (regimen 1) and days 1-6 of a 21 day cycle (regimen 2). In regimen 1,
24 patients were treated up to dose levels of 47 mg/m2. At this dose level, 2
DLTs were reported (both grade 3 diarrhea). In regimen 2, 21 patients were
treated up to dose levels of 47 mg/m2, and 3 DLTs were seen at this dose
level

(neutropenic

infection

and

two

cases

of

grade

4

mucositis).

Consequently, in both regimens the doses were de-escalated to 37 mg/m2,
and enrolment was ongoing at the time of the report. The most frequently
observed

grade

≥3

toxicities

included

infections,

neutropenia,

thrombocytopenia, anemia, and gastrointestinal disorders. One patient with
CML (T315I) had a hematological and cytogenetic response, three patients
with AML achieved reduction in BM and/or peripheral blasts and one patient
with CML achieved a partial response. Several other patients had disease
stabilizations (77). The third phase I study is evaluating R763/AS703569 in
combination with standard of care therapy in patients with advanced
malignancies. This study was recently initiated, and is currently recruiting
patients
AT9283
AT9283 (Astex pharmaceuticals) is a multi-targeted kinase inhibitor, with
potent activity against aurora kinase A and B (IC50 of approximately 3 nM)
(78). A variety of other cancer-related protein kinases is also inhibited by
AT9283, including Abl kinase, JAK2, JAK3, Ret and GSK3 beta. The inhibitory
potential of AT9283 against the T315I Abl mutant makes this compound an
attractive option for the treatment of imatinib-resistant patients with CML
(79). Clinical studies with this compound are ongoing, and preliminary results
of a phase I study in patients with refractory leukemia were presented at
ASCO 2008. Twenty-nine patients were included at the time of the report.
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AT9283 was administered by 72h continuous IV infusions once every 3 weeks.
The MTD was identified at a dose level of 108 mg/m2/day, as DLTs were
observed at the next higher dose level of 162 mg/m2/day. The DLTs included
grade IV elevation of serum aminotransferases in 2 patients. Another patient
died from myocardial infarction shortly after completion of the AT9283
infusion.

AT9283

administration

was

associated

with

predictable

myelosuppression, particularly neutropenia. Several patients experienced
clinical benefit following AT9283 treatment, including reductions in BM blasts
in approximately 1/3 of the treated patients with AML. Also, two patients with
refractory CML exhibited a hematological response. Pharmacodynamic and
clinical observations in this trial suggest that expanding the duration of the
infusion will increase the biological effect of AT9283, a hypothesis that will be
explored in the near future (80). A second phase I study, conducted in
patients with advanced solid malignancies, was presented at ASCO 2009.
Thirty-three patients had been treated up to doses of 12 mg/m2/day. This
dose level was found to be intolerable, because 3 out of 6 treated patients
experienced a DLT (neutropenia in all cases). The MTD was set at
9mg/m2/day. Pharmacokinetic analyses suggested an exposure that increased
linearly with dose. Seven patients included in the study received an oral dose
of AT9283 one week prior to starting IV treatment. Pharmacokinetic analysis
revealed a median oral bioavailability of 27 percent. Biological evidence of
aurora B inhibition, manifest as a reduction in histone H3 phoshorylation in
skin biopsies during the infusion, was observed at all dose levels. Best
response in this study was a partial response in a patient with NSCLC, who
was ongoing at the time of the report. Prolonged disease stabilizations were
observed in 4 patients with various tumor types (81). Currently, another phase
I study is ongoing in patients with solid tumors or refractory non-Hodgkin
lymphoma, investigating 24h infusions on days 1 and 8 every three weeks.
SNS-314
SNS-314 (Sunesis pharmaceuticals) is a novel aminothiazole-derived urea that
selectively inhibits aurora A, B and C in the low nanomolar range, exhibits
potent activity against various tumor cell lines, and also displays activity in
xenograft models (82). Recently, preliminary data of the first phase I study in
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patients with advanced solid tumors were presented at ASCO 2009. Thirty-two
patients were included at the time of the report, at doses ranging from 30 to
1800 mg/m2. The drug was administered as a 3h IV infusion on days 1, 8 and
15 in 28 day cycles. A DLT of grade 3 neutropenia preventing administration of
all three doses was observed at 1440 mg/m2, but the MTD was not
established at the time of the report. SNS-314 was generally well tolerated at
the studied dose-levels, with grade 1-2 gastrointestinal complaints and fatigue
as the most frequently observed toxicities. The plasma pharmacokinetics were
dose-proportional, and there were no signs of drug accumulation following
weekly administration of SNS-314. Pharmacodynamic analyses of pre- and
post-dose skin biopsies suggested aurora B inhibition at doses of 240 mg/m2
and higher. Six patients had stable disease as their best response, and the
study was ongoing at the time of the report (83).
PF-03814735
PF-03814735 (Pfizer) is an orally available aurora kinase inhibitor that is
currently in phase I clinical trials. The compound inhibits aurora kinase A and
B, and has a broad spectrum of clinical activity. Preclinical data have not been
published; data of the first phase I study were presented at ASCO 2008.
Twenty patients were recruited, and received doses up to 100 mg/day for 5
consecutive days in 3-week cycles. At this dose level, 2 out of 7 patients
experienced a DLT (neutropenia), and the next lower dose level was
considered the MTD (80 mg/day). Pharmacokinetics were linear up to the
highest dose level, and two patients had prolonged disease stabilization. The
second part of the study will investigate a 10 consecutive days in 3-week
cycles treatment schedule. This schedule was recruiting patients at the time of
the report (84).
Clinical experience with selective inhibitors of aurora kinase A:
MLN8054
MLN8054 (Millenium pharmaceuticals) is an orally available selective inhibitor
of aurora kinase A (IC50 = 4nM), with a high selectivity over aurora kinase B
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(IC50 = 172 nM), and a panel of other selected kinases (85). Inhibition of
aurora A by MLN8054 leads to the formation of abnormal mitotic spindles, and
alignment defects during metaphase, ultimately resulting in aneuploidy and
cell death (86). The compound inhibited the growth of colorectal, prostate,
NSCLC, breast and ovarian cancer cell lines, and prostate and colorectal
xenografted tumors in preclinical experiments (85). Data of the first phase I
study were presented at ASCO 2007. Initially, the drug was given once daily
for 7 consecutive days, repeated every 21 days. At the time of the report, 22
patients had been treated, at doses up to 40 mg/day. Reversible grade 3
somnolence was observed in 2 out of 4 patients treated at 40 mg/day, after
which it was decided to change drug administration to divided doses on a QID
schedule. Sixteen additional patients were treated at this schedule up to doses
of 55 mg/day. Two out of 4 patients treated at 55 mg/day experienced
reversible grade 3 somnolence, resulting in a MTD of 45 mg/day at a QID
schedule.

In

contrast

with

the

other

aurora

kinase

inhibitors,

no

myelosuppression was observed at any dose with either schedule. The
occurrence of somnolence can be explained by the structural similarity of
MLN8054 to benzodiazepines. MLN8054 binds to the gamma-aminobutryic acid
alpha 1 benzodiazepine (GABAA a1 BZD) receptor. Therefore, it was decided to
continue dose escalation with the co-administration of methylphenidate.
Unfortunately, no accumulation of cells in mitosis was observed in skin
biopsies of patients treated with MLN8054, suggesting insufficient target
inhibition (87). Recently, the final results of another phase I study with
MLN8054 were presented. In this study, patients with advanced solid tumors
received the drug once daily on days 1-5 and 8-12 or on days 1-14 in four
dived doses, in 28-day cycles. Forty-three patients received doses up to
80mg/day, dose escalation was stopped at this dose-level because of DLTs
(grade 3 somnolence, liver function elevations, neutropenia and mucositis,
respectively).

No

responses

were reported,

although pharmacodynamic

markers suggested aurora A inhibition at the higher dose levels (88,89).
Following these results, MLN8054 was replaced by MLN8237, a second
generation aurora kinase A inhibitor.
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MLN8237
MLN8237

(Millenium

MLN8054,

with

an

pharmaceuticals)
increased

is

potency

of

the

follow-up

inhibition

compound

and

a

for

decreased

benzodiazepine-like effect on the central nervous system (90). MLN8237
demonstrated promising anti-tumor activity in preclinical models, particularly
against neuroblastoma and ALL xenograft panels (91). Results of the first
phase I study were presented at an EORTC symposium last year. The
compound was administered orally once daily to patients with advanced solid
tumors for 7 days in 21-day cycles. Twenty-three patients had been treated at
doses up to 150 mg/day, DLTs were observed in 3 out of 6 patients treated at
the highest dose level (neutropenia, grade 3 mucositis and grade 3
somnolence). Upon administration, MLN8237 was rapidly absorbed, exposure
increased with dose, and efficacious exposure was observed at the highest
dose levels. One patient with metastatic ovarian cancer had preliminary
evidence

of

anti-tumor

activity;

four

patients

had

prolonged

disease

stabilization following treatment with MLN8237. Interestingly, no clinically
significant benzodiazepine-like side effects were observed. The investigators
planned to evaluate alternate dose groups including 110 mg once daily, 70100 mg twice daily and lower doses over 14-21 days (92). Recently, results of
another phase I study with MLN8237 were reported at ASCO 2009. In this
study, MLN8237 was administered to patients with advanced solid tumors once
or twice daily for 7 days, followed by a 14 day recovery period. Twenty-seven
patients had been treated, and DLTs were observed at the higher doselevels,
when the drug was administered bi-daily (BID). The DLTs included stomatitis
and neutropenia in 2 patients and stomatitis and pancytopenia in another
patient treated at 100 mg BID, stomatitis and neutropenia, and neutropenia in
two patients treated at 75 mg BID, and neutropenia and somnolence in two
patients treated at the 60 mg BID dose level. The 50 mg BID dose-level was
considered safe, with no DLTs in three patients. Preliminary PK analysis
showed

dose-dependent

increases

in

exposure

and

maximum

plasma

concentrations, and PD analyses revealed Aurora A inhibition following
MLN8237

dosing.

Antitumor

activity

was

observed

in

a

patient

with

liposarcoma, treated at 100 mg MLN8237 BID. The authors concluded that
these results would support the future phase II development of MLN8237 (93).
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Clinical experience with a selective inhibitor of aurora kinase B:
AZD1152
AZD1152

(AstraZeneca)

pyrazoloquinazoline

is

aurora

a

dihydrogen

kinase

inhibitor

phosphate

prodrug

of

a

(AZD1152-hydroxyquinazoline

pyrazol analide, AZD1152-HQPA), and is converted rapidly to the active moiety
in plasma (94). AZD1152-HQPA is a potent and selective inhibitor of aurora
kinase B (Ki(app) = 0.36 nM), compared with aurora kinase A (Ki(app) = 1369
nM), and has a high specificity over a panel of 50 other kinases (95). AZD1152
potently inhibited the growth of human colon, NSCLC and promyelocytic
leukemia tumor xenografts in preclinical studies (96). Moreover, the compound
induced growth arrest and apoptosis in various leukemia cell lines, suggesting
that AZD1152 is a promising new agent for treatment of individuals with
leukemia (97,98). Another study showed encouraging antitumor activity of
AZD1152 against a panel of myeloma cells, expressing high levels of aurora B,
and suggested AZD1152 alone or in combination with dexamethasone as a
potential treatment for patients with myeloma (99). The first clinical study is
completed, although no definite report has been published. In this phase I
trial, presented at ASCO 2006, AZD1152 was administered as a 2h infusion
once every week to patients with advanced solid malignancies, and was
tolerated well up to doses of 300mg. DLT was grade 4 neutropenia in 3
patients treated at 450 mg, and bone marrow recovery was generally noted
by 2 weeks post dose. Pharmacokinetic analyses revealed a rapid conversion
to the active drug in plasma, and linear pharmacokinetics of both the prodrug
and the active moiety. Significant disease stabilizations were observed in five
out of 13 treated patients (100). Several other studies with AZD1152 are
ongoing, including a phase I and a phase I/II study in patients with AML.
Other aurora kinase inhibitors
Other aurora kinase inhibitors that are currently being evaluated in phase I
clinical trials include CYC116 (Cyclacel pharmaceuticals), and MK5108 (VX689), developed by Merck and Vertex. However, data of these studies have
not entered the public domain as far as we know. Recently, the development
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of another aurora kinase inhibitor MK6592 (VX-667) was terminated by Merck
and Vertex, after the compound did not meet pharmacokinetic objectives in a
phase I study. Aurora kinase inhibitors that demonstrated anti-tumor activity
in preclinical studies, but have not entered clinical trials (yet), include the
aforementioned hesperadin (52,53) and ZM447439 (54,55), PHA-680632
(101), PHA-680626 (102), AKI-001 (103) , Jadomycin B (104), and Reversine
(105).

Figure 3: Chemical structures of aurora kinase inhibitors that are currently in clinical trials.
References indicate the source of the chemical structures.

Discussion
The mitotic/tubulin machinery is a validated drug target, exemplified by the
success of the taxanes and vinca-alkaloids. Aurora kinase inhibitors potentially
have a benefit over these agents, because they only target those cells that
enter mitosis, possibly improving specificity for dividing cells. The aurora
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kinases have shown to be promising drug targets in preclinical models, and
several agents have entered the clinic.
In most phase I studies described in this review, the aurora kinase inhibitors
were well tolerated, showing reversible neutropenia as the DLT in the great
majority of the tested compounds. This might constitute a problem in future
combination studies with chemotherapeutic agents, since neutropenia is a
dose-limiting side-effect of several anti-cancer drugs. A strategy to reduce the
severity of myelosuppression might be to co-administer granulocyte colony
stimulating factor, which has already been done in one of the here described
phase I studies (72). Interestingly, no thrombocytopenia was observed
following treatment with the aurora kinase inhibitors described in this
overview. This might be due to downregulation of aurora A and aurora B
during maturation of megakaryocytes, the thrombocyte producing bone
marrow cells (106), This down regulation leads to polyploidization, a step that
is thought to be essential for megakaryocyte maturation and subsequent
thrombocyte production (107).
Overall, the responses seen in the phase I studies reported in this overview in
patients with solid tumors are rather disappointing. The majority of reports
had disease stabilizations as best response, with the exception of two partial
responses in patients treated with AT9283 (NSCLC) and MLN8237 (ovarian).
The promising activity seen in patients with hematological malignancies is
probably due to cross reactivity of the aurora kinase inhibitors with BCR-ABL,
the fusion protein that is aberrantly expressed in these patients. The lack of
objective responses in patients with solid tumors could be due to many
different factors, including incomplete target inhibition or the occurrence of
mutations in the targeted proteins. The latter issue was recently addressed
(108). Combining the existing aurora inhibitors with novel agents targeting
mutated aurora kinases might overcome these problems in the future.
A matter of debate in the field of the aurora kinases is which of the auroras is
the best drug target. This issue was addressed by several groups, and
contradictory results have been reported. Results of experiments in pancreatic
cell lines, using antisense oligonucleotides, showed that targeting aurora A has
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advantages over targeting aurora B, while no advantage was observed when
both proteins were targeted simultaneously (109). On the other hand,
experiments in colon cells showed an advantage of aurora B inhibition over
aurora A inhibition (110), suggesting that the role of the different aurora
kinases might be cell line dependent. Intriguing are the preclinical results with
the dual aurora kinase inhibitors tozasertib (VX-680) and ZM447439. Following
administration of these small molecules, phenotypes identical to inactivation of
aurora B alone were observed, indicating that dual inhibitors act primarily via
inhibition of aurora B (110,56). Also attributing to the ongoing debate are
several recent publications regarding the role of aurora kinase A. One study
found

no

role

for

aurora

kinase

A

in

RAS-MAPK

mediated

cellular

transformation (111), while another study concluded that aurora A is essential
for maintaining genomic stability, and that aurora A is a tumor suppressor
protein (112). Altogether, these results question whether aurora A is the
favorable drug target (113). It is also uncertain whether in tumor cells aurora
overexpression is the cause or consequence of tumorigenesis. It is plausible
that the upregulation of cell cycle regulating proteins is due to the increased
turn-over rate of cancer cells, and that inhibition of these proteins will not
destroy the source of the malignant process. This hypothesis does not apply to
leukemias expressing BCR-ABL. This aberrant protein is known to be the cause
of the malignant transformation, thereby explaining the impressive activity of
aurora kinase inhibitors with cross reactivity towards this protein.
In order to increase the anti-tumor activity of the aurora kinase inhibitors in
the clinic, combination therapy with cytotoxic anti-cancer agents, radiotherapy
or other targeted agents might be employed in the future. Several preclinical
studies have addressed this issue. Transcriptional silencing of aurora kinase A
potentiates the effect of tubulin targeting agents, including vincristine (114)
and taxanes (115). This synergy is also observed after treatment with
tozasertib in combination with docetaxel (60). Treatment with AZD1152, an
aurora

B

inhibitor,

chemotherapeutic

was

agents,

found

to

including

be

synergistic

irinotecan,

with

a

docetaxel,

variety

of

vinorelbine,

gemcitabine, oxaliplatin and 5-fluorouracil (116), and with vincristine and
topoisomerase inhibitors in leukemia cell lines (98). Moreover, this compound
also

potentiates

the

radiation

response

in

p53-deficient

cancer

cells,
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suggesting synergy with radiotherapy (117).

Recently, synergy between

tozasertib and vorinostat, a histone deacetylase inhibitor, was demonstrated in
several leukemia cell lines (118,119). Finally, at ASCO 2009 it was reported
that MLN8237 and rituximab, an anti CD20 monoclonal antibody, reduced
tumor burden in an synergistic mechanism in multiple diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma tumor models (120).
Future studies should employ validated biomarkers to asses the degree of
target inhibition in patients who are treated with aurora kinase inhibitors. In
some of the phase I trials described in this review, phosphorylation of Histone
H3 was used as a biomarker (73,84,121,122). This event is associated with
aurora B activity, since aurora B directly phosphorylates histone H3 on serine
10, making it a useful tool for evaluating the degree of aurora B inhibition
(123,124). Histone H3 phosphorylation is critical for the transformation of
cancer cells, and might therefore be an anticancer target on its own (125). The
mitotic index constitutes a biomarker for aurora A activity, because inhibition
of aurora A in cancer cells resulted in accumulation in mitosis (92,87). Another
biomarker for aurora A activity is the degree of autophosphorylation on
threonine at residue 288 (T288). This event, together with an increase in
mitotic cells (measured by phosphorylation of histone H3) was found to be a
promising biomarker for aurora A inhibition by MLN8054 (85).
Patient selection based on aurora A and/or aurora B overexpression may be a
useful strategy to test whether these subpopulations will benefit from therapy
with aurora kinase inhibitors. Some histologically aggressive lymphomas, for
instance, are known to overexpress the aurora kinase A gene (50). Finally,
more work needs to be done to determine the optimal treatment regimen for
this class of molecules. One of the here described phase I studies suggested
that prolonged inhibition of the aurora kinases is beneficial (80). If this holds
true, there is a need for orally available aurora kinase inhibitors. Fortunately,
several of these agents have entered clinical trials.
In conclusion, the aurora kinases were considered promising drug targets
when their inhibitors first entered the clinic. However, the clinical activity of
the aurora kinase inhibitors in patients with solid tumors has been rather
64
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disappointing. Future studies with aurora kinase inhibitors should focus on the
possibility of combining these agents with radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or
other targeted anticancer agents. As single agents, the aurora kinase inhibitors
only seem to have a future in patients with leukemias expressing BCR-ABL, or
in patients with fast growing tumors with aurora kinase overexpression.
Biomarkers of response are necessary for better evaluation of this class of anti
cancer drugs.
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Abstract
Purpose: To determine, for each of two dosing schedules, the dose-limiting
toxicity (DLT) and maximum-tolerated dose (MTD) of AZD1152, an aurora B
kinase

inhibitor,

and

to

evaluate

its

safety,

biological

activity

and

pharmacokinetics (PK).
Patients and Methods: Patients with advanced solid malignancies were
treated with escalating doses (100 to 650mg) of AZD1152, administered as a
2-hr infusion every 7 days (schedule A) or every 14 days (schedule B). Safety
was assessed throughout and PK evaluated for each schedule.
Results: Fifty-nine patients were treated; 19 in schedule A and 40 in schedule
B. The MTDs were determined as 200 mg and 450 mg, respectively.
Neutropenia (with or without fever) was the DLT and the most frequent
toxicity in each schedule. Common Terminology Criteria of Adverse Events
(CTCAE) grade ≥3 neutropenia occurred in 57.9% and 42.5% of patients in
schedules A and B, respectively, and grade ≥3 leukopenia in 10.5% and 20%,
respectively. Other AE, mainly hematological or GI toxicities, were generally of
mild or moderate intensity. No deaths occurred as a result of an AE. No
objective tumor responses were observed at any dose or schedule although
stable disease was achieved in 15 patients (25%) overall. Systemic exposure
to AZD115-hQPA was observed by 1 hour into the infusion, and exhibited
linear PK.
Conclusions: AZD1152 was generally well tolerated on either regimen.
Neutropenia was the most frequent and dose-limiting toxicity. Future
investigations should explore AZD1152 as a monotherapy in hematooncological malignancies or as part of a combination regimen in solid tumors.
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Introduction
The

aurora

kinase

family

is

comprised

of

three

highly

conserved

serine/threonine kinases (aurora A, Aurora B and Aurora C) that have key
regulatory roles at critical points of the cell cycle (0,2). aurora A is commonly
amplified in solid tumors and has been established as an oncogene, while
aurora B overexpression leads to defects in mitosis and increased tumor
invasiveness. The aurora kinases have been suggested as promising targets
for cancer therapy due to their frequent overexpression in a variety of tumors
(1). While aurora A has historically been most associated with tumorigenesis,
several

studies

have

highlighted

a

role

for

aurora

B

in

oncogenic

transformation (3,4).
Compared with more established inhibitors of cell division, such as the antitubulins (5), aurora-selective small molecule inhibitors have the potential to
provide similar efficacy with fewer side effects, because they only target cells
entering mitosis. Several small-molecule inhibitors of aurora kinases have
been developed as anticancer agents, a number of which are being evaluated
clinically (6). One of these, AZD1152, is an acetanilide substituted pyrazoleaminoquinazoline phosphate pro-drug that is converted to the active moiety
hydroxy-quinazoline pyrazole anilide of AZD1152 (AZD1152-hQPA) in plasma
(7). AZD1152-hQPA is a highly potent and selective inhibitor of aurora B
compared with aurora A (8). Consistent with inhibition of aurora B kinase,
addition of AZD1152-hQPA to tumor cells in vitro inhibits cytokinesis, but
allows endoreduplication, such that large multinucleated giant cells are formed
with greater than 4N DNA content. This phenomenon consequently reduces
cell viability and ultimately induces apoptosis (8). In an in vivo panel,
AZD1152 significantly inhibited the growth of human tumor xenografts (9).
Together these data suggest that AZD1152 may exhibit activity against
multiple tumor types, and a phase I study was undertaken to determine the
MTD, DLT, PK profile, and recommended dosing schedule for further
evaluation.
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Patients and methods
Patient selection
Eligibility criteria included patients aged ≥ 18 years with histologically- or
cytologically-confirmed solid malignancies refractory to standard therapy or for
whom no standard therapy existed; World Health Organization (WHO)
performance status of 0 to 2; at least one measurable or non-measurable site
of disease as defined by modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors
(RECIST) (10) (lesions ≥ 2cm diameter were required for PET scan
assessments); previous chemotherapy > 4 weeks before first dose; and
adequate bone marrow, hepatic and renal function.
Trial design and procedures
This phase I, open-label, multi-centre, dose escalation study assessed the
safety, tolerability, anti-tumor activity and PK of AZD1152 administered as 2
separate dosing schedules: schedule A, a 2-hour iv infusion given every 7 days
and schedule B, a 2-hour iv infusion given every 14 days.
At screening, informed consent was obtained and a complete medical history,
including concomitant medication, electrocardiograms, and WHO performance
score was recorded. A physical examination, and routine clinical chemistry,
hematology and urinalysis assessments were also performed, and these were
repeated within 24 hours of each dose in cycle 1, before every first dose in
subsequent cycles, and at withdrawal/study completion. AEs were monitored
throughout the trial using CTCAE version 3.0. Patients could continue
treatment with AZD1152 at the same dose for as long as they were considered
by the investigator to be receiving benefit. Administration of G-CSF was not
allowed during treatment with AZD1152. All patients were monitored until
progression of disease, loss to follow-up, or commencement of another
anticancer treatment.
Dosing schedules and dose escalation
The sequence of dosing schedules is presented in Figure 1. schedule A was
conducted to determine the DLT and MTD of AZD1152, and used a modified
accelerated titration design (11) with a starting dose (determined from animal
toxicology studies) of 100 mg. Drug was administered on days 1, 8 and 15 of
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a 21-day cycle with initial cohorts of 1 patient (until evidence of a ≥ grade 2
drug-related toxicity) and subsequent cohorts of between 3 and 6 patients.
When 2 or more patients from the same cohort experienced a DLT, this dose
was defined as the non-tolerated dose and there were no further dose
escalations. The dose level below the non-tolerated dose was defined as the
MTD. The MTD established in schedule A was used as the starting dose for
schedule B, and initial cohorts of 3 patients were given AZD1152 as a 2-hour
IV infusion every 14 days of a 28-day cycle. Doses were escalated until
evidence of a DLT at which point the dose level was expanded to 6. If no
additional DLTs were observed, dose escalation continued. If 2 or more of the
6 patients experienced DLT, the next lower dose (the MTD) was expanded to 6
patients. Once determined, the MTD dose level was expanded further, and
additional patients were treated to further evaluate the safety and tolerability
of the MTD. It was originally intended that expansion at the MTD level would
apply to both dose regimens (A and B); however, due to tolerability issues and
dose delays, it was decided that only the MTD for schedule B would be
expanded.

Figure 1: Sequence of dosing schedules
Abbreviation: MTD, maximum tolerated dose
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Toxicity criteria
The incidence and severity of AEs were evaluated and coded according to the
National Cancer Institute CTCAE, version 3.0. AZD1152-related DLT was
defined as follows: any grade 4 toxicity (grade 4 neutropenia for > 3 days),
grade ≥ 3 neutropenia with fever, grade 3 or 4 thrombocytopenia associated
with bleeding (excluding patients receiving systemic anticoagulation), or any
grade 3 or 4 non-hematological toxicity. Any grade 3 liver function test (or ≥
2x baseline values for patients entered with abnormal liver enzymes) was also
considered dose limiting, as was any drug-related toxicity resulting in a dose
interruption in cycle 1 of more than 7 days.
Pharmacokinetic analysis
For each dosing schedule, plasma concentrations of AZD1152 and AZD1152hQPA were determined following the first dose of AZD1152. Venous blood
samples (4mL) were taken at the following times: pre-dose, 1hr after the start
of the infusion, 5 minutes before the end of infusion (EOI) and at 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20 and 22 hours following EOI. During the
next 3 infusions (if given), blood samples were taken pre-dose, 5 minutes
before EOI and 1, 3 and 6 hours after EOI.
Plasma PK parameters of AZD1152 and AZD1152-hQPA were determined by
non-compartmental

methods,

using

WinNonlin

Enterprise

Version

4.1

(Pharsight Corporation, Mountain View, CA, USA).
Tumor measurement and response evaluation
Tumor measurements were obtained at baseline by radiological techniques or,
if appropriate, by physical examination. Tumor response was evaluated by
RECIST criteria every 6-8 weeks. Each lesion measured at baseline was
measured by the same method throughout the study so that the comparison
was consistent. If a response was observed, a confirmation scan after 4-8
weeks was required. Data from patients with correlative serological biomarkers
of their tumor (eg, PSA, CEA) were also collected; however, very few patients
had sufficient measurements (baseline plus at least one follow-up visit) to
allow accurate evaluation of these biomarkers as surrogates for tumor
response. Attenuation-corrected FDG-PET scans (axial extent base of skull to
mid femur) were performed after a fasting period of 6 hours. FDG-PET
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assessments were performed only on patients entering the defined MTD cohort
of schedule B within 7 days of receiving their first dose (baseline) and after
completion of at least 1 cycle of treatment (post-treatment; Day 30 ± 3).
Biological activity of AZD1152 was to be measured by comparison to the
baseline scan.

Results
Patient characteristics
Baseline patient characteristics are listed in table 1 for each dosing schedule.
In total, 59 patients received treatment, 19 in schedule A and 40 in schedule B
(16 of these in the MTD expansion phase). In schedule A, 18/19 patients
(94.7%) received at least 1 cycle of treatment across 4 dose levels (100, 200,
300 and 450 mg). Twelve patients (63.2%) received at least 2 cycles of
treatment, and the maximum number of cycles received was 27, by 1 patient
on 300 mg. Five of 19 patients (26.3%) had a dose reduction, and 13 (64.8%)
had a dose delay. In schedule B, all 40 patients completed at least 1 cycle of
treatment across 5 dose levels (200, 300, 450, 550 and 650 mg). Thirty-two
of 40 patients (80%) received at least 2 cycles of treatment, and the
maximum number of cycles received was 10, by 1 patient on 450 mg. Five of
40 patients (12.5%) had a dose reduction, and 6 (15%) had a dose delay. In
each schedule, the maximum duration of dose delay was 2 weeks, and the
majority of dose reductions or delays were due to neutropenia.
MTDs and DLTs
The MTD of AZD1152 was defined as 200 mg in schedule A, and 450 mg in
schedule B. In each schedule the DLT was neutropenia (with or without fever,
or causing a dose delay of > 7 days). Dose escalation sequences were as
follows: Schedule A, 100 mg (1 patient, no DLT), 200 mg (6 patients, no
DLTs), 300 mg (3 patients; no DLTs), 450 mg (6 patients, 3 DLTs), 300 mg,
(3 patients, 2 DLTs); schedule B, 200 mg (4 patients, no DLTs), 300 mg (3
patients, no DLTs), 450 mg (7 patients, no DLTs), 650 mg (5 patients, 2
DLTs), 550 mg (5 patients, 2 DLTs). The 650 mg and 550 mg doses were
confirmed as non-tolerated doses and the 450 mg dose expanded as the MTD.
A subsequent 16 patients were treated at this dose.
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Table 1: Patient characteristics
Characteristic

Dosing schedule A
(N=19)

Dosing schedule B
(N=40)

Patients

Patients

No.

%

No.

%

Sex
Male
Female

14
5

74
26

30
10

75
25

Age, years
median
range

59
40-71

Race
Caucasian
Black
Oriental

19
0
0

100
0
0

38
0
2

95
0
5

Prior therapy*
Chemotherapy+
Hormonal
Radiotherapy

19
4
10

100
21
53

32
2
19

80
5
48

WHO Performance
Status
0
1
2

1
16
2

5
84
11

9
28
3

23
70
8

Cancer Types
Colorectal
Skin/soft tissue
Head & Neck
Prostate
Pancreas
Esophagus
Lung
Stomach
Other#

8
3
2
2
1
1
0
0
2

42
16
11
11
5
5
0
0
11

9
10
5
0
3
2
3
2
6

23
25
13
0
8
5
8
5
15

59
25-73

Abbreviations: WHO, World Health Organization.
*Patients may have had more than one prior therapy.
+ Patients may have had more than one kind of chemotherapy.
#
Schedule A: one patient each, pleura and renal; Schedule B: one patient each, bladder,
pleura, renal, ureter, ovary, and adenocarcinoma of unknown primary

Adverse events and laboratory data
An overview of the adverse events that occurred during the study is shown in
table 2. There were no deaths as the result of an adverse event in either
schedule. In schedule A, all 19 patients had at least 1 adverse event.
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Three patients (16%) experienced serious adverse events (leukopenia,
neutropenia, pyrexia and vomiting); one of these was considered to be drug
related. Three patients (16%) had adverse events that led to drug withdrawal
(lymphadenopathy, pulmonary embolism, pyrexia); none was considered to be
related to AZD1152. In schedule B, 39 of 40 patients (98%) had at least 1
adverse event. Eleven patients (28%) had at least 1 serious adverse event. Of
these, febrile neutropenia, leukopenia and sepsis were considered to be drug
related. Four patients (10%) discontinued treatment as the result of adverse
events (femur fracture and pyrexia, lumbar vertebral fracture, malaise and
osteomyelitis); none was considered to be related to AZD1152. The most
frequently reported adverse events (≥10% of patients) are listed in Table 3 by
dose and schedule. These events, mainly of hematological or GI origin, were
generally of mild or moderate intensity and included neutropenia, nausea,
leukopenia, fatigue, pyrexia, constipation, vomiting and diarrhea; the profile of
events was similar for each schedule. Fifteen of 19 patients (79%) in schedule
A and 24 of 40 (60%) patients in schedule B experienced adverse events of
CTCAE grade ≥3 (Table 4). The most common CTCAE Grade 3 or 4 events
were neutropenia (58% and 43% of patients in schedules A and B,
respectively) and leukopenia (11% and 20%, respectively). With the exception
of neutropenia, there were no clinically relevant changes from baseline in any
of the laboratory data.
Antitumor activity
No objective tumor response, as defined by RECIST criteria, was observed at
any dose in either dosing schedule during this trial. The best response
observed was stable disease, which occurred in 7 of 19 patients (37%) in
schedule A (1 patient in the 100 mg group, and 2 in each of the 200, 300 and
450 mg groups), and 8 of 40 patients (20%) in schedule B (6 patients in the
450 mg group and 2 in the 650 mg group). Some of these patients remained
stable over a long period of time, including a patient with adenoid cystic
carcinoma treated at 200 mg in schedule A and a patient in schedule B with
SCLC who had remained stable for 10 months by the time of the database
lock. Progressive disease was observed in 7 patients (37%) in schedule A and
21 patients (53%) in schedule B. Five patients (26%) in schedule A and 11
patients (28%) in schedule B were unevaluable.
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Figure 2: Percentage change in total lesion length from baseline to week 6 assessment
(N=26/40). Schedule B: 2-hr infusion, once every 2 weeks

Figure 2 shows the percentage change in total lesion length from baseline to
week 6 (± 7 days) for evaluable patients in schedule B.
Pharmacokinetics
Plasma PK parameters of AZD1152 and AZD1152-hQPA for schedule B are
shown in table 5; these being similar for the equivalent doses for schedule A.
After the end of infusion (EOI), plasma concentrations of AZD1152 declined
rapidly with gmean terminal elimination half-lives of 3 to 9 hours; by 24 hours
post dose concentrations were at, or approaching, the limit of quantification
(LoQ) of the assay (0.25 ng/mL), irrespective of dose level.
Systemic exposure to AZD1152-hQPA was observed by the time of the first
sample taken at 1 hour into the infusion with the maximum plasma
concentration at the EOI. Plasma concentrations then declined in a biphasic
manner with gmean terminal elimination half-lives of 6.5 to 7.4 hours; by 24
hours post dose they were still markedly higher than the LoQ with evidence of
a 3rd phase with very low but quantifiable plasma concentrations in the predose sample taken before the start of Cycle 2. The terminal half-life of this
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phase was estimated to be about 50 hours. However, the majority of the
exposure was determined up to 24 hours post dose and no accumulation of
AZD1152-hQPA was observed for either regimen; for the MTD (schedule B) the
gmean AUCs for Cycles 1 and 3 were similar, at 21780 and 19590 ng.h/mL,
respectively. The exposure to AZD1152-hQPA was higher than that to
AZD1152 by 2- to 6-fold, and this exposure increased with increasing dose in a
dose-proportional manner. Both inter- and intra-patient variability in exposure
was low; that for inter-patient ranging from 1.1- to 2.3-fold, and that for intrapatient up to a maximum of only 1.3-fold. The gmean plasma clearance of
AZD1152-hQPA ranged from 15 to 27 L/h and the gmean volume of
distribution at steady state ranged from 50 to 88 L.

Figure 3: Geometric mean (±SD) plasma concentrations (ng/ml) versus time of AZD1152 and
AZD1152-hQPA after a 2-hr infusion of 450 mg (MTD: Schedule B)

Other biologic activity
Thirteen of 23 patients receiving the MTD in schedule B (450 mg) had
assessable baseline and follow-up FDG-PET scans. Changes in FDG-PET
standard uptake value (SUVmax) averaged over lesions from baseline to postdose for each of these patients showed no significant reduction in averaged
SUVmax. However, one patient with SCLC had a 20% reduction in PET signal,
most probably indicating anti-tumor activity of the study drug.
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Discussion
The most frequently reported CTCAE grade ≥ 3 adverse events in this study
were neutropenia and leukopenia, toxicities that had been anticipated from
preclinical experience with AZD1152, and that have also been observed
clinically with other aurora kinase inhibitors (12,13,14). With the exception of
neutropenia, there were no other clinically relevant changes in laboratory data.
The number of patients who permanently discontinued study treatment due to
a treatment-related adverse event was very low, although some patients
required a dose reduction or dose delay due to an adverse event. The majority
of patients received at least 2 cycles of treatment. It would be of interest to
explore safety and antitumor activity of AZD1152 at higher exposure levels for
which G-CSF could be used.
The best observed responses in this trial were prolonged disease stabilizations
in several patients. Other researchers have also reported stable disease as the
best response to aurora kinases in solid tumors but, as yet, no partial or
complete responses have been observed (12,13,14). Preliminary results have
recently been presented for a number of other inhibitors of aurora A or aurora
B, including MLN8237 (15), AT9283 (16), AS703569 (R763) (17) SNS-314
(18) and PF-03814735 (19). The debate continues as to which of the aurora
kinases, A or B, represents the best drug target: A recent publication
addressing this issue came down in favor of aurora B (20).
The lack of clinical responses following treatment with aurora kinase inhibitors
raises the question as to whether these drugs reach their target and, to
answer this, future studies should employ biomarkers of response. Indeed,
recent

phase

I

trials

using

aurora

kinase

B

inhibitors

have

used

phosphorylation of histone H3 as a biomarker (14,16,19,21). This event is
associated with aurora B activity, since aurora B directly phosphorylates
histone H3 on serine 10, making it a useful tool for evaluating the degree of
aurora B inhibition (22,23).
The lack of tumor responses in this study, as opposed to the impressive
preclinical results, might be the result of differences between the growth rate
of tumor cell lines in vitro, and tumor cells in vivo. It is anticipated from the
working mechanism of AZD1152, that tumor cells need to proliferate a few
times before they kill themselves. In preclinical models, tumors have an
extremely high proliferation rate which makes them more susceptible to the
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actions of AZD1152. In humans, however, the growth rate is slower and
perhaps we need to be more patient and even accept initial growth before
growth reduction is seen. This may explain the lack of responses in solid
tumors whereas hematological malignancies may be more prone to respond.
With regards to the optimal treatment schedule for this class of agents, the
present study investigated a 2-hour infusion. However, preclinical studies with
AZD1152 have revealed prolonged drug administration to be more effective
(AstraZeneca: Data on file) and a phase I study using the aurora kinase
inhibitor AT9283 has also reported this (24). Phase I studies with prolonged
infusions of AZD1152 are currently underway.
Whether efficacy exists if AZD1152 is used in combination with other drug
classes remains to be seen. Treatment with AZD1152, was found to be
synergistic with a variety of chemotherapeutic agents in preclinical studies,
including irinotecan, docetaxel, vinorelbine, gemcitabine, oxaliplatin and 5fluorouracil (25), and with vincristine and topoisomerase inhibitors in leukemia
cell lines (26). Combining AZD1152 with radiotherapy might also provide a
promising strategy, since the compound potentiates the radiation response in
p53 deficient cancer cells (27). Further examination of tumor types that may
be more susceptible to aurora kinase inhibitors is also warranted and would
include hematological malignancies such as AML. Indeed, a recent report has
shown evidence of aurora kinase activity in patients with imatinib-refractory
CML and AML (24).
In summary, neutropenia and leukopenia were the main toxicities of AZD1152
in this patient population. Overall, the drug displayed a manageable tolerability
profile on either dosing regimen, and there were no associated safety concerns
that would preclude its further development. The data provide a good safety
basis for future combination studies with AZD1152 in patients with solid
tumors, or for future studies with AZD1152 monotherapy in patients with
hematological malignancies.
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Abstract
Background: AZD5438 is an orally bioavailable inhibitor of cyclin E-cdk2,
cyclin A-cdk2 and cyclin B-cdk1 complexes. Three phase I studies assessed the
clinical

safety,

tolerability,

pharmacokinetics

and

pharmacodynamics

of

AZD5438 when administered in different dosing schedules.
Patients and methods: AZD5438 was administered four times daily, once
every seven days (study 1), for 14 consecutive days followed by 7 days of rest
(study 2), or continuously (study 3), to patients with advanced solid tumors.
Dose escalation proceeded until the emergence of dose-limiting toxicities.
Results: Sixty-four patients were included across the three studies (19, 17,
and 28, respectively). Nausea and vomiting were the most common adverse
events. When dosed continuously, 40 mg four times daily was considered
intolerable, and due to safety issues, all studies were terminated prematurely.
Consequently, no intolerable dose was identified during the weekly schedule.
Pharmacokinetics demonstrated dose proportional exposure, high inter-patient
variability, and accumulation after multiple doses. Skin biopsies suggested
reduced retinoblastoma protein phosphorylation at cdk2 phospho-sites, other
pharmacodynamic assessments did not reveal consistent trends.
Conclusions: AZD5438 was generally well tolerated in a weekly dosing
schedule, but not in continuous schedules. The clinical development program
for AZD5438 was discontinued owing to tolerability and exposure data from
these studies.
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Introduction
Cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are core components of the cell
cycle machinery, and drive the transition between cell cycle phases. During the
progression from G1 to S, cyclin D- and cyclin E-dependent kinases 4, 6 and 2
sequentially phosphorylate the Rb protein (Rb) (1), disrupting pRb-mediated
E2F-1 repression, and allowing transcription of genes required for S phase
transit (2, 3). CDK2 also plays a role in S-phase and G2-phase progression,
while CDK1 controls the G2/M transition (4). Dysregulation of cell cycle CDK
activity occurs universally in human cancer (5) so that CDKs have generated
considerable interest as novel anti-neoplastic targets (6, 7).
AZD5438, is an orally bio-available inhibitor of cyclin E-CDK2, cyclin A-CDK2
and cyclin B-CDK1 complexes (IC50 0.006 µM, 0.045 µM and 0.016 µM,
respectively), with 75-fold selectivity over cyclin D1-CDK4 (IC50 0.45 µM) (8).
AZD5438 inhibits phosphorylation of the CDK2 substrates pRb and p27Kip1, and
phosphorylation of the CDK1 substrates nucleolin and protein phosphatase 1α,
in a dose-dependent manner. In a panel of 23 cell lines (including lung,
colorectal, breast, prostate and hematological tumor cells) IC50’s varied from
0.17 µM (MCF-7 human breast cancer) to 1.7 µM (ARH-77 plasma cell
leukemia). In exponentially growing tumor cells, acute exposure to AZD5438
induces S- and G2-phase arrest. G1 arrest is evident in synchronized tumor
cell populations. These observations are consistent with a CDK1/2 inhibitory
phenotype (9-11).
Preclinical and healthy volunteer studies (12) demonstrated a promising safety
and efficacy profile, prompting clinical dose-escalation and scheduling studies.
In this report, we describe three clinical studies investigating the safety and
tolerability of AZD5438 in patients with advanced solid tumors. The studies
assessed weekly dosing and continuous daily dosing schemes with and without
varying periods off therapy.
In all three studies, AZD5438 was administered four-times daily. Preclinical
data demonstrated that the daily dose could be split to either twice-daily or
four-times daily dosing, while maintaining tumor growth inhibition and
avoiding peak plasma drug concentration (Cmax) effects. The most efficacious
models were associated with evidence of a sustained reduction in the levels of
phosphorylated Rb by approximately 50% for up to 16 hours post-dose.
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Furthermore, in healthy volunteer studies, pharmacokinetics demonstrated a
relatively short plasma half-life, with Cmax achieved 0.5-3 hrs post-dose. Doselimiting toxicity at 160 mg was nausea and vomiting, with only one episode of
grade 1 nausea among subjects receiving either 60 or 80 mg. The 160 mg
dose level was also associated with a trend toward an increased QTc interval
(12).

Pharmacodynamic

data

demonstrated

up

to

30%

reduction

in

phosphorylated Rb levels in buccal mucosa biopsies at 1.5 hours after a 40 or
60 mg dose; this effect was not maintained at 6 hours post-dose (13). Taken
together, the preclinical and clinical data suggested that four-times daily
dosing could mitigate Cmax-related toxicities, while sustaining target coverage
despite the rapid elimination of AZD5438, and was therefore chosen for
investigation.

Patients and methods
Patients
All three studies included patients aged 18 years of age with histologically or
cytologically confirmed solid malignant tumors that were refractory to standard
therapies, or for whom no standard treatment exists. Patients were required to
have an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status of
0–2, adequate hematological, renal and hepatic function, and should have
received no more than three prior cytotoxic chemotherapy regimens. Patients
were excluded if they had active intracerebral metastases, treatment with
potent cytochrome P-450 inhibitors or inducers or if they had received
radiation or chemotherapy within 3 weeks of the start of study treatment. All
patients provided written informed consent. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, local institutional review board
ethical approval, Good Clinical Practice and applicable regulatory requirements.
Study design
Three

open-label,

dose-escalation

multi-centre

phase

I

studies

were

performed. AZD5438 was administered orally in all studies. In study 1, cohorts
of three or four patients received four doses of AZD5438 orally on day 1 and
subsequently every 7 days. The starting dose was 40 mg/day in four divided
doses (10 mg q.i.d., 50% of the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) observed in a
previously conducted single ascending dose study in healthy volunteers). If a
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dose limiting toxicity (DLT) was observed in one patient in a cohort within 21
days of commencing treatment, additional patients were to be recruited (to
increase the cohort up to six) and treated at the same dose level. If a DLT was
observed in two or more patients at a dose level, that dose was declared the
non-tolerated dose (NTD) and no further dose escalation occurred. The
maximum-tolerated dose (MTD) was defined as one dose level below the NTD.
The cohort of patients at the MTD was expanded to six patients for
confirmation.

Using

Common

Terminology

Criteria

for

Adverse

Events

(CTCAE), dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) were defined as any of the following
treatment-related events occurring during the first treatment cycle: Any grade
4 hematological event (excluding leucocytopenia and neutropenia if duration ≤
8 days); grade 3 or 4 neutropenia with fever; Thrombocytopenia associated
with bleeding; grade > 2 vomiting (2–5 episodes in 24 hours) despite optimal
anti-emetic therapy; any other grade 3 or 4 non-hematological event
(including

biochemical

findings)

despite

adequate

supportive

care;

unscheduled interruption of dosing of > 7 days; QTc >500 ms or increase >60
ms. The dose escalation plans of studies 2 and 3, as well as the definitions for
NTD, MTD and DLT were similar. In study 2, eligible patients received a single
dose of AZD5438 on day 1 followed by four-times daily dosing for 14
consecutive days, followed by a 7-day rest period. The starting dose was 20
mg/day (5 mg q.i.d.), which was 25% of the maximum well-tolerated dose
observed in the previously mentioned single-ascending dose study in healthy
volunteers. In study 3, patients received a single dose of AZD5438 on the first
day of the first cycle, followed by q.i.d. dosing thereafter in 28-day cycles,
starting at 10mg/day (2.5 mg q.i.d). With this lower dose, a dose-intensity
comparable with study 2 was obtained.
Measurement of study variables
At enrollment, demographics were recorded, along with ECOG performance
status, concomitant medications and radiological assessments from within the
previous 28 days documented according to Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST) (14). Each patient underwent a physical examination,
measurement of vital signs; a pregnancy test if applicable and assessment of
adequate contraception; resting ECG, standard biochemistry, urinalysis and
hematology tests. Assessments were performed serially during study therapy.
Electronic ECGs were collected and centrally analyzed prior to each doseescalation decision. Adverse events (AEs) were reported according to the
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National Cancer Institute CTCAE version 3.0. Tumor response was evaluated
by RECIST every 8 weeks. No formal statistical analyses were performed.
Pharmacokinetics
Single-dose pharmacokinetic parameters were measured using venous blood
samples taken prior to and at various time points following the first dose of
AZD5438. In study 1, blood samples were taken on day 1 pre-dose and at 0.5,
1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hours post-dose. In studies 2 and 3 there was a single
dose administered on day 1, enabling blood sampling up to 24 hours post
dose. In these studies, blood samples were drawn on day 1 pre-dose and at
0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 24 hours post dose. In study 2, additional PK
samples were taken on day 7 (pre-dose and 1.5 hours post-dose) and on day
14 (pre-dose and up to 5 hours post dose). In study 3, additional PK samples
were taken at days 8, 15 and 22 (pre-dose and 1.5 hours post-dose), and on
day 28 (pre-dose and up to 5 hours post-dose).
A validated high-performance liquid chromatography assay with tandem mass
spectrometry detection was used to determine the total drug concentration in
plasma. The following pharmacokinetic parameters were determined by noncompartmental analysis using WinNonLin version 3.1 (Pharsight corporation):
maximum plasma concentration (Cmax), time to reach the Cmax (tmax), area
under the plasma concentration–time curve from time zero to 5 hours (AUC(0–
5)),

area under the plasma concentration–time curve from time zero to the

time of the last measurable concentration (AUC(0–t)), area under the plasma
concentration–time curve from time zero to infinity (AUC), terminal half-life
(t½), total plasma clearance following oral dosing (CL/F) and volume of
distribution at steady state following oral dosing (Vdss/F).
Exploratory pharmacodynamic endpoints
To investigate the effects of AZD5438 on various biomarkers in surrogate
proliferating tissues, studies were performed in stimulated peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (in the presence of pre- and post-treatment
plasma), as well as in hair follicles and keratinocytes. Peripheral blood samples
were taken pre-dose on day 1, and 1.5 hours post first dose on days 1 and 8
(studies 1 and 3), or pre-dose on day 1, and 1.5 hours post first dose on days
1 and 7 (study 2). PBMCs were extracted and frozen together with autologous
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plasma. Alternatively, stimulated healthy volunteer PBMCs were mixed with
pre- and post-treatment plasma. Proliferation of PBMCs stimulated by OKT3 ex
vivo in the presence of pre- and post-treatment plasma was assessed after a
48-hour incubation at 37C by measuring the incorporation of 3H-thymidine
into cellular DNA, administered with a 42-hour incubation pulse. Cells were
harvested using a Tomtek 96 harvester and counted with a Wallac 1205
BettaPlate liquid scintillation counter. Additionally, levels of phosphorylated
p27Kip1, phosphorylated pRb and Ki67 were measured from scalp hair taken on
days 1 and 8 of the first treatment cycle (study 1), on days 1 and 7 of the first
treatment cycle (study 2), or on days 1 and 8 of every treatment cycle (study
3). Up to 40 hair follicles were plucked. Follicles in the first phase of the hair
cycle were analyzed using methodology previously described (13). In a subset
of participants treated at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute (part of study 3),
skin biopsies were performed pre-treatment and within 2 hours of the first
dose on either day 15 or 22 of treatment and analyzed immunohistochemically
for expression of phospho-Rb, total Rb, p27Kip1, cyclin D1, p53 and Ki67, as
previously described (15, 16).

Results
Early study termination
A review of emerging safety data from studies 2 and 3, as well as the available
clinical pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data, led to a decision by
AstraZeneca to discontinue the development of AZD5438 as a potential
anticancer agent. Therefore, all three studies described in this report were
terminated prematurely.
Study population
A total of 64 patients with advanced solid malignancies, whose characteristics
are summarized in table 1, were entered into the studies. Fifteen of the 19
patients who entered study 1 completed the first cycle (21 days). Four
patients were removed during the first cycle due to non-drug related AEs (n =
2, 60 mg q.i.d. cohort) or disease progression (n = 1, 40 mg q.i.d. cohort; n =
1, 60 mg q.i.d. cohort), and were deemed not fully evaluable for toxicity and
replaced. The 15 patients who completed the first cycle were later withdrawn
from the study due to disease progression (n = 13), AEs (n = 1) or withdrawal
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Table 1: Patient characteristics
Patient characteristics

Median age, years (range)
Male/female, n

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

(N=19)

(N=17)

(N=28)

57.5 (4171)

61.3 (44-79)

58.3(33-84)

12/7

12/5

18/10

19

16

26

1

1

Race/ethnicity,
Caucasian
Asian (non-Japanese)

1

Black
Primary tumor location, n
Lung

5

Pancreas

5

Colorectal

4

3
4

7

4

Renal
Skin/soft tissue

3

Adrenal

2

Head & Neck

2
2

Esophagus
Other

5

9

9

of consent (n = 1). Five patients died during the study: four due to disease
progression (40 mg q.i.d., n = 1; 60 mg q.i.d., n = 3), and one due to
pneumonia CTC grade 4 (60 mg q.i.d.).
Seventeen patients were enrolled in study 2, of whom three (all from the 40
mg q.i.d. cohort) did not complete the first cycle due to intestinal obstruction
(n = 1), disease progression (n = 1), and fatal acute renal failure (n = 1). The
14 patients who completed the first cycle were later discontinued for disease
progression (n = 11), intercurrent illness (n = 1), nausea and vomiting (n = 1)
and premature study termination (n = 1).
Twenty-eight patients were enrolled in study 3. Thirteen patients did not
complete the first treatment cycle: two in the 10 mg q.i.d. cohort due to
disease progression; seven in the 20 mg q.i.d. cohort due to withdrawal of
consent (n = 3), disease progression (n = 2), and AEs (n = 2); and four in the
40 mg q.i.d. cohort due to withdrawal of consent (n = 2) and AEs (n = 2). The
15 patients who completed the first cycle were later discontinued for disease
progression (n = 13), withdrawal of consent (n = 1) and discontinuation at the
investigator’s discretion (n = 1). Three patients died during study 3; one due
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to disease progression and two due to AEs detailed below. Dose-levels and
numbers of enrolled are shown in table 2.

Table 2: Dose escalation schemes
Dose-escalation schemes
Study 1: weekly dosing
Dose level, mg
q.i.d.

Patients, n

Number of days on
treatment*, range

Number of patients with
DLT in cycle 1

10

3

36–106

0

20

3

51–106

0

40

4

8–58

0

60

6

1–141

0

90

3

50–106

0

Study 2: fourteen days continuous dosing, one week rest
Dose level, mg
q.i.d.

Patients, n

5

3

10
20

40

Number of days on
treatment*, range

Number of patients with
DLT in cycle 1

55–77

0

3

55–98

0

3

55–119

0

5–161

2 (G2 nausea and
vomiting; G5 acute renal
failure)

Number of days on
treatment*, range

Number of patients with
DLT in cycle 1

8

Study 3: continuous dosing
Dose level, mg
q.i.d.

Patients, n

2.5

3

35–56

0

5

3

29–56

0

10

5

19–87

0

20

11

1–226

0

40

6

3–56

2 (fatal pericarditis;G3
fatigue)

DLT, dose-limiting toxicity.
*Period from first to last dose of AZD5438 treatment.

Safety and tolerability
In all three studies, the most frequently reported treatment-emergent AEs
were gastrointestinal in origin (table 3), and most were CTC grade 1–2. The
number of patients reporting gastrointestinal AEs increased in a dose-
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dependent manner. When administered four times daily once every week
(study 1), AZD5438 was well tolerated up to doses of 90 mg q.i.d. At this
dose, CTC grade 3 fatigue was reported, although none of the other observed
safety findings over the dose range of 10-90 mg q.i.d. satisfied DLT criteria.
Also,

no

treatment-related

SAEs

were

reported.

Due

to

early

study

termination, neither the NTD nor MTD was established for this schedule.
Administration of AZD5438 four times daily in continuous schedules (studies 2
and 3) led to substantially increased toxicities. All 17 patients who received
AZD5438 in study 2 experienced at least one AE. Most AEs were mild to
moderate (CTC grade 1 or 2, see Table 3). Eleven patients experienced AEs
considered to be related to study drug, including nausea (n = 7), vomiting (n
= 4), fatigue (n = 2) and lethargy (n = 2). DLTs were encountered at 40 mg
q.i.d. in two patients (CTC grade 2 nausea and vomiting and CTC grade 5
acute renal failure). The first patient, a 48-year-old female diagnosed with
advanced breast cancer with liver and bone metastasis, reported nausea,
anorexia, fatigue and diarrhea 4 days after initiating AZD5438 treatment.
Despite anti-emetic treatment, her symptoms deteriorated, resulting in
admission to hospital on day 5. Lactate dehydrogenase and C-reactive protein
were elevated (337 UI/l and 95 mg/l, respectively), alkaline phosphatase,
aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase levels increased
transiently, and serum sodium levels decreased to 126 mmol/l. There were
ECG features of pericarditis without evidence of myocardial infarction (normal
creatinine kinase, troponin-T and echocardiogram). These symptoms resolved
after study treatment was stopped.
The second patient, a 67-year-old woman with metastatic colorectal carcinoma
and a history of pulmonary embolism, reported lethargy and nausea from the
first day of therapy, with vomiting from day 3 despite anti-emetic treatment.
On day 5 she complained of increased weakness, reduced fluid intake,
diaphoresis and generalized abdominal pain. On admission to hospital she was
dehydrated, hypotensive (blood pressure 84/60 mmHg) and tachycardic (heart
rate 125 bpm). Chest x-ray was normal, ECG showed sinus tachycardia, and
chemistries showed serum creatinine of 252 mmol/l (baseline 102 mmol/l),
normal serum electrolytes (K+ and Na+), and slightly elevated blood urea (12.5
mmol/l). Despite fluid therapy (central venous pressure +10 and recovery of
blood pressure) the patient remained anuric. There was no response to highdose furosemide, and serum creatinine elevated further to
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404 mmol/l within 12 hours of admission. Further aggressive management and
dialysis were declined. The patient deteriorated and died on day 6. Blood
culture was negative and C-reactive protein was elevated markedly (220 mg/l,
baseline unknown). The cause of death was dehydration and acute renal
failure, which was deemed to be study treatment related. Post-mortem exam
was not performed.
Of the six other patients treated with 40 mg q.i.d., two experienced elevations
in C-reactive protein, white cell count and serum creatinine, which resolved
after cessation of treatment. Treatment was resumed at 20 mg q.i.d. in one
patient without recurrence of the elevations; the other patient was not retreated with AZD5438. As DLTs were experienced by two out of six evaluable
patients at 40 mg q.i.d., this dose was considered to be the NTD for the 14days-on, 7-days-off schedule. The MTD could not be established due to study
termination.
A total of 166 AEs were reported by 27 patients during study 3. Consistent
with the other studies, the majority of AEs were gastrointestinal in origin, with
the number of reports increasing in a dose-dependent manner. Of these, the
AEs considered to be causally related to AZD5438 by the investigator were
nausea (n = 8 patients), vomiting (n = 7 patients), diarrhea (n = 3 patients)
and abdominal pain (n = 1 patient). Six patients experienced a total of nine
non-fatal SAEs, of which myocardial ischemia, CTC grade 2 (20 mg q.i.d.), in a
patient with hypertension, was considered to be possibly related to the study
drug.
Two patients died due to AEs. The first patient was a 53-year-old female in the
20 mg q.i.d. cohort with a primary tumor of the ampulla of Vater, who had a
history of hypertension and rheumatic heart disease. On study day 4, she
reported worsening bouts of vomiting that had started on day 1, following
initiation of study treatment. AZD5438 was discontinued and she received i.v.
fluids. Hours later, she became lethargic and confused, with respiratory
distress, hypoxia, hypotension, hyponatremia, marked leukocytosis, increased
serum creatinine and markedly elevated aspartate aminotransferase, D-dimer
and brain natriuretic peptide levels. ECG initially showed no acute changes, but
there was evidence of previous myocardial infarction. Despite intubation,
intravenous fluids and antibiotics, she decompensated and died on day 5. ECG
showed changes consistent with acute myocardial infarction. No post-mortem
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examination was performed. In the opinion of the investigator, a pulmonary
embolism may have caused hypoxia and right heart failure (high BNP) with
passive liver congestion (elevated aspartate aminotransferase). Additionally,
with a history of rheumatic heart disease and strong family history for
coronary artery disease, this patient may have suffered a myocardial
infarction, leading to fatality. The event was not considered to be related to
AZD5438.
The second patient, a 58-year-old female in the 40 mg cohort, died on study
day 4. This patient, with previously untreated liposarcoma with liver
metastases, had a medical history of hysterectomy, tubal ligation, and three
radical resections of retroperitoneal sarcoma (including right nephrectomy and
adrenalectomy). Following initiation of AZD5438, she experienced a prodrome
of fatigue, nausea and vomiting, which progressively worsened. On admission
on day 3, study treatment was stopped. At presentation, she was hypotensive
with white blood cell count 20,000 and elevated serum creatinine. ECG showed
no acute changes, but low voltage, with unremarkable echocardiogram. Chest
x-ray showed bilateral hilar infiltrates suggestive of aspiration pneumonia.
Despite treatment for septic shock with antibiotics, pressors and a TNFα
inhibitor, she became acidotic and anuric and died on day 4. Blood cultures
were negative. A post-mortem examination concluded that the cause of death
was pericarditis. The investigator considered this fatal event to be treatmentrelated, and therefore a DLT.
A second DLT was also observed in the 40 mg q.i.d. cohort presented as
severe fatigue, CTC grade 3. This episode of fatigue, in a 60-year-old male
with esophageal carcinoma and liver metastases, emerged on treatment day
3, after nausea and vomiting the previous day. The condition improved
significantly following discontinuation of study therapy. As a result of these
DLTs, AZD5438 40 mg q.i.d. was delineated as the NTD for the continuous
dosing schedule. Due to the premature termination of this study, the MTD was
not established.
Pharmacokinetics
Pharmacokinetic data obtained following administration of single oral doses (all
three studies) and multiple oral doses (studies 2 and 3) of AZD5438 are
summarized in Table 4. Absorption of AZD5438 after single oral doses was
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rapid, with

time to maximum plasma drug concentration generally ranging

between 0.5 and 4 hours post-dose across the doses studied. Beyond the
peak, plasma concentrations declined rapidly over the time period studied (up
to 24 hours after dose administration). The half-life ranged from 0.72 to 8.09
hours. The variability in exposure between patients within a dose cohort was
high (figure 1), but exposure (area under the plasma concentration–time curve
[AUC] and maximum plasma drug concentration [Cmax]) generally increased
with increasing dose.

Figure 1: The area under the curve (AUC) as a function of AZD5438 dose. The AUCs were
calculated after a single dose of AZD5438, on day 1 of treatment. There is a dose-proportional
increase in exposure, but a high inter-patient variability in exposure to AZD5438.

Following multiple oral dosing of AZD5438, Cmax was again achieved rapidly
after dosing with concentrations declining rapidly thereafter. Consistent with
the single-dose data, exposure following multiple dosing of AZD5438 increased
with increasing dose. Comparison of the plasma drug concentrations achieved
on days 7 and 14 (study 2) and on days 8, 15 and 22 compared with drug
levels obtained on day 29 (study 3) indicated that steady state was achieved
within the first 7 days of dosing with AZD5438.
An assessment of the predictability of multiple-dose exposure from the singledose data (ratio of day 14 AUC (study 2) or day 28 AUC (study 3) from time
zero to 5 hours to day-1 AUC for the same patient) showed that multiple-dose
pharmacokinetics were not well predicted from single-dose pharmacokinetics.
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Accumulation occurred in some patients following multiple oral dosing of
AZD5438 q.i.d. for 14 consecutive days (study 2) or continuously for 28 days
(study 3). Among nine patients evaluated in study 2, the accumulation ratio
ranged from 0.76 to 3.48; in eleven patients evaluated in study 3, the
accumulation ratio ranged from 0.86 to 2.16.
Tumor response
In all three studies, no objective responses were observed. Overall, 26
patients could not be evaluated for tumor response as they withdrew early. Of
the 38 evaluable patients, 24 had progressive disease and 14 had stable
disease as best response (supplementary table 1).
Exploratory pharmacodynamic findings
Evaluation of stimulated patient PBMCs combined with autologous plasma was
not possible across the three studies because the majority of PBMC samples
had few or no viable cells. An alternative method involved using stimulated
PBMCs from a healthy volunteer donor in combination with the patients’ preand post-treatment plasma to assess the drug effect. By this approach, plasma
samples from 12 patients in study 1 generated informative data (stimulated
proliferation counts >5000 cpm) at three time points. However, no consistent
trends were observed across dose levels. In study 2, using the alternative
approach, 24 out of 37 pre-treatment plasma samples generated stimulated
proliferation counts >5000 cpm. No meaningful effect on proliferation count
was observed with post-treatment plasma obtained from patients receiving 5
or 10 mg (n = 3). Two out of three samples in the 20 mg q.i.d. cohort and
seven out of eight samples in the 40 mg q.i.d. cohort had reduced proliferation
counts, when plasma obtained 1.5 hours post-dose was compared to pretreatment plasma on day 1.

In study 3, with volunteer cells plus pre-

treatment patient plasma, 11 samples demonstrated ≥2 values above 5000
cpm. No consistent trends were observed in reduction of

3

H incorporation

using post-treatment plasma in the 10 mg q.i.d. cohort. At 20 mg q.i.d. and
40 mg q.i.d, there were reductions in proliferation counts at 1.5 hours postdose compared with pre-dose on day 1 in five out of six patients and in all
patients, respectively. However, among small sample sets available, these
trends were not confirmed with plasma obtained 1.5 hours post-dose on day 7
(study 2) or day 8 (study 3).
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For hair follicle analysis, there were insufficient data to evaluate a treatment
effect on biomarkers, since only 17% of follicles collected in study 1, 38%
collected in study 2, and 21% collected in study 3, had staining present.
Seven paired skin biopsies were analyzed over the course of study 3. Among
samples obtained from patients receiving doses of 5 mg q.i.d. or higher (n =
5), the percent positive nuclei (scored as 1+ or 2+) staining for phospho-Rb at
the S249/T252 and S780 epitopes declined post-treatment, while total Rb
staining was similar in pre- and post-treatment samples. Representative skin
biopsies for one patient, treated at the 40 mg q.i.d. dose level, are shown in
Figure 2, along with quantification of Rb staining. No significant change was
seen in staining at S807/811 or T356 phospho-sites post treatment, with
variable changes observed at the S795 epitope. Additionally, the reduction in
Rb phosphorylation at the S249/T252 and S780 sites was incomplete and was
not associated with a reduction in Ki67 staining post-treatment. Among the 7
paired samples, most demonstrated stable or increased p27Kip1 staining post
treatment, although decreased staining was observed in 2 samples. No
significant changes in cyclin D1 or p53 staining were observed post treatment.
Post-hoc analysis: exposure versus tolerability
In light of the high variability in exposure, a post-hoc analysis was performed
to investigate the relationship between drug exposure and tolerability. This
analysis included the 45 patients treated with AZD5438 continuous dosing
schedules in studies 2 and 3. Patients were divided into three categories:
death and/or DLT; withdrawal within 1 week of starting treatment; and
completed >1 week of treatment. There was a trend associating increased
exposure with decreased tolerability (Figure 3).

Discussion
AZD5438 is one of a number of CDK inhibitors that have recently undergone
clinical

evaluation.

The

therapeutic

benefit

of

these

agents,

including

flavopiridol, seliciclib and BMS-387032 (SNS-032), has proved difficult to
demonstrate in single-agent solid tumor studies (6), although recently it was
shown that treatment with seliciclib can induce responses in patients with
nasopharyngeal cancer (17). AZD5438 had an advantage over some existing
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agents in being orally bio-available, allowing sustained daily dosing, likely
necessary for tumor growth inhibition in the absence of induction of apoptosis.
This report covers three phase I studies designed to investigate different
dosing schedules for AZD5438.

Figure 2: Total and phospho-Rb staining in skin biopsies. (A) Skin biopsies were obtained pretreatment (pre) and 2 hours after the first dose on day 22 of continuous ADZ5438 dosing.
Five-micrometer sections from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded samples were subjected to
immunohistochemistry with the indicated antibodies. Results from patient #23 are shown
(treated at the 40 mg dose level), demonstrating reduced Rb staining at the S249/T252 and
S780 phosho-sites in the keratinocyte layers, suggestive of reduced CDK activity post
treatment.
Total
Rb
staining
is
maintained
in
the
post-treatment
sample.
(B) Immunohistochemical data were quantified by scoring the nuclei of 100–200 keratinocytes
as 0, 1+ or 2+. The percentage of positive nuclei was considered as 100 for each pretreatment sample. Bars indicate the percent positive staining (1+, 2+) in each post-treatment
sample, relative to the pre-treatment sample. The x-axis designations indicate the patient
number and the dose of AZD5438 administered. In these samples, reductions in phospho-Rb
staining were noted, while total Rb staining was maintained post treatment.
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Figure 3. Post-hoc analysis: exposure to AZD5438 and tolerability outcome in
continuous dosing studies. Owing to the lack of multiple-dose data for many of the patients,
the total daily AUC was calculated from day 1 pharmacokinetic measurements. Tolerability
categories were: (1) patients who completed at least the initial safety assessment period (21 or
28 days) or withdrew after 1 week due to disease progression; (2) patients who withdrew within
1 week of starting treatment due to poor tolerability or for disease-related reasons; (3) patients
who discontinued due to fatality and/or DLT.

The majority of toxicities observed in all three studies were gastrointestinal in
origin, and increased in a dose-dependent manner, consistent with the toxicity
profiles in preclinical and healthy volunteer studies with AZD5438 (12), and
also in line with clinical experiences with other CDK inhibitors (6). The weekly
schedule was well tolerated up to 90 mg q.i.d., and no NTD was established
due to the adverse safety findings from the continuous studies. Both studies
with continuous AZD5438 administration progressed sufficiently to identify a
NTD of 40 mg q.i.d., with both non-fatal gastrointestinal and constitutional
DLTs, as well as fatal DLTs.
Continuous dosing of AZD5438 was associated with profound anorexia and
fatigue in some patients, accompanied by nausea and vomiting. This symptom
complex occurred within the first few days of starting AZD5438 therapy and
was associated with tachycardia, hypotension, hyponatremia and increases in
white blood cell counts, C-reactive peptide and serum creatinine. Given the
complex nature of the events, and the presence of significant medical comorbidities in this patient population, a clear etiology for these events has not
yet been established. Nonetheless, these cases share certain similarities, such
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as the complex of anorexia, lethargy/fatigue, nausea and vomiting leading to
sudden decompensation that was seen in all three patients who experienced
fatal events on the continuous dosing schedules. In light of the full profile of
SAEs that subsequently emerged, the fatal myocardial infarction (suspected)
in this study might retrospectively be considered to be possibly treatment
related. It is notable that cardiovascular events, including myocardial infarction
has been reported in studies of flavopiridol (18, 19). However, the severity of
AEs observed in these studies were not expected, and are not comparable with
those observed in studies with other CDK inhibitors.
Single-dose pharmacokinetic evaluation in all three studies showed that
AZD5438

was

rapidly

absorbed

and

eliminated.

After

q.i.d.

dosing,

multiple-dose pharmacokinetics were not well predicted from the single-dose
data, with evidence of drug accumulation (studies 2 and 3). Exposure to
AZD5438 showed high inter-patient variability. The factors accounting for this
variability have not been identified. Notwithstanding this variability, exposure
generally increased with increasing dose.
In the here describes studies, the analyses of pharmacodynamic markers in
PBMCs and hair follicles led to disappointing results, with no observed
treatment-related trends at all. The biological activity of flavopiridol, another
CDK inhibitor, had been successfully investigated in PBMCs before (18,20),
and PBMC and hair follicle analyses were employed successfully in a study of
AZD5438 in healthy volunteers (13). The results of the here described studies
highlight the difficulties inherent in transferring surrogate tissue biomarker
measurements from well-tolerated healthy volunteer studies to a setting of
metastatic cancer in which patients have numerous confounding factors
including previous and concurrent therapies, as well as their underlying
disease.
The analyses of paired skin biopsies in study 3 revealed inhibition of CDK2,
indicated by stable P27Kip1 expression (21) and reduced phosphorylation of Rb
at the S249/T252 phospho-site (9,10). In buccal mucosae from healthy
volunteers, no changes were induced by AZD5438 at this phospho-site (13),
potentially reflecting differences in the tissues examined and the analysis after
only a single dose, compared with a minimum of 15 days of dosing prior to
post-treatment sampling here. Interestingly, reduced phosphorylation of Rb at
S780 was also observed, a site reported to be phosphorylated by CDK4 (22).
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AZD5438 is significantly less potent against CDK4, although phosphorylation at
this site could be affected by cell-cycle position, induced by combined
CDK2/CDK1 inhibition (11). Similarly, in the buccal mucosae of healthy
volunteers, reduced phosphorylation at S807/811 was noted, which is another
CDK4-specific site (23, 24). In both data sets, changes in Rb phosphorylation
did not translate to reduced Ki67 staining, suggesting the necessity for more
complete inhibition of CDK targets in order to achieve antiproliferative effects.
A post-hoc analysis of observed exposure and tolerability outcome in the 45
patients treated with AZD5438 continuous dosing showed a clear trend to
poorer outcome with increasing exposure. However, the high degree of
variability in inter-individual exposure and the inability to identify factors
underlying this variability make it difficult to predict tolerable doses in
individual patients. Together with the unpredictable nature of the serious
toxicities, this variability in exposure constituted a major clinical development
challenge for the compound. The exposure-related toxicity might have resulted
from accumulation of the drug in these patients, although the onset of severe
toxicities was frequently observed early in the course of treatment. In contrast
to the exposure-related intolerability, dose-related efficacy was not observed.
Clinical exposures did not reach the exposures associated with preclinical
efficacy, even at NTDs. There appeared to be only minimal clinical efficacy,
manifested by disease stabilization for more than 4 months in three out of a
total of 64 patients dosed across all three studies. Thus, the probability of
obtaining a viable dose and schedule for further clinical evaluation of AZD5438
as a potential anticancer agent was considered to be minimal or non-existent.
In conclusion, the phase I AZD5438 clinical study program has failed to
establish an appropriate risk–benefit profile for this novel agent, and therefore
its clinical development has been discontinued. The utility of CDK inhibitors as
anticancer agents, as monotherapy or in combination regimens, remains to be
established.
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Supplementary table 1: Primary tumor response assessments
Primary tumor response assessments
Study 1: weekly
dosing

Best overall objective response (n)
Progression

Stable
disease

Not
evaluated

All

10

3

0

0

3

20

3

0

0

3

40

0

1

3

4

60

1

1

4

6

90

1

2

0

3

Total

8

4

7

19

Dose level, mg q.i.d.

Study 2: fourteen days continuous dosing, one week rest
Progression

Stable
disease

Not
evaluated

5

1

1

1

3

10

1

2

0

3

20

3

0

0

3

40

2

2

4

8

Total

7

5

5

17

Progression

Stable
disease

Not
evaluated

2.5

2

1

0

3

5

1

1

1

3

10

1

2

2

5

20

3

1

7

11

40

2

0

4

6

Total

9

5

14

28

Dose level, mg q.i.d.

All

Study 3: continuous dosing
Dose level, mg q.i.d.
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Abstract
Purpose: Preclinical studies have shown that the combination of topotecan
and carboplatin is synergistic. To evaluate the schedule dependency of this
interaction, the following phase I trial was designed to determine the safety
and

maximum

tolerated

dose

(MTD),

pharmacokinetics

and

pharmacodynamics of carboplatin and topotecan in patients with malignant
solid tumors.
Experimental design: In part 1, patients received carboplatin on day 1 and
topotecan on days 1, 2 and 3 (CT schedule). In part 2, topotecan was
administered on days 1, 2, and 3, followed by carboplatin on day 3 (TC
schedule). Pharmacokinetics were determined in plasma and TopI catalytic
activity and Pt-DNA adducts in white blood cells (WBC) and tumor tissue.
Results: Forty-one patients were included. Dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs)
during the CT schedule were grade 4 thrombocytopenia and febrile
neutropenia (MTD: carboplatin target AUC 4 min.mg/mL; topotecan 0.5
mg/m2/day). DLTs during the TC schedule included grade 4 neutropenia,
thrombocytopenia, neutropenic fever and grade 4 nausea and vomiting (MTD:
carboplatin target AUC 6 min.mg/mL; topotecan 0.9 mg/m2/day). One
complete and five partial responses were observed. The clearance of and
exposure to carboplatin and topotecan did not depend on the sequence of drug
administration. No schedule dependent effects were seen in Pt-DNA levels and
TopI catalytic activity in WBC and tumor tissue. However, myelotoxicity was
clearly more evident in the CT schedule.
Conclusion: The TC schedule was better tolerated as both hematological
and non-hematological toxicities were milder. Other than the investigated PD
factors must explain the schedule dependent differences in toxicities.
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Introduction
Topotecan

and

carboplatin

are

both

active

anticancer

drugs

with

an

established use in the clinic. Topotecan, a water-soluble semisynthetic
analogue of camptothecin, is licensed for the treatment of Small-Cell Lung
Cancer (SCLC), cervical cancer, and metastatic ovarian carcinoma (1, 2, 3, 4).
Carboplatin is an analogue of cisplatin, but with a milder non-hematological
toxicity profile and a broad spectrum of antitumor activity (5, 6). Topotecan
undergoes pH dependent reversible hydrolysis from the active lactone form
into the carboxylate form and vice versa(7, 8). Topotecan inhibits DNA
topoisomerase I (TopI) by binding to the cleavable complex (consisting of TopI
covalently bound to DNA). The stabilized cleavable complex results in
irreversible DNA double-strand breaks leading to cell death (9, 10, 11). The
antineoplastic effect of carboplatin involves the formation of a covalent
interaction with DNA after which several Pt-DNA adducts are formed,
ultimately leading to cell death. Approximately 90 % of an administered dose
of carboplatin is eliminated by glomerular filtration (12). This makes it possible
to individualize the dose of carboplatin based on renal function as estimated by
creatinine clearance (13, 14). The rationale for combining carboplatin and
topotecan is the synergistic cytotoxicity observed between platinum agents
and topoisomerase I inhibitors in preclinical models (15, 16, 17, 18). To
explain this synergism a mechanistic model has been established, in which the
TopI enzyme directly binds to the Pt-DNA adduct. Subsequently, topotecan
binds to this complex, which yields large stabilized lesions to the DNA that are
difficult to repair (17, 18). Preclinical studies have shown that the sequence of
cisplatin or carboplatin followed by topotecan was the most active sequence
(17, 18). This is in agreement with results from clinical studies: Increased
hematological toxicity was observed when cisplatin or carboplatin was given
before topotecan compared to the reversed schedule (19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24).
To evaluate the schedule dependency of this interaction, the following phase I
trial was designed to determine the safety and maximum tolerated dose
(MTD), pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of carboplatin and topotecan
in patients with advanced solid malignancies.
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Patients and methods
Eligibility
Patients were eligible if they had a histologically or cytologically confirmed
solid tumor and a metastatic tumor accessible for biopsy. Other eligibility
criteria included age  18 years, WHO performance status  2 and an
estimated life expectancy  3 months. Previous chemotherapy had to be
discontinued for at least 4 weeks before entry into the study or 6 weeks in the
case of mitomycin C or nitrosourea. Patients had to have acceptable
hematological blood values (WBC  3.5 x 109/L, absolute neutrophil count
(ANC)  1.5 x 109/L, platelets  100 x 109/L, hemoglobin level (Hb)  9.0
g/dL), as well as acceptable renal and hepatic function (creatinine clearance 
60 mL/min, serum bilirubin  1.5 times the normal upper limit and ASAT and
ALAT  2 times the normal upper limit (or  5 times the normal upper limit in
the presence of hepatic metastases)). The study protocol was approved by the
Medical Ethics Committee of the hospital and all patients had to give written
informed consent.
Treatment plan and study design
In the first part of the study, patients received carboplatin as a 60 min i.v.
infusion on day 1 and topotecan as a 30 min i.v. infusion on days 1 (after
carboplatin administration), 2 and 3 (CT schedule). Carboplatin dosage was
calculated

using

the

target

area

under

the

free

carboplatin

plasma

concentration versus time curve (AUC in min.mg/mL). For carboplatin, it has
been shown in several studies that the CL is linearly related to the glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) and therefore the AUC is also related to the GFR (25). We
calculated the carboplatin dose using the Calvert formula (13), with GFR
estimated using the formula of Cockroft and Gault (26).

The starting dose

(topotecan 0.5 mg/m2/day, carboplatin target AUC 4 min.mg/mL) was based
on the experience in other clinical trials (22,23). At least three patients were
entered at each dose level. The MTD was defined as the highest dose level not
producing DLTs during the first treatment cycle in more than 2/6 patients. The
sequence of drug administration was reversed in the second part of the study
(TC schedule): Topotecan administered at days 1, 2, and 3, followed by
carboplatin at day 3 (carboplatin administered after administration of
topotecan on day 3). Dose escalation during the TC schedule was started at
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the established MTD of the CT schedule. Subsequently, the dose was
escalated further according to the original plan. Treatment cycles in both parts
of the study were repeated every 28 days.
Drug product
Topotecan

(Hycamtin)

was

provided

by

GlaxoSmithKline

Beecham

Pharmaceuticals (Harlow, United Kingdom). Each vial contained topotecan as
lyophilised cake that was equivalent to 4 mg of the free base. To prepare the
drug for i.v. infusion, the lyophilised formulation was reconstituted with 4 mL
of sterile water for injection prior to dilution in 0.9% NaCl. Carboplatin was
supplied by Pharmachemie B.V. (Haarlem, the Netherlands), and prepared
according to the local procedure.
Patient evaluation and follow-up
Pre-treatment evaluation included a complete medical history and physical
examination. Before and during every cycle, the following was assessed at
defined time points: vital signs (days 1,2 and 3), physical examination
including ECG (day 1), urinalysis (day 1) and laboratory assessments
(chemistry on days 1 and 15, and complete blood cell counts on days 1, 8, 15
and 21). Tumor measurements were performed at baseline and every other
cycle and were evaluated according to the WHO criteria (27). All toxicities
were graded according to the National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity
Criteria (NCI-CTC) version 2.0 (28). Dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) were
defined as any of the following events occurring during the first treatment
cycle and related to study treatment: 1 grade 4 neutropenia lasting  7 days
or associated with fever/infection, 2 grade 4 thrombocytopenia or requiring
platelet transfusion, 3) mucositis grade  3 lasting  7 days, 4) grade 3 or 4
non-hematological toxicity excluding alopecia, untreated nausea and vomiting
(grade 3) or severe muscoskeletal pain (grade 3).
Pharmacokinetic studies
To determine the pharmacokinetics of topotecan, blood sampling was
performed during the CT schedule on day 1 and during the TC schedule on
day 3 (day of carboplatin infusion). Samples were taken pre-dose and at 30
min, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 12 hours after start of the infusion. Limited blood
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sampling for the determination of topotecan pharmacokinetics, according to a
method that was previously established (29), was performed during the CT
schedule on day 2 and 3 during cycle 1 and at day 1 during cycle 2. During the
TC schedule blood samples were taken during cycle 1 at day 1 and 2 and
during cycle 2 at day 3. Samples were taken prior to infusion and at exactly
2.5 hours after the start of the 30 min infusion. The levels of total topotecan
(lactone + hydroxy acid) and topotecan lactone were determined using a
validated high performance liquid chromatography assay (29). To describe
carboplatin pharmacokinetics, sampling was performed during the CT
schedule on day 1 of the first and second cycle. During the TC schedule,
sampling was performed on day 3 of the first and second cycle. Blood samples
were taken pre-dose and at 30 min, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 7 and 24 hours after start of
the infusion during the first cycle of both schedules. During the second cycle,
blood samples were taken pre-dose and at 1, 2, 4, 7 and 24 hours after start
of the infusion. For the determination of free platinum, plasma ultrafiltrate was
prepared by adding 1 mL of plasma to the MPS-1 system equipped with 3 kDa
YMT

membranes

(Amicon

Division,

Danvers,

MA,

USA).

Analysis

was

performed using a validated Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometry method
(30).
Pharmacodynamic studies
A tumor biopsy was obtained from each patient during cycle 1, 24 hours after
the infusion of carboplatin. In the CT schedule the biopsy was taken on day
2, and in the TC schedule a tumor biopsy was taken on day 4. After
collecting

tumor

tissue,

samples

were

washed

with

0.9%

NaCl

and

subsequently divided in two aliquots and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. One
aliquot was used for the determination of intrastrand platinum-DNA adducts
(Pt-GG and Pt-AG) and TopI protein levels and one aliquot was used to
determine TopI catalytic activity. Pt-DNA adducts were quantified using a
sensitive 32P-postlabelling assay, that was validated in vitro and in vivo (31).
The TopI catalytic activity was assayed by relaxation of supercoiled pBR322
DNA as described previously (16). The TopI catalytic activity was expressed as
the lowest nuclear extract concentration (g protein/mL) at which the
supercoiled DNA was completely relaxed. The TopI protein levels were
determined by Western blotting using the human IGROV1 ovarian cell line as
reference (32). TopI levels were expressed relative to the TopI level present in
10 g IGROV1 cell lysate. For the determination of Pt-DNA adducts in WBC,
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samples were taken during cycle 1 and 2, on day 1 during the CT schedule
and on day 3 during the TC schedule. Samples were taken prior to infusion
and at 4 and 21 hours after the start of the carboplatin infusion, and WBC
fractions were isolated and purified as previously described (31). For the
determination of TopI catalytic activity in WBC, blood samples were collected
in three CPTtm vacutainers (Becton Dickinson, USA). Samples were taken
during the CT schedule on day 1 and during the TC schedule on day 3 of
the first and second cycle. Samples were taken before infusion, at the end of
carboplatin infusion and at the end of topotecan infusion. An additional sample
was taken during both schedules directly after the tumor biopsy sample.
Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic analyses
The pharmacokinetic parameters of topotecan and carboplatin during the first
cycle on day 1 (CT schedule) or day 3 (TC schedule) were determined by
non-compartmental analysis with WinNonLin software (version 4.1, Pharsight
Corporation, Mountain View, CA). The area under the concentration-time curve
(AUC) and total plasma clearance (CL) of total topotecan, topotecan lactone
and free carboplatin were calculated. On the other days of topotecan
administration, a limited sampling method was used to estimate topotecan CL,
which employed one sample 2 hours after the end of the 30 min infusion as
previously described (33). The area under the adduct curve (AUA, in
fmol*h/μg DNA) of platinum-DNA adducts were calculated in WBC by the
linear-logarithmic trapezoidal method up to the last measured data point
without extrapolation (34). Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS
software package for Windows (Version 11.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois,
USA). Details about the statistical analyses can be found in the supplementary
information.

Results
Patient characteristics
Patient characteristics are shown in table 1a, the number of patients included
at the different dose levels are summarized in table 1b. Initially, 3 patients
were included at dose level 1. No study related DLT was observed. At dose
level 2, three out of six patients experienced a DLT. Subsequently, dose level
1 was expanded with another three patients and no DLTs were observed. Dose
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Table 1a: Patient characteristics

n

Patient characteristics
gender
male
female
age
median
range
tumor types
ovarium
NSCLC
SCLC
melanoma
esophagus
stomach
ACUP
undifferentiated large cell
bileduct
mesothelioma
WHO performance status
0
1
2
previous therapy
chemotherapy
chemotherapy + surgery
chemotherapy + radiotherapy
chemotherapy + surgery + radiotherapy
no previous treatment

23
18
55
(34-76)
9
9
6
5
3
4
2
1
1
1
14
19
8
17
9
8
6
1

Table 1b: Number of patients treated at each dose level
Schedule

Dose level

Topotecan
(mg/m2/day)
0.5
0.5

n

1
2

Carboplatin
(AUC)
4
5

CT
CT
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
5
5
6
6
6
6

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1

3
4
3
3
3
6
7

6
6

level 1 (carboplatin target AUC 4 min.mg/mL; topotecan 0.5 mg/m2/day) was
the MTD at the CT schedule. During the TC schedule, at dose level 2, one
patient had to be replaced because the tumor biopsy failed.

No DLTs were

observed up to dose level 7. At this dose level, one patient experienced DLT
and subsequently this cohort was expanded with another four patients. One
extra patient was treated at dose level 7 due to ethical considerations, since
the patient was already informed about this study, and very eager to
participate when it appeared that all slots had been filled. Subsequently, one
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of these additional patients also experienced DLT.

Although the number of

patients with DLT at dose level 7 was two out of seven, it was decided to
reduce the dose to level 6. This decision was taken because five out of seven
patients experienced grade 3-4 thrombocytopenia during cycle one (two
patients) or subsequent cycles. Thus, further dose-escalation was expected to
result in unmanageable thrombocytopenia. One DLT was observed at level 6
(out of 6 patients) and therefore it was decided that dose level 6 (carboplatin
target AUC 6 min.mg/mL; topotecan 0.9 mg/m2/day) was safe at the TC
schedule. In total, 170 cycles were administered to the 41 patients (median 4;
range 1-12, supplementary table 1).
Adverse events
All patients were evaluable for toxicity. The treatment related hematological
and

non-hematological

toxicities

are

presented

in

table

2a

and

2b.

Hematological toxicity, primarily thrombocytopenia, was dose limiting for the
combination of topotecan and carboplatin using the CT schedule. At dose
level 2 (CT schedule), three of the six patients included developed DLT. Two
patients had thrombocytopenia grade 4 and one patient thrombocytopenia
grade 4 combined with febrile neutropenia grade 4. Three patients in the CT
schedule had a dose reduction of both drugs due to severe hematological
toxicities after receiving 1, 1 and 3 cycles. In the TC schedule, at level 7,
two patients experienced DLT. The first patient had grade 4 neutropenia,
thrombocytopenia and neutropenic fever and also grade 3 nausea and grade 4
vomiting, despite prophylactic anti-emetics. The second patient experienced
grade 3 thrombocytopenia and was hospitalized because of epistaxis. At doselevel 6, one out of three extra patients experienced a DLT (grade 4
thrombocytopenia and neutropenic fever). Five patients in the TC schedule
had a dose reduction of both drugs and one patient of topotecan due to severe
hematological toxicities after receiving 3, 4, 4, 1, 1 and 1 cycle, respectively.
From table 2a it can be concluded that the incidence of grade 3-4
hematological toxicities and the number of cycles causing these toxicities were
higher during the CT schedule. Grade 3-4 thrombocytopenia was the main
hematological toxicity observed during both schedules, but the incidence
during the CT schedule (58% of all patients, 20% of all cycles) was higher
compared to the TC schedule (41% of all patients, 13% of all cycles). Nonhematological toxicity was frequently observed but generally mild. Main
toxicities were grade 1-2 fatigue, nausea and vomiting. In general, the
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incidence of non-hematological toxicities was lower during the TC schedule
compared to the CT schedule, excluding grade 1-2 obstipation. Two patients
treated at the TC schedule experienced grade 3 nausea and grade 4
vomiting and went off-study after receiving 1 and 2 cycles, respectively.
Pharmacokinetics
Plasma samples for determining carboplatin, topotecan lactone and topotecan
total

pharmacokinetics

were

obtained

from

36,

32

and

37

patients,

respectively. During the CT and TC schedule, the mean AUC of carboplatin
was about 1-2 min.mg/mL lower than the target AUC, as calculated by the
method of Calvert with GFR estimated from the Cockroft and Gault formula
(supplementary figure 1) [13]. The AUC levels of unbound platinum, topotecan
lactone and total topotecan are shown in table 3a. There were no significant
differences in CL of unbound platinum (p = 0.14, table 3b), topotecan lactone
(p = 0.96, table 3c) and total topotecan (p = 0.08, table 3c) between the two
schedules. When comparing topotecan CL during the C→T and T→C schedule
between days 1, 2 and 3 of cycle 1 and days 1 or 3 of cycle 2, it was shown
that the effect of day of treatment on total topotecan CL was not significant (p
= 0.67). There was also no significant effect of schedule on total topotecan CL
measured on different days (p = 0.54). Finally, there was no significant
interaction between day of treatment and schedule on total topotecan CL (p =
0.15).
Table 3a Mean (SD) AUC levels of unbound platinum and topotecan during C→T and T→C
schedule

1

Dose
levels

n

Topot.
dose
(mg/m2/d)

1 C→T
2 C→T
1 T→C
2 T→C
3 T→C
4 T→C
5 T→C
6 T→C
7 T→C
n = 3, 2 n

6
6
3
4
3
3
3
6
7
= 2,

3

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1
n = 5,

4

Carbo
target
AUC

4
5
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
n = 6,

5

Carboplatin
measured
AUC
(min.mg/mL)
3.1 (0.5)
3.6 (0.3)1
2.5 (0.4)
2.7 (0.5)
3.1 (0.4)
4.0 (3.4-4.6)2
4.0 (0.4)
4.3 (0.5)
3.9 (0.7)4
n=1

Topotecanlac
AUC
(h.ng/mL)

12.6 (4.9)
13.4 (4.7)3
11.8 (2.4)
11.3 (1.8)
12.5 (10.1-15.0)2
17.8 (14.1-21.5)2
18.4 (4.4)
22.25
31.7(12.6)4

Topotecantot
AUC
(h.ng/mL)

39.7 (12.8)
47.8 (13.9)3
35.2 (8.9)
32.7 (2.2)
51.9 (25.3)
59.6 (44.2-74.9)2
37.8 (10.6)
76.5 (18.6)
60.5 (28.4)3
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Table 3b: Mean (SD) clearance of unbound platinum during C→T and T→C schedules
variable

units

C→T
T→C
(n = 9)
(n = 27)
p – value1
Unbound platinum
CL
(mL/min)
0.6 (0.1)
0.7 (0.1)
0.14
1
2-sided p-value for testing a difference between the two schedules (student t test)

Table 3c Mean (SD) clearance of topotecan during C→T and T→C schedules
variable

units

C→T
T→C
(n = 11)
(n = 26)
p – value1
Topotecanlactone
CL
(L/h)
84.5 (32.5)
83.7 (18.3)2
0.96
Topotecantotal
CL
(L/h)
24.1 (6.4)
29.6 (8.9)
0.08
1
2-sided p-value for testing a difference between the two schedules (student t test)
2
n = 21

Pharmacodynamics
The incidence of thrombocytopenia was related to carboplatin AUC, and was
more evident during the C→T schedule compared to the T→C schedule (figure
1a, b and c). When comparing the same dose level, measured AUC of
carboplatin or topotecan between the two schedules, the mean platelet
decrease after all cycles was significantly higher during the C→T schedule
(83.7% at the C→T and 59.3% at the T→C

schedule, p = 0.0005). The

decreases in ANC (78.3% at the C→T and 70.2% at the T→C schedule) and
leucocytes (70.3% at the C→T and 57.0% at the T→C

schedule)

after all

cycles were also more evident in the C→T schedule, although not statistically
significant (p = 0.36 and 0.13, respectively). The results of the TopI catalytic
activity in WBC during the CT schedule and TC schedule are summarized in
supplementary table 2a and b. Topotecan and carboplatin administration had a
significant effect on the TopI catalytic activity (p = 0.006). However, this
effect was not schedule dependent (p = 0.32). Moreover, there was no
significant interaction between topotecan/carboplatin infusion and schedule on
the TopI catalytic activity (p = 0.15). We also found no significant correlation
between the TopI catalytic activity and TopI protein levels in tumor cells and
there was no schedule dependency (R2 = 0.04, p > 0.05, supplementary
figure 2).
Pt-DNA adduct levels could be determined in 10 patients during cycle 1 of the
CT schedule and in 20 patients of the TC schedule in WBC. During the CT
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Figure 1: Decrease in platelet count from
patients treated at the C→T and T→C
schedule after all cycles per dose level
(figure 1a, upper left), as a function of
the measured carboplatin AUC (figure 1b,
upper right), and as a function of
topotecan AUC (figure 1c, lower left).

schedule, the AUA Pt-GG and Pt-AG values were in the range of 0.44-4.13
fmol*h/g DNA and 0.02-1.95 fmol*h/g DNA, respectively. During the TC
schedule the AUA values were in the range of 0.22-6.07 fmol*h/g DNA for PtGG and 0.00-2.14 fmol*h/g DNA for Pt-AG. Figure 2a and b present a scatter
plot of the AUA of Pt-GG as a function of the measured AUC of carboplatin.
During both schedules, it was shown that there was a significant increase in
AUA of Pt-GG in WBC when the measured AUC of carboplatin increased. When
comparing the AUA Pt-GG values between the CT and TC schedule, no
significant difference was found (p = 0.09). The AUA Pt-GG values were
corrected for the measured AUC of carboplatin.
During the CT schedule, Pt-GG and Pt-AG adduct levels in tumor tissue could
be determined in 11 and 10 patients, respectively. The Pt-GG and Pt-AG levels
were in the range of 0.20-0.96 fmol/g DNA and 0.01-0.21 fmol/g DNA,
respectively. During the TC schedule, Pt-GG and Pt-AG adduct levels in
tumor tissue could be determined in 16 patients. The Pt-GG and Pt-AG levels
were in the range of 0.62-1.81 fmol/g DNA and 0.11-0.33 fmol/g DNA,
respectively. The Pt-GG levels in tumor tissue were compared with the Pt-GG
levels in WBC that were taken at the time-point of tumor biopsy. The results
are depicted in figure 2c. No significant correlation was found between the Pt-
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Figure 2: Relationship between the AUA of Pt-GG and the measured AUC of carboplatin during
the CT schedule, cycle 1. N = 7 (figure 2a, upper left); Relationship between the AUA of Pt-GG
and the measured AUC of carboplatin during the TC schedule, cycle 1. N = 19 (figure 2b,
upper right); Pt-GG adduct levels in WBC versus tumor tissue. CT schedule N = 7 and TC
schedule N = 9 (figure 2c, lower left); Pt-GG adduct levels in tumor tissue versus measured AUC
of carboplatin. C→T schedule N = 5 and T→C schedule N = 8 (figure 2d, lower right).

GG adduct levels in WBC and tumor tissue during both schedules. The levels
found in tumor tissue were significantly higher than in WBC in the CT
schedule (p = 0.02) as well as in the TC schedule (p = 0.0005). Figure 2d
shows the relationship between tumor Pt-GG adduct levels and the measured
AUC of carboplatin. No significant correlation was found. To investigate
schedule dependency, the tumor Pt-GG adduct levels were corrected for the
measured AUC. No significant difference was found between the CT and TC
schedule (p = 0.14).
Response
Of the 41 patients, 39 patients had at least one post baseline response
evaluation (supplementary table 3). One patient (2%) with relapsed SCLC, had
a confirmed complete response. Partial responses were documented in five
patients (12%), two of which were treated at the CT schedule (both ovarian
cancer patients). The partial responses in the TC schedule were observed in
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patients with ovarian cancer, SCLC and gastric cancer, respectively. In
addition to these objective responses, twenty-one patients (51%) had stable
disease varying between 1 and 8 months. Twelve patients (29%) had disease
progression.

Discussion
In this trial, we examined the combination of carboplatin and topotecan in two
different treatment schedules. The MTD for the CT schedule was established
at topotecan 0.5 mg/m2/day and carboplatin target AUC 4 min.mg/mL, while
dose escalation could be continued up to level 6 (topotecan 0.9 mg/m2/day
and carboplatin AUC 6 min.mg/mL) in the reversed schedule. These results are
in agreement with other studies (24). We individualized the dose of carboplatin
using the Calvert formula, and found a considerable variability between the
target AUC and the measured AUC. This could be due to the Cockroft and
Gault formula that was used to calculate the creatinine clearance. Previously, it
has been shown that using this method results in underexposure to carboplatin
(35,36,37).

Calculation

of

the

creatinine

clearance

by

a

51CrEDTA-

measurement might have resulted in lower variability between the target and
measured AUC. However, the observed difference between target and
measured AUC of carboplatin has in our view not affected the main outcome of
the study.
The observed myelotoxicity was clearly different between the two schedules.
This effect could not be attributed to a pharmacokinetic interaction, since we
found no significant difference in the CL of carboplatin and topotecan between
the CT and TC schedule. The observed schedule dependent toxicity could
also not be attributed to the here addressed pharmacodynamic factors. During
both schedules we found an increase in the concentration of nuclear extract
needed for complete relaxation of supercoiled DNA, and the concentration of
the nuclear extract needed for relaxation of DNA was highest when both
agents were present. However, there was no schedule dependency. Also, no
correlation was found between TopI catalytic activity and TopI protein levels in
tumor cells. It was expected that higher concentrations of TopI protein
frequently found in tumor cells (38) were correlated with higher TopI catalytic
activity, but this was not confirmed in our trial. The lack of correlation between
TopI protein levels and TopI catalytic activity was also shown in other studies
(39, 40). During both schedules, we found a significant increase in AUA of Pt-
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GG in WBC when the measured AUC of carboplatin increased. However, when
comparing the AUA Pt-GG values between the CT and TC schedule, no
significant difference was found. This result is in accordance with the findings
in vitro of the combination of topotecan and cisplatin where no schedule
dependent effect could be found in the Pt-DNA adduct levels in WBC (17). To
our knowledge, this is the first report addressing the relationship between PtGG adduct levels in WBC and tumor tissue following treatment with
carboplatin. Unfortunately, no correlations were found between the measured
AUC of carboplatin and the Pt-GG adduct levels in tumor tissue, and between
the Pt-GG adduct levels in WBC and tumor tissue. The levels found in tumor
tissue were significantly higher during both schedules compared to WBC.
These results have also been reported for cisplatin recently (41). The
difference in Pt-GG adduct levels in tumor tissue compared to WBC could be
due to: differences in DNA repair mechanisms in tumor cells compared to
WBC; differences in pH of tumor cells that can effect delivery (42); differences
in scavenging thiol levels; or overexpression of multidrug resistance proteins
MRP2 or the copper transporting P-type ATPase ATP7B (43, 44).
We hypothesize that other than the here described pharmacodynamic factors
must explain the schedule dependent differences in toxicities. In clinical
studies, the most important pharmacodynamic parameter (the fixation of the
cleavable complex by topotecan) can’t be measured. This is due to the rapid
reversibility of the reaction and the lack of a sufficiently sensitive assay. It is
plausible that the same pharmacodynamic interaction between carboplatin and
topotecan takes place in myeloid precursor cells as identified in tumor cells in
vitro. This synergy would explain the schedule dependent myelotoxicity.
Future studies are needed to determine any differential effect of carboplatintopotecan in tumor versus myeloid cells. Although higher doses of topotecan
and carboplatin could be administered in the T→C schedule, the results of the
preclinical and our clinical studies indicate that the C→T schedule at a dose of
topotecan 0.5 mg/m2/day and carboplatin target AUC 4 min.mg/mL is
preferred for further investigation. This schedule showed synergy with regard
to toxicity (myelosuppression) and there may similarly be a positive antitumor
synergy with the lower doses of carboplatin and topotecan. Future studies
randomizing the two schedules of carboplatin and topotecan are needed to
unravel any difference in antitumor activity.
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Supplementary information
Statistical analysis
The measured AUC of carboplatin was compared with the target AUC
calculated by the method of Calvert using linear regression analysis. The
differences in CL of carboplatin and topotecan between the two schedules were
tested using a two-sided student t-test. The difference in CL of topotecan
when administered alone or in combination with carboplatin was tested using
an two-way ANOVA. The two-sided student t-test was used to compare the
myelosuppression during both schedules. Myelosuppression was defined as the
percentage decrease in leucocytes, platelet count and absolute neutrophil
count (ANC), as calculated with the following equation: [100% x (pretreatment value – nadir value)]/pre-treatment value. The concentration of
nuclear extract needed in the TopI catalytic activity assay in WBC for the
relaxation of supercoiled DNA was compared between each sampling time
point and schedule using a two-way ANOVA. To study the effect of topotecan
and carboplatin administration on TopI catalytic activity in tumor cells, oneway ANOVA and post-hoc Scheffé tests were performed. The TopI catalytic
activity in tumor cells was compared with the TopI protein levels in tumor cells
by linear regression analysis. The same analysis was performed to compare
the Pt-adduct concentrations between WBC and tumor cells, and to describe
the relationship between the AUA of Pt-adducts with the AUC of carboplatin
during both schedules. To investigate a possible schedule dependency, the
AUA of Pt-adducts corrected for the measured AUC of carboplatin were
compared between the two schedules, using a two-sided student t-test. The
tumor adduct levels were also corrected for the measured AUC of carboplatin,
to make a comparison between the two schedules possible, presuming there is
a linear relation between carboplatin exposure and tumor adduct levels. All
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statistical tests were two-tailed and the level of significance was set at 0.05.
The statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software package for
Windows (Version 11.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA).

Supplementary tables and figures
Supplementary table 1: Number of cycles per patient
Nr. of cycles
1-2
3-4
5-6
>7

N
17
8
12
4

Supplementary table 2a: TopI catalytic activity in white blood cells during the C→T schedule
(day 1 of cycle 1 and 2). Values are expressed as mean (SD) nuclear extract (g protein/mL)
needed for complete relaxation of supercoiled DNA. Sample at time-point of tumor biopsy was
only taken during cycle 1
C→T

Cycle 1

Before infusion

End carboplatin
infusion

End topotecan
infusion

t0
35 (42)1

t1
36 (25)2

t1.5
40 (23)2

36 (28)4

126 (214)2

Cycle 2
40 (30)2
1 n = 10, 2 n = 9, 3 n = 5, 4 n = 8

At time-point
of tumor
biopsy
t21.5
56 (50)3

Supplementary table 2b: TopI catalytic activity in white blood cells during the T→C schedule
(day 3 of cycle 1 and 2). Values are expressed as mean (SD) nuclear extract (g protein/mL)
needed for complete relaxation of supercoiled DNA. Sample at time-point of tumor biopsy was
only taken during cycle 1
T→C

Cycle 1
1

Cycle 2
n = 23,
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2

Before infusion

End topotecan
infusion

End carboplatin
infusion

t0
25 (29)1

t0.5
34 (22)2

t1.5
63 (51)1

29 (30)4
65 (72)3
n = 22, 3 n = 19, 4 n = 20

105 (142)3

At time-point
of tumor
biopsy
t21.5
98 (53)3

Carboplatin and topotecan

Supplementary table 3: Best response during treatment according to WHO criteria.
Dose
level

Schedule

1
CT
2
CT
1
TC
2
TC
3
TC
4
TC
5
TC
6
TC
7
TC
No of patients
(%)

n

6
6
3
4
3
3
3
6
7
41

Complete
response
(CR)

Partial
response
(PR)

Stable
disease
(SD)

Progressive
disease
(PD)

1
1
2

3
4
1
3
2
1
2
2
3
21
(51%)

2
1

1
1
1
(2%)

5
(12%)

Not
evaluable
(NE)

1
1
2
3
3
12
(29%)

1
2
(5%)

Supplementary Figure 1: Linear regression analysis for target AUC and mean measured AUC
of carboplatin. □ CT schedule; ■ TC schedule. The dotted line is the line of identity (x = y)

Supplementary Figure 2: TopI catalytic activity versus TopI protein levels in tumor tissue
CT schedule: 5 patients treated at 0.5 mg/m2/day topotecan
TC schedule: 2 patients treated at 0.6 mg/m2/day topotecan;
data adjusted to 0.5 mg/m2/day topotecan
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Abstract
Background: Inhibiting poly(ADP)-ribose polymerase (PARP) is a potential
synthetic lethal strategy for the treatment of cancers with specific DNA repair
defects, including those arising in BRCA1 and BRCA2 (BRCA1/2) mutation
carriers. Olaparib (AZD2281) is a novel, potent, orally active PARP inhibitor.
Methods:

A

first-in-man

Phase

I

trial

was

conducted

with

detailed

pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) studies. The patient population
was planned to be enriched with BRCA1/2 mutation carriers.
Results: 60 patients were treated; 22 were BRCA1/2 mutation carriers with a
further patient with a strong BRCA family history declining testing. Dose level
and schedule increased from 10 mg daily for 2 out of 3 weeks, to 600 mg bid
continuously. Olaparib was well tolerated. Reversible dose-limiting toxicities
were seen in 1/6 patients at 400 mg bid (grade 3 mood alteration and fatigue)
and 2/6 patients at 600 mg bid (grade 4 thrombocytopenia; grade 3
somnolence). This led to an expansion cohort at 200 mg bid in BRCA1/2
mutation

carriers

only.

Other

toxicities

included

mild

gastrointestinal

symptoms. There was no increased toxicity observed in BRCA1/2 mutation
carriers. PK data indicated rapid absorption and elimination; PD studies
confirmed PARP inhibition in surrogate and tumor tissue. Substantial and
durable antitumor activity was reported only in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers, in
patients with heavily pre-treated ovarian, breast and prostate cancers.
Conclusions: This is the first clinical trial to validate the concept of synthetic
lethality with a PARP inhibitor. Olaparib is well tolerated, inhibits PARP and has
substantial antitumor activity in BRCA1/2 mutation associated cancers.
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Introduction
Cellular DNA is continually subject to damage and coordinated pathways act to
repair this, maintaining genomic integrity and cell survival (1-3). The
poly(ADP)-ribose polymerases (PARPs) comprise a large family of multifunctional enzymes, the most abundant of which is PARP-1 which plays a key
role in the repair of DNA single-strand breaks (SSBs) via the base excision
repair (BER) pathway (4-5). PARP inhibition leads to the accumulation of DNA
SSBs, which can result in DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) at replication
forks. Normally these are effectively repaired by the error-free homologous
recombination (HR) double-strand DNA repair pathway (6), key components of
which are the tumor suppressor proteins BRCA1 and BRCA2 (7).
Germline heterozygous mutations in one BRCA1 or BRCA2 allele are associated
with a high risk of development of a number of malignancies, including breast,
ovarian and prostate (8-10). Cells carrying heterozygous loss-of-function BRCA
mutations can lose the remaining wild-type allele, resulting in deficient HR
DNA repair, causing genetic aberrations driving carcinogenesis in BRCA
carriers; this somatic loss of the wild-type allele in the tumor is thought to be
an obligate step in this process. This leads to the emergence of a tumor that
carries a DNA repair defect that is not shared by the rest of the normal tissues
of the carrier. This tumor-specific defect can be exploited using PARP inhibitors
to induce selective tumor cytotoxicity, sparing normal cells. PARP inhibition in
these HR repair-deficient tumor cells generates unrepaired DNA SSBs which
are likely to cause the accumulation of DSBs and collapsed replication forks
(11-13). Conversely, the normal tissue compartment is composed of cells
heterozygous for BRCA mutations that retain HR function and have PARP
inhibitor sensitivity similar to wild-type cells, suggesting a large therapeutic
index for PARP inhibition in BRCA carriers (14, 15). This effect has been
described as “synthetic lethality”, which occurs when there is a potent and
lethal synergy between two otherwise non-lethal events: a highly specific PARP
inhibitor induced DNA lesion and a tumor-restricted genetic loss of function for
the DNA repair pathway required to repair it (HR) (13) (Supplementary Figure
1). We have shown that inhibiting a DNA repair enzyme in the absence of an
exogenous DNA-damaging agent to selectively kill tumor cells represents a
novel approach to cancer therapy (11). In vitro, BRCA1 and BRCA2-deficient
cells were up to 1000-fold more sensitive to PARP inhibition than wild-type
cells and tumor growth inhibition was also demonstrated in BRCA2-deficient
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xenografts (11, 12, 16). Here, we describe the first clinical evaluation of a
novel, potent, orally active PARP inhibitor olaparib (previously AZD2281 and
KU-0059436; Supplementary Figure 2) (17), with a focus on BRCA mutation
carriers.

Methods
Patients
This study was performed at the Royal Marsden Hospital (RMH, United
Kingdom) and the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI, Netherlands). Eligibility
criteria were: ≥18 years of age; disease refractory to standard therapies or
with no suitable effective standard treatments; ECOG performance status ≤2;
adequate bone marrow, hepatic and renal function and a washout period after
previous anticancer therapy of ≥4 weeks. BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carrier
status was not initially required for eligibility, although provisions were made
in the protocol to permit BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carrier enrichment. In the
expansion phase, only BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carrier patients were
enrolled. The study was approved by institutional review boards and ethics
committees and commenced in June 2005.
Study design
Dose escalation utilized a modified accelerated titration design (18). Briefly,
this involved treating 3 patients per dose level with 100% dose escalation
between dose levels in the absence of grade 2 or greater toxicity. Six patients
were treated if one dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was observed at a dose level;
the maximum administered dose was defined if 2 DLTs were observed at a
dose level, when dose escalation was stopped. Drug-related grade 3 or 4
toxicity occurring in the first cycle was considered a DLT. Olaparib was initially
given once daily in 3-weekly cycles at 10 mg for 2 out of 3 weeks, but this was
subsequently modified to a continuous twice-daily schedule in 4-weekly cycles
from 100 mg (Supplementary Table 1). Since this was a ‘first-in-man’ trial, the
objectives were to determine safety, tolerability, DLT, maximum-tolerated
dose

(MTD),

PARP

inhibitory

dose

and

pharmacokinetic

(PK)

and

pharmacodynamic (PD) profiles in both surrogate and tumor tissue. Once
these had been established, a key aim was to test the hypothesis that patients
with BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation associated cancers would demonstrate
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objective responses to single-agent treatment with this approach, since this
had never previously been observed in clinical practice.
Assessment of toxicity, PK/PD, and response
Safety evaluations were conducted at baseline and weekly. All subjects had a
history taken and physical examination performed; investigations including
complete blood count, clotting, electrolytes, liver and renal function tests and
electrocardiograph tracing. Adverse events were graded by the Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 3.0 (19). PK and PD
studies were performed at baseline and during cycles 1 and 2. Plasma was
analyzed by solid-phase extraction followed by high-performance liquid
chromatography with mass spectrometric detection to determine olaparib
plasma concentrations. The plasma concentration-time data were analyzed
using

non-compartmental

analysis

[WinNonLin

version

4.1;

Pharsight

Corporation, CA94041, USA] to derive PK parameters following the first dose
(single-dose parameters) and dosing on day 14 (multiple-dose parameters).
PARP inhibition was evaluated in PD studies utilizing a functional assay
(Mesoscale Discovery®, Maryland 20877, USA) by analyzing poly(ADP)-ribose
(PAR) formation from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and tumor
tissue cell lysates, all normalized to the amount of PARP-1 protein present
(20). The formation of γH2AX foci, a marker of DNA DSBs, was evaluated at
dose levels 100 mg bid of olaparib. This was performed before, and at
multiple time points following treatment utilizing plucked eyebrow hair follicles
(Supplementary Figure 3) (20). Tumor radiological assessments by CT or MRI
scans were carried out every 2 cycles and graded according to RECIST criteria
(21). Additional disease evaluation with serum tumor markers, including
cancer antigen 125 (CA125) and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) assessed by
the Gynecologic Cancer Intergroup (GCIG) (22) and PSA Working Group
(PSAWG) (23) criteria respectively, were carried out where appropriate. Tumor
marker response in ovarian and prostate cancer was taken as decline >50%
sustained at least 4 weeks later. Patient response was defined as the number
of patients with CR and PR, while the clinical benefit rate was defined as the
number of patients with radiological or tumor marker response, or stable
disease for ≥4 months.
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Table 1: Patient demographics (n=60)
Characteristics

Number (%)

Sex

Male
Female

20 (33.3)
40 (66.7)

Age, years

Mean
Range

54.8
19–82

Tumor type

Ovarian¶ [15 BRCA1;1 BRCA2]
Breast [3 BRCA2]
Colorectal
Melanoma
Sarcoma
Prostate [1 BRCA2]
Other*

21 (33.3)
9 (15)
8 (13.3)
4 (6.7)
4 (6.7)
3 (5)
11 (18.3)

ECOG performance status

0
1
2

18 (30)
37 (61.7)
5 (8.3)

No. of prior treatments

1
2
3
≥4

6 (10)
11 (18.3)
11 (18.3)
32 (53.3)

<100
mg
bid
n=18
BRCA1
BRCA2
BRCA wild-type or
unknown

1

All patients (n=60)
100
100
200
mg bid
mg
mg
2 of 3
bid
bid
wks
n=5
n=20
n=4
1
1
7

400
mg
bid
n=8
6

600
mg
bid
n=5

Overall
n=60

1

17

0

0

0

5

0

0

5

17

3#

4

8

2

4

38#

Ovarian cancer subgroup (n=21)
200
<100
100
100
mg
mg
mg bid
mg
bid
bid
2 of 3
bid
n=4
wks
n=1
n=7
n=2

400
mg
bid
n=6

600
mg
bid
n=1

Overall
n=21

BRCA1

1

1

1

5

6

1

15

BRCA2

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

BRCA wild-type or
3
1#
0
1
0
0
5#
unknown
¶ Ovarian cancer includes 1 primary peritoneal cancer and 1 fallopian tube cancer. *Uterine
and vaginal (n=3), lung (n=3), pancreas (n=2), mesothelioma (n=2), kidney (n=1) cancers;
# Includes 1 patient with a strong family history of BRCA-mutated cancers, but who declined
BRCA mutation testing.
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Study responsibilities
The

study

(KU36-92;

D0810C00002;

NCT00516373)

was

designed

by

academic investigators at the Royal Marsden Hospital, Institute of Cancer
Research and representatives of KuDOS Pharmaceuticals Ltd, the sponsor of
this trial. Drs Yap, Fong and de Bono wrote the first draft of the manuscript,
which was then finalized by the co-authors. Data were collected and analyzed
under the supervision of the academic investigators. Data management and
descriptive statistics were performed by Theradex with additional analyses
performed by The Institute of Cancer Research.

Results
Patients
Sixty patients with histologically or cytologically confirmed advanced solid
tumors were enrolled; their demographics are presented in Table 1. Evaluated
olaparib

dose

levels

utilizing

10

separate

cohorts

are

described

in

Supplementary Table 1. Minimal toxicity, with impressive antitumor activity in
BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation associated cancers was reported, confirming that
this agent’s safety profile is very different to that of cytotoxic chemotherapy.
Dose-limiting toxicity and maximum administered dose
Three DLTs in course 1 were observed at the 400 mg and 600 mg bid dose
cohorts. At 400 mg bid, a 47-year-old patient with advanced ovarian
carcinoma experienced grade 3 mood alteration and fatigue on the first day of
treatment. These symptoms completely resolved within 24 hours of drug
discontinuation, recurring on re-challenge at 200 mg bid, resulting in
treatment discontinuation. A 59-year-old patient with mesothelioma, who had
just completed mitomycin, vinblastine and carboplatin chemotherapy that had
resulted

in

prolonged

myelosuppression,

experienced

grade

4

thrombocytopenia at 600 mg bid during the first month of treatment. This
thrombocytopenia resolved within two weeks of drug discontinuation. The third
DLT was observed in a 47-year-old metastatic breast carcinoma patient at 600
mg bid who experienced grade 3 somnolence on day 8 of treatment that
resolved completely within 24 hours of drug discontinuation; grade 1
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<100 mg
bid
n (%)
Anemia

100 mg
bid 2 of 3
wks
n (%)

100 mg
bid
contin.
n (%)

200 mg
bid
contin.
n (%)

400 mg
bid
contin.
n (%)

600 mg
bid
contin.
n (%)

Total

n (%)

Grade 12

1
(5.6%)

0

0

0

0

Grade 3-4

0

0

0

1
(5.0%)

1
(20.0%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
(12.5%)

0

3
(5.0%)

2
(3.3%)
1
(1.7%)

Lymphopenia
Grade 12
Grade 3-4

0
0

0

0

2
(10.0%)

0

0

0

2
(10.0%)

1
(12.5%)

0

3
(5.0%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
(5.0%)

1
(12.5%)

2
(40.0%)

4
(6.7%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17
(28.3%)
2
(3.3%)

Diarrhea
Grade 12
Grade 3-4

0

Dyspepsia
Grade 12
Grade 3-4
Nausea

0
0

Grade 12

6
(33.3%)

1
(25%)

0

7
(35.0%)

Grade 3-4

0

0

0

0

1
(12.5%)

3
(60.0%)
1
(20.0%)

0

0

0

3
(15.0%)

0

0

3
(5.0%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3
(60.0%)

11
(18.3%)

0

1 (1.7%)

Stomatitis
Grade 12
Grade 3-4
Vomiting

0

Grade 12

2
(11.1%)

1
(25%)

0

5
(25.0%)

Grade 3-4

0

0

0

0

1
(12.5%)

0

0

2
(10%)

0

2
(40%)

7
(11.7%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
(50%)

0

2
(10.0%)

1
(12.5%)

3
(60.0%)

8
(13.3%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

4
(20.0%)
1
(5.0%)

5
(62.5%)

4
(80.0%)

0

0

17
(28.3%)
1
(1.7%)

0

1
(20.0%)

Anorexia
Grade 12
Grade 3-4

3
(16.7%)
0

Dysgeusia
Grade 12
Grade 3-4

0
0

Fatigue
Grade 12

3
(16.7%)

0

1
(20.0%)

Grade 3-4

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dizziness
Grade 12

1
(5.0%)

1
0
(12.5%)
*Adverse events at least possibly, probably and definitely related to olaparib in the safety
population Note: no grade 5-related adverse events were reported at that time of this analysi
Grade 3-4
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0

0

0

2
(3.3%)
1
(1.7%)
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Table 2 (left page): Olaparib-related adverse events* with a frequency of ≥5% in the
safety population

somnolence recurred on re-challenge at 400 mg bid. These DLTs led to a
defined maximum administered dose of 600 mg bid and a MTD of 400 mg bid.
Safety
Toxicities in this study were largely mild (grade 12) and included nausea (19
patients; 31.7%), fatigue (18; 30%), vomiting (12; 20%), taste alteration (8;
13.3%) and anorexia (7; 11.7%). A low incidence of myelosuppression was
reported;

3 patients (5%) experienced anemia and 2 patients (3%)

experienced grade 4 thrombocytopenia (Table 2).
One patient with advanced non-small-cell lung carcinoma and a history of
recurrent lower respiratory tract infections experienced fatal respiratory failure
and died after 4 months on olaparib. Another patient with ovarian cancer died
from Gram-negative septicemia after 1 month on olaparib in the absence of
neutropenia; she had pelvic nodal disease with cutaneous involvement that
was colonized with similar organisms. Both cases were deemed unlikely to be
olaparib related.
No obvious increase in frequency or grade of toxicities was observed when
comparing known BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers.
Pharmacokinetic studies
PK studies indicate that olaparib absorption is rapid with peak plasma
concentration (Cmax) observed 13 hours post-dosing (Supplementary Figure
4). Following this, plasma concentrations declined bi-phasically with a terminal
elimination half-life of approximately 57 hours (Supplementary Table 2). The
exposure achieved increased with increasing dose up to 100 mg, but increased
less proportionally as the dose was increased further (Figures 1A and 1B). The
mean volume of distribution was 40.3 L and mean plasma clearance was 4.55
L/hr. Following daily administration of 10, 20, 40 and 80 mg of olaparib for 14
days, exposure did not increase markedly over that achieved with a single
dose (AUC0-24 increased by ~26%). Following twice-daily dosing with 60,
100, 200, 400 and 600 mg of olaparib, exposure increased by an average of
49%; there was no marked time dependency in the PK of olaparib.
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Figure 1 (left page): Results of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies of olaparib.
The results of pharmacokinetic studies of olaparib are shown after receipt of a single dose. The
peak plasma concentration (Cmax) of olaparib (Panel A) and the area under the plasma
concentration–time curve over a 10-hour period after dosing (AUC10) (Panel B) are shown
according to the olaparib dose administered. Blue data points represent doses for which
exposure increased proportionally with dose, and red data points represent doses for which the
increase in exposure was less than proportional to dose. The black line depicts the doseproportional relationship between exposure and dose that was achieved at doses up to 100 mg
and the predicted average exposure that would be expected at doses greater than 100 mg if
dose proportionality were maintained across the range of doses. Panel C shows the results of
pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic analyses. Samples of peripheral-blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) were collected before and after administration of olaparib for each patient.
Poly(adenosine diphosphate [ADP]–ribose) polymerase (PARP) activity was determined through
an ex vivo PARP-activation assay. The data points represent PARP inhibition after receipt of
olaparib, expressed as a percentage of PARP activity before receipt of olaparib and averaged
over time for each patient in each dosing group. These values are plotted against the drug
exposure achieved in the patient after multiple doses of olaparib (the steady-state AUC). The
red line represents the line of best fit of a simple Emax (maximum-effect) model to the data.
The results of pharmacodynamic assays, reflecting the inhibition of PARP activity in tumors from
patients treated with olaparib, are shown in Panel D. Immunoblots of tumor whole-cell extracts
from patients were prepared before the start of continuous olaparib administration and 8 days
afterward. Blots were probed with antibodies against poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR), PARP1, and actin
(the loading control). Unstimulated SW620 cells (those in which PARP1 was not activated) show
no PAR signal and were used as a negative control. Active PARP1 modifies itself with PAR
polymers; therefore, the loss of PAR signal after treatment (top row) indicates inhibition of
PARP activity. Reprobing of the same blots with anti-PARP1 antibody (middle row) reveals
upward smearing of PARP1 proteins before but not after olaparib treatment, confirming
inhibition of PARP activity. In pharmacodynamic assays with the use of eyebrow-hair follicles
(Panel E), the percentage of cell nuclei with at least 10 small or 3 large foci of γH2AX, the
phosphorylated form of histone H2A histone family, member X (H2AX) at serine 139 is shown
before and after olaparib administration (left), and the peak γH2AX induction during the first
cycle is shown for the cohort of patients receiving each dose of olaparib. A minimum of 100
nuclei were scored for each data point, by an observer who was unaware of the olaparib dose.
There was significant induction of γH2AX for each dose shown. The numbers of patients with
samples tested were as follows: 2 in the 100-mg cohort, 18 in the 200-mg cohort, 5 in the 400mg cohort, and 4 in the 600-mg cohort. I bars indicate the standard error.

Evidence for PARP inhibition
Figure 1C depicts the average percentage PARP inhibition in PBMC from
patients in each cohort with increasing doses of olaparib, plotted against
steady state exposure to olaparib. Substantial PARP inhibition of >90% was
observed in patients treated at doses ≥60 mg bid. Immunoblots of cell
extracts prepared from tumor biopsies collected pre-dose and after 8 days of
treatment with olaparib are shown in Figure 1D. PARP inhibition is evidenced
by the loss of PAR signal (a biomarker for PARP activity) in treated samples.
PD analysis was also carried out on plucked eyebrow hair follicles to measure
γH2AX foci formation following treatment (24). γH2AX foci induction 6 hours
post-olaparib (Figure 1E) indicated that PARP inhibition was rapidly associated
with downstream induction of arrested DNA replication forks and DNA DSBs as
predicted by preclinical models.11 This induction of γH2AX was sustained at all
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Table 3: Tumor responses divided into subgroups for all evaluable BRCA1/2 ovarian, breast and
prostate cancer patients

Subgroup

Evaluable
BRCA1/2
ovarian,
breast and
prostate
cancer
patients§
<100 mg bid
100 mg bid
for 2 of 3
weeks
100 mg bid

Number
of
patients
by
subgroup
and dose
level

Radiological
response by
RECIST criteria
PR/CR
SD ≥4
months
(actual
duration)

Tumor
marker
decline
>50%
(response)

Radiologic
al and/or
tumor
marker
response

Clinical
Benefit
(radiological
or tumor
marker
response or
SD ≥4
months)

19

9
(8 Ov,
1 Br)

2
(1 Ov, 1
Br)

7
(6 Ov, 1
Pr)

10
(8 Ov, 1
Br, 1 Pr)

12
(9 Ov, 2 Br,
1 Pr)

1

0

0

0

0

0

2#

1#

0

1#

1#

1#

1

0

0

0

0

3

5

7

3

4

4

200 mg bid

10

4

400 mg bid
600 mg bid

4

4~

0
2 (6, 7
months)
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

15

8

1

6

8

9

1

0

0

0

0

0

2#

1#

0

1#

1#

1#

1

0

0

0

0

2

3

4

3~

4~

4~

Evaluable
BRCA1/2
ovarian
cancer
patients§
<100 mg bid
100 mg bid
for 2 of 3
weeks
100 mg bid
200 mg bid

6

3

400 mg bid
600 mg bid

4

4~

0
1 (6
months)
0

1

0

0

0

0

0

All patients

60

9

7*

7

10

17

Ov: Ovarian cancer. Br: Breast cancer. Pr: Prostate cancer. #Includes 1 patient with a strong
family history of BRCA-mutated cancers, but who declined BRCA mutation testing. §2 patients
were non-evaluable for tumor response; 1 stopped due to DLT (received only 2 doses), 1 died
of unrelated sepsis after receiving 1 cycle of olaparib (with a CA125 decline). ~One BRCA1
ovary patient was treated off trial due to an incidental brain metastasis found on cycle 1 day 14
and subsequently responded systemically to olaparib. *1 BRCA2 breast cancer, 1 BRCA2
ovarian cancer, 2 non-BRCA breast cancer, 1 sarcoma, 1 renal cell carcinoma, 1 non-small cell
lung cancer

later time points. There was no significant increase in foci induction above 100
mg bid at which these analyses commenced.
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Figure 2: Radiologic evidence of tumor response to olaparib
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Figure 2 (previous page): Radiologic evidence of tumor response to olaparib.
Computed tomographic (CT) scans of the abdomen in a patient with advanced ovarian cancer
(Patient 20), who had a very strong family history suggestive of BRCA deficiency but who
declined to undergo BRCA testing, show a reduction in the size of a peritoneal tumor nodule
(encircled in red) by 66% over a 4-month treatment period (top right), as compared with
baseline (top left). She received olaparib at a dose of 100 mg, twice daily, for 2 of every 3
weeks. CT scans of the abdomen in another patient with advanced ovarian cancer (Patient 41),
who had a BRCA1 mutation (4693delAA), show complete regression of a peritoneal tumor
nodule over a 4-month treatment period (bottom right), as compared with baseline (bottom
left). Patient 41 received olaparib (200 mg, twice daily) for a year. Panel B shows biochemical
evidence of antitumor activity, measured as cancer antigen 125 (CA-125) levels over time for
six patients with advanced ovarian or fallopian-tube cancer who had a response to olaparib
therapy according to Gynecologic Cancer Intergroup criteria. The maximum decline in the CA125 level was 98%, in Patient 39 (from 1180 U per millimeter at baseline to a normal value of
22 U per milliliter). All patients also had a partial response, according to Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST), as evaluated on CT. Panel C shows the duration of treatment
and the best response seen in the 19 BRCA mutation carriers with ovarian, breast, or prostate
cancer who could be evaluated for tumor response. Objective antitumor response was defined
as the number of patients with a complete or partial response on radiologic assessment,
according to RECIST, whereas the rate of clinical benefit was defined as the number of patients
with a radiologic or tumor-marker response or stable disease, for 4 or more months. Tumormarker response was defined as a decline of more than 50% in tumor-marker levels, sustained
for at least 4 weeks.

Antitumor activity: Evidence for synthetic lethality
Durable antitumor activity was only observed in confirmed BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutation carriers apart from one patient with a very strong BRCA family
history who declined BRCA mutation testing but was deemed to be a BRCA
carrier (Table 3; Figure 2). Overall, 23 BRCA carrier patients were treated.
Two patients were not evaluable for antitumor response; one only received 2
doses of drug due to DLT; the other had ovarian cancer-associated fatal
septicemia after 4 weeks of olaparib with a falling CA125. Of the remaining 21
patients, 2 had tumors not typically associated with BRCA carrier status; a
small cell lung carcinoma and a vaginal adenocarcinoma patient. Both patients
were on 200 mg bid olaparib and progressed rapidly within 2 and 7 weeks of
treatment respectively. The remaining 19 BRCA carrier patients had ovarian,
breast and prostate cancers; 12/19 (63%) of these evaluable BRCA mutation
carriers derived clinical benefit from olaparib with radiological or accepted
tumor marker criteria responses or meaningful disease stabilization (≥4
months). Nine BRCA carrier patients responded by RECIST, with one patient
remaining in response for >76 weeks (Figure 2C; Table 3). Further details on
the specific BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations and responses are provided in
Supplementary Table 3. No objective antitumor responses were observed in
the unselected patient population.
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Overall, 8 advanced ovarian cancer patients achieved radiological PR by
RECIST criteria (Table 3; Figure 2A). Using GCIG criteria for assessing CA125
response in ovarian cancer, 6 patients achieved a GCIG CA125 response of
>50% (Table 3; Figure 2B). Of the 3 BRCA2 breast cancer patients, 1 achieved
a CR by RECIST and another had disease stabilization for 7 months; both had
a corresponding decline in serum tumor markers (Figure 2C). The BRCA2
breast cancer patient who achieved a CR lasting >60 weeks was estrogen,
progesterone and HER2-receptor negative. She had pulmonary and lymph
node metastases and had previously progressed through anthracycline-based
chemotherapy. A breast cancer patient who did not undergo BRCA testing had
regression of multiple sub-centimeter brain metastasis (previously unirradiated
and not on corticosteroids) and a >50% fall in serum tumor markers of
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and cancer antigen 15-3 (CA15-3).
A BRCA2 castration-resistant prostate cancer patient had >50% PSA decline
with resolution of his bone metastases, was on study >58 weeks at data cut
off (he remains on study at 2 years; Figure 2C; Supplementary Figure 5).

Discussion
This is the first report of treatment of human cancer with a PARP inhibitor as a
single agent. Since it is a ‘first-in-man’ trial of olaparib, we describe our
findings relating to safety, tolerability, PK and PD. This oral drug is very welltolerated with satisfactory PK-PD characteristics and without the toxicity of
cytotoxic cancer chemotherapy. Importantly, patients who were carriers of
BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations did not have an increased risk of toxicity, as
suggested by our preclinical studies (11) Of special interest is the remarkable
degree of antitumor activity in patients with BRCA mutation associated
cancers, and the lack of antitumor responses in unselected patients.
These data indicate that targeting a specific DNA repair pathway with PARP
inhibition has the necessary selectivity profile and wide therapeutic window for
BRCA-deficient cells and support the clinical relevance of the hypothesis that
these cancers are indeed susceptible to “synthetic lethality” (25) Predictive
biomarkers identifying tumor cell HR DNA repair deficiency are now urgently
required to evaluate the broader utility of this promising therapeutic strategy.
6 HR repair defects can also be caused by loss of function of proteins other
than BRCA1 and BRCA2, including RAD51, ATM, ATR, CHK1, CHK2 and
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components of the Fanconi anemia repair pathway (26). Loss of these proteins
also sensitizes to PARP inhibition.6 Importantly, such HR repair defects may be
relatively common in some sporadic cancers including breast (27) and ovarian
(28), making this therapeutic strategy potentially more widely useful as an
anticancer treatment.
Not all BRCA1 or BRCA2 carrier patients responded to olaparib. Different
BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations may have resulted in differing HR defects and
sensitivities to PARP inhibition. This could also have resulted from pre-existing
genetic resistance; we and others have shown previously that secondary
BRCA2 mutations may restore BRCA function and therefore HR, causing
resistance to PARP inhibitors and platinum compounds (29, 30). Assays of HR
proficiency will be vital to the study of primary or acquired resistance to PARP
inhibitors, as well as for identifying HR-defective sporadic tumors. Molecular
studies of ovarian cancer have, for example, suggested that up to half of highgrade serous cancers may lose BRCA1 or BRCA2 function through genetic or
epigenetic events (28). Such sporadic tumors appear to phenocopy BRCA1 or
BRCA2-deficient ones without actually bearing germline mutations in either
BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes, a phenomenon which has been described as
‘BRCAness’ (31).

Finally, this study raises the possibility that for some anticancer drugs, the
traditional clinical development and registration process needs to be altered. Due
consideration must now be given to developing selected rationally designed,
molecularly targeted therapeutics for patients whose tumors have the same
molecular defect but arise from different origins such as ovarian, breast and
prostate. Such a radical change in the drug evaluation and registration process
may be key to accelerating anticancer drug development.
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Supplementary tables and figures
Supplementary table 1: Dose-escalation scheme; dosing schedule was adapted based on the
acquired pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic data.
Dose level and schedule

Number of
patients

Total
number of
cycles

Median
number of
cycles

Number of
doselimiting
toxicities in
cycle 1 (%)

10 mg daily, 2 out of 3 weeks

3

12

2

0 (0)

20 mg daily, 2 out of 3 weeks

3

5

2

0 (0)

40 mg daily, 2 out of 3 weeks

5

15

2

0 (0)

80 mg daily, 2 out of 3 weeks

3

9

4

0 (0)

60 mg bid, 2 out of 3 weeks

4

10

2

0 (0)

100 mg bid, 2 out of 3 weeks

4

15

3

0 (0)

100 mg bid, continuously

5

8

2

0 (0)

100 mg bid, continuously

20

94

4

0 (0)

100 mg bid, continuously

8

41

25

1 (12.5)

100 mg bid, continuously

5

13

2

2 (40.0)
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Supplementary table 3: Pharmacogenomics of PARP inhibitors; radiological and biochemical
responses for ovarian, breast and prostate cancer patients according to BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutation sequence found (where available)
Tumor type

Gene

Mutation

Response
to
olaparib$

Dose

11

Ovary

BRCA1

5382insC

No

40 mg qd (14 out
of 21 days)

20

Ovary



Not tested*

Yes

100 mg bid (14 out
of 21 days)

21

Peritoneum

BRCA1

3875delGTCT

No

100 mg bid (14 out
of 21 days)

26

Ovary

BRCA1

4184del4

No

100 mg bid

Pat,
no.

36

Ovary

BRCA1

185delAG

No

400 mg bid

37

Ovary

BRCA1

185delAG

Yes

400 mg bid

39

Ovary

BRCA1

185delAG

Yes

400 mg bid

40

Fallopian tube

BRCA1

4184delTCAA

Yes

400 mg bid

41

Ovary

BRCA1

185delAG

Yes

400 mg bid

42

Ovary

BRCA1

C.4357+1delG

No

400 mg bid

44

Ovary

BRCA1

Unavailable

No

600 mg bid

47

Ovary

BRCA1

4693delAA

Yes

200 mg bid

#

48

Ovary

BRCA2

8206T>G

No

200 mg bid

49

Breast

BRCA2

3715delG

Yes

200 mg bid

50

Prostate

BRCA2

6174del T

Yes

200 mg bid

53

Breast

BRCA2

902delC

Yes

200 mg bid

54

Breast

BRCA2

4684del4

No

200 mg bid

55

Ovary

BRCA1

Deletion exon
1517

No

200 mg bid

59

Ovary

BRCA1

6kb ins exon 13

No

200 mg bid

60

Ovary

BRCA1

5396+1 G>A

Yes

200 mg bid

61

Ovary

BRCA1

1185C>T
(Q356X)

Yes

200 mg bid

*Patient with a strong family history of BRCA-mutated cancers, but who declined BRCA
mutation testing
$ Clinical benefit was defined as response by RECIST or accepted tumor marker criteria or
disease stabilization ≥4 months.
# Patient was treated off-trial due to incidental brain metastases and subsequently responded
systemically to olaparib.
Mutations in bold denote the 3 most common Ashkenazi founder mutations.
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Supplementary figure 1: Synthetic lethality induced by PARP inhibition in a BRCA-deficient
genetic background. (A) PARP plays a key role in the repair of DNA single-strand breaks that
occur all the time as a consequence of normal cell function. (B) When PARP is inhibited,
unrepaired single-strand breaks are converted into DNA double-strand breaks during DNA
replication. In normal or BRCA heterozygous cells (BRCA+/-) the double-strand breaks are
effectively repaired by homologous recombination DNA repair. PARP inhibition is therefore not
toxic to cells with wild-type BRCA1 or BRCA2. Tumor-specific defects in BRCA1 and BRCA2 lead
to a defect in DNA repair by homologous recombination and are, due to this synthetic lethal
interaction, exquisitely sensitive to PARP inhibition (13).

Supplementary figure 2: The structure of olaparib (4-[(3-{[4-cyclopropylcarbonyl)piperazin1-yl]carbonyl}-4-fluorophenyl)methyl]phthalazin-1(2H)-one, also known as AZD2281 and KU0059436.20
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Supplementary figure 3: Hair follicle pharmacodynamic biomarker assay. Analysis of hair
follicle cells for induction of γH2AX foci as a downstream pharmacodynamic endpoint of the
predicted mechanism of action of olaparib. The top diagram illustrates how in the setting of loss
of PARP function an unrepaired DNA single-strand break (SSB) progresses to a double-strand
break (DSB) upon encountering a replication fork; γH2AX foci are formed in response to the
DSB and can be detected by immunofluorescence labeling as red foci within the blue-stained
nucleus in cells treated with a PARP inhibitor (PARPi, lower left).11 The lower right diagram
illustrates how each hair follicle is analyzed on 6 planes and up to 100 nuclei optically assessed
by an observer blinded to patient olaparib dose. A cell is scored as positive if ≥ 10 small or >3
large foci per nucleus were seen. An immunofluorescence-labeled proliferation marker Ki67
(green) indicates the proliferating nature of the hair follicle surrogate tissue.

Supplementary figure 4: Pharmacokinetic studies. Geometric mean plasma concentrationtime profiles following single oral dosing of olaparib to cancer patients. The drug administration
schedule was adapted, based on acquired PK-PD data, from once daily (10 mg; 20 mg; 40 mg;
80 mg) to twice daily (60 mg to 600 mg) explaining the alteredPK acquisition timepoints.
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Supplementary figure 5: Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
demonstrating disease regression in a patient with prostate cancer and BRCA2 mutation
associated with a >50% decline in PSA. A 63-year-old man with BRCA2 mutation and castration
resistant prostate cancer. T1-weighted MR images at the level of the right acetabulum in the
pelvis obtained (a) prior to, and (c) three months after, initiating treatment showed no
substantial change in a 13 mm low-signal intensity (dark) metastasis in the right acetabulum
(arrows). Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps obtained by diffusion-weighted MRI (b)
pre-treatment and (d) at three months after treatment showed ADC values increasing from
1.03 x 10-3 mm2/s to 1.39 x 10-3 mm2/s (>30% increase) at the site of metastatic disease
(circled) consistent with disease regression. (e) T1-weighted image at one year after treatment
showed resolution of disease (arrow). [Images courtesy of Dr Dow-Mu Koh, Royal Marsden
Hospital, Sutton, UK].
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Abstract
Background: Olaparib (AZD2281) is a potent, orally active inhibitor of PARP-1
and 2 that has demonstrated compelling activity in patients with BRCA
mutated breast- and ovarian tumors. The objectives of this study were to
investigate the safety and the pharmacokinetics of olaparib in combination
with therapeutic doses of paclitaxel.
Methods: Patients received continuous olaparib orally at doses of 100 or 200
mg/day, and paclitaxel intravenously once weekly at a dose of 80 mg/m2.
Toxicities were monitored, and blood samples for pharmacokinetics of olaparib
and paclitaxel were collected on day 4 (olaparib monotherapy) and day 8
(combination therapy) of the first treatment cycle.
Results: A total of 10 patients entered the study. No dose-limiting toxicities
(DLTs) were observed, suggesting that both evaluated dose-levels were safe.
The most frequently observed non-hematological toxicity was grade 1-2
fatigue, while grade 3-4 hematological toxicities were observed in one-third of
the treated patients. Pharmacokinetic analysis revealed a significant reduction
in

exposure

to

olaparib

of

approximately

50

percent

following

co-

administration of paclitaxel. A partial response was observed in a patient with
BRCA deficient breast cancer.
Conclusion:

Olaparib at doses of 100 and 200 mg bi-daily can be safely

combined with 80 mg/m2 paclitaxel given weekly. More research is needed to
study the pharmacokinetic drug-drug interaction following administration of
both compounds.
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Introduction
DNA repair mechanisms are essential for maintaining genomic integrity and
cell survival (1). Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) is a key molecule in
the repair of DNA single strand breaks by a mechanism called Base Excision
Repair (BER) (2). Inhibition of PARP activity leads to the persistence of single
strand DNA breaks, which can progress to double strand DNA breaks when
replication forks stall at the site of the single strand break. These double
strand

breaks

are

normally

repaired

by

the

error-free

homologous

recombination (HR) pathway, of which the tumor suppressor proteins BRCA1
and BRCA2 are essential components. Germline heterozygous mutations in
BRCA1 or BRCA2 are associated with a high risk of developing a number of
malignancies, including breast, ovarian, and prostate cancer. Loss of the wildtype BRCA allele in nascent tumor cells is the critical step in the carcinogenesis
process, although the precise mechanisms of the oncogenic transformation
remain to be elucidated (3).
The defects in HR that hallmark BRCA deficient tumors can be exploited as a
target for cancer therapy, using PARP inhibitors (4). Inhibiting PARP leads to
double-strand breaks that cannot be repaired by the HR deficient tumor cells,
eventually leading to cell death (5). The normal cells, bearing a functional
BRCA gene, are able to repair these breaks, since they have a functional HR
pathway. This makes these cells relatively insensitive, providing a large
therapeutic index for PARP inhibition in BRCA carriers.
Recently, impressive anti-tumor activity of single agent olaparib was observed
in patients with BRCA mutated tumors at doses of 200 mg (6). This
observation led to the initiation of several clinical studies combining olaparib
with other anticancer agents. This report describes the feasibility of combining
olaparib with therapeutic doses of paclitaxel, an anti-mitotic agent that has
shown activity against various forms of cancer, including breast and ovarian
cancer (7). The combination of these agents might hold promise in patients
with BRCA mutated tumors, but also in other tumors with deficiencies in DNA
repair pathways.
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Patients and methods
Patient selection
Patients with advanced solid tumors refractory to standard therapies, or for
whom no effective standard treatment existed, were eligible for this study.
Other eligibility criteria were as follows: >18 years age; ECOG performance
status ≤2; adequate bone marrow function, defined by haemoglobin ≥ 6.2mM,
absolute neutrophil count ≥ 1500 x106/L, and platelets ≥ 100,000 x 106/L;
adequate hepatic function, defined by total bilirubin ≤1.25 x upper normal
limit, AST (SGOT) ≤2.5 x upper normal limit, and AST (SGOT) ≤2.5 x upper
normal limit; normal renal function, defined by serum creatinine ≤1.5 x upper
normal limit; and a minimum washout period of 4 weeks after any previous
anti-cancer therapy.
Study design
The here described study was part of a two-centre phase I study investigating
the administration of olaparib in combination with carboplatin alone, paclitaxel
alone, and in combination with a paclitaxel/carboplatin (TC) doublet. This
study was conducted at the Royal Marsden Hospital (UK) and the Netherlands
Cancer Institute (Netherlands), but the patients included in the here described
sub-study were all included at the Netherlands Cancer Institute. The primary
objective of this sub-study was to determine the safety of combining a
standard dose of weekly paclitaxel (80mg/m2) with two different dose-levels
of olaparib. The starting dose was olaparib 100 mg, and escalation to the
second dose-level (200 mg) was based on the occurrence of Dose Limiting
Toxicities (DLTs) in the first cohort. If one patient in a cohort of at least three
patients would experience a DLT, that cohort was to be expanded to at least 6
patients, unless a second DLT would demonstrate that this dose-level was
unsafe. The Maximum Tolerated Dose (MTD) was defined as the prior dose
level below the drug-combination that caused DLT in at least 2 patients in a
cohort of at least 3 patients who had completed one cycle of treatment.
Drug administration and dosing schedule
Olaparib

was

administered

on

an

empty

stomach

orally

twice

daily

continuously at doses of 100 mg BID (cohort 1) or 200 mg BID (cohort 2), in
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combination with a fixed dose of 80 mg/m2 weekly paclitaxel. Olaparib was
administered twice daily alone for the first 7 days to allow samples to be taken
for olaparib pharmacokinetics. Paclitaxel was administered on days 8, 15 and
22 of the first treatment cycle (35 days), and on days 1, 8 and 15 of all
subsequent treatment cycles (28 days). Paclitaxel was administered as a 3
hour intravenous infusion, at least 1 hour after the patient had taken their
olaparib capsules. All patients were to be dosed for up to 6 cycles, but could
receive more than 6 cycles if it was considered to be in their best interest,
which was left to the discretion of the investigator.
Toxicity criteria
All toxicities were monitored and graded using the NCI Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events (NCI CTCAE) version 3.0. Dose-limiting toxicity
(DLT) was defined as the following study drug-related events experienced
during Cycle 1:

Thrombocytopenia with platelets <25,000x106/l ≥ 7 days;

grade 4 neutropenia ≥ 7 days; grade 3 or 4 febrile neutropenia; any grade 3
or 4 non-hematological toxicity (excluding alopecia, and nausea, vomiting or
diarrhea controlled by standard therapies); a delay of > 2 weeks for the next
scheduled paclitaxel for reasons of drug-related toxicity.
Pharmacokinetic sampling
Blood samples for olaparib pharmacokinetics were collected on days 4 and 8,
at the following time-points: Predose, 30 minutes after drug administration,
and then at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 hours post drug administration. Blood samples
for paclitaxel pharmacokinetics were taken on days 8 and 9, at the following
time points: Predose, 1 hour after start of infusion, at end of infusion, and at 6
and 24 hours after the completion of the infusion.

Olaparib and paclitaxel

concentrations were measured using validated liquid chromatography with
mass

spectrometry

detection

methods.

The

following

pharmacokinetic

parameters were derived, using PKSolutions: Peak plasma concentration
(Cmax), time to Cmax (tmax), the total area under the plasma concentrationtime curve (AUC), volume of distribution (Vdd), Clearance (Cl), and the
elimination half-life (t1/2).
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Response measurements
Tumor assessments of anti-neoplastic activity were performed at baseline, and
at the end of every two cycles. Response was assigned as complete response
(CR), partial response (PR), stable disease (SD) or progressive disease (PD) at
each scheduled imaging visit, according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST) guideline. Responses (PR or CR) were confirmed ≥ 4
weeks after the initial assessment.

Results
Patient characteristics
A total of 10 patients entered the study, of which 4 were included in cohort 1.
One patient included in cohort 2 presented brain metastases only 1 day after
study initiation, and was therefore unevaluable for toxicity, pharmacokinetics,
and response assessments. The other 9 patients completed at least one course
of treatment. The patient characteristics are summarized in table 1.
Safety
Nine patients were evaluable for adverse events. All treatment related adverse
events that occurred during the first treatment cycle, as well as all observed
laboratory abnormalities during the first treatment cycle, are shown in table 2.
No DLTs were observed during the study. Most observed toxicities were mild
(grade 1-2), excluding grade 3 hematological toxicities that were observed in 3
patients. The first patient reported grade 3 neutropenia, resulting in a delay of
paclitaxel administration. His granulocyte values recovered to normal within a
week, and he didn’t stop the intake of olaparib. A second patient developed
grade 3 leukocytopenia, lymphocytopenia, and neutropenia. She temporarily
stopped treatment, until recovery of her blood values, which took 7 days.
Finally,

another

patient

had

grade

4

neutropenia

and

grade

3

lymphocytopenia. This patient also stopped treatment until recovery, which
was within 7 days.

One patient experienced a grade 3 gamma-glutamyl

transferrase elevation. However, these values recovered within 3 days to
grade 2, and no intervention was taken. Another patient had high glucose
values during course 1 (ctc grade 3). This patient entered the study with grade
2 hyperglycemia, and her glucose remained elevated during the study. She
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Table 1: Patient characteristics
Characteristic
Total number of patients (n)

10

Sex (male/female)

6/4

Age (median, range)

52 (30-63)

Tumor Characteristics (n)
Breast

2

Ewing sarcoma

1

Kidney

1

Lung (Carcinoid)

1

Lung (NSCLC)

1

Melanoma

1

Mesothelioma

1

Oesophagus ca.

1

Ovarium ca.

1

Previous Chemotherapy (n)
Yes/no

10/0

Previous Radiotherapy (n)
Yes/no

4/6

Previous Surgery (n)
Yes/no

10/0

continued without dose delays or interruptions. All non-hematological toxicities
were modest, and did not exceed grade 1-2, with alopecia and fatigue as the
most frequently observed side-effects.
Pharmacokinetics
Pharmacokinetic studies performed on day 4 of therapy revealed results
similar to those reported in the olaparib phase I study that was published
recently (6). The results are shown in table 3. Olaparib was absorbed rapidly,
with a median maximal concentration 1 or 2 hours after dosing, depending on
dose-level or day of administration. The terminal half-life of the drug was
between 3.5 and 4 hours, and there was a less than dose-proportional
increase in exposure, when doubling the dose from 100 to 200 mg. There was
a significant decrease in exposure to olaparib following co-administration of
paclitaxel (day 8). This decrease of up to almost 50 percent, was accompanied
by an increase in distribution volume (Vdd/F) and clearance (Cl/F), which is
possibly due to a reduced absorption of the drug. The elimination half-life of
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olaparib after co-administration of paclitaxel did not change significantly
(around

4

hours).

The

plasma

concentration-time

curves

following

administration of olaparib only (day 4) and olaparib plus paclitaxel (day 8) in a
representative patient are shown in figure 1. The AUCs of all individual
patients on day 4 and day 8 are shown in figure 2. Paclitaxel pharmacokinetics
revealed a median area under the curve (AUC) of 4.4 μg.h/ml, and a median
elimination half-life of 16.6 hours.

Table 2: Treatment-related adverse events, and laboratory abnormalities during the first
treatment cycle.
Non-hematological adverse events

Alopecia
Fatigue
Neuropathy
Stomatitis
Diarrhea
Epistaxis
Nausea
Vomiting
Arthralgia
Dizziness
Fever
Flu like symptoms
Myalgia

Grade 1
n (%)

Grade 2
n (%)

4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2 (22%)
2 (22%)

(44%)
(44%)
(33%)
(33%)
(22%)
(22%)
(22%)
(22%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)

Grade 3
n (%)

Grade 4
n (%)

Total
n (%)
6
6
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

(66%)
(66%)
(33%)
(33%)
(22%)
(22%)
(22%)
(22%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)

Laboratory abnormalities

Hematology
Leukocytopenia
Neutropenia (ANC)
Lymfocytopenia
Clinical chemistry
Hyperglycemia
Alanine aminotranferase
Gamma-glutamyl
transferase
Alkaline phosphatase
Hypocalcemia
Creatinine
Aspartate
aminotransferase
Hypercalcemia
Hyperkalemia
Hypernatremia
Hypoalbuminemia
Hypokalemia
Hyponatremia
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Grade 1
n (%)

Grade 2
n (%)

Grade 3
n (%)

Grade 4
n (%)

Total
n (%)

2 (22%)

3 (33%)
2 (22%)
2 (22%)

1 (11%)
2 (22%)
2 (22%)

1 (11%)

6 (66%)
5 (55%)
4 (44%)

4 (44%)
5 (55%)
2 (22%)

3 (33%)

1 (11%)

2 (22%)

1 (11%)

8 (88%)
5 (55%)
5 (55%)

4
4
3
2

(44%)
(44%)
(33%)
(22%)

4
4
3
2

(44%)
(44%)
(33%)
(22%)

2
2
1
1
1
1

(22%)
(22%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)

2
2
1
1
1
1

(22%)
(22%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)
(11%)

Olaparib and paclitaxel

Table 3: Olaparib pharmacokinetics
Parameter

100 mg olaparib

200 mg olaparib

day 4

day 8

day 4

day 8

Cmax (μg/ml)

4.0
(1.9-11.2)

3.0
(1.6-7.5)

4.2
(3.0-8.9)

2.8
(2.0-5.8)

Tmax (hours)

1.0
(1.0-2.0)

2.0
(1.0-4.0)

2.0
(2.0-3.0)

1.0
(1.0-2.0)

19.0
(6.9-70.2)

10.0
(5.2-47.0)

23.7
(14.9-51.2)

12.1
(9.1-26.9)

12.9
(6.8-67.5)

31.9
(20.2-64.4)

T1/2 (hr)

3.7
(1.9-11.5)

3.9
(3.3-4.0)

.3.6
(2.9-8.5)

4.7
(3.0-9.6)

Cl/F (l/hr)

4.3
(0.5-12.1)

7.8
(1.5-14.8)

6.3
(3.1-9.8)

8.6
(4.9-18.6)

Vdd (l)

23.5
(8.4-33.4)

41.8
(8.4-81.2)

36.5
(12.9-51.4)

71.3
(35.3-115.4)

AUC0-8 (μg-hr/ml)
Ratio AUC0-8
day 8/day4
AUC (μg-hr/ml)

0.52
24.3
(8.3-197.5)

Ratio AUC
day 8/day4

0.51

0.53

23.3
(10.8-40.5)
0.73

Figure 1: Olaparib plasma concentration-time curves with (day 8) and without (day 4) coadministration of paclitaxel. This figure shows representative curves of a patient treated with
200 mg olaparib, and 80 mg/m2 paclitaxel.
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Figure 2: AUCs (0-8) on day 4 (single dose olaparib) and day 8 (after co-administration of
paclitaxel).

Response
Nine patients had at least 1 response assessment following treatment in this
study. The median treatment duration and best response per dose-level are
given in table 4. At the 100 mg olaparib dose-level, one patient progressed
after 2 cycles (8 weeks) of treatment. The three other patients treated at this
dose-level remained stable for at least 24 weeks. Two of these patients were
ongoing at the time of this report. This included a heavily pre-treated young
male patient with Ewing sarcoma, who was on treatment for 50 weeks, and a
breast cancer patient that was ongoing for 40 weeks. This patient, with a
known BRCA2 mutation, had a dramatic CA15.3 tumor marker response, as
can be observed in figure 3. However, according to RECIST, her best response
was stable disease. She had been pre-treated for advanced disease with

5-

FU, epirubicin and cyclophosphamide. At the 200 mg olaparib dose-level, 5 out
of 6 patients could be evaluated for response. Two patients came off-study
after the first evaluation, 8 weeks after initiation of treatment. The other
patients remained on-study for 14, 20, and 24 weeks, respectively. Two of
these patients were ongoing at the time of this report. A patient with breast
cancer, with a known BRCA1 mutation, had a confirmed partial response after
4 cycles (16 weeks) of treatment, and continued at the time of this report, 20
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Table 4: Treatment response
Dose-level

Median treatment
duration (weeks)

Best response
PR

SD

PD

3

1

100 mg Olaparib (n=4)

32 (8-50)*

200 mg Olaparib (n=5)

*

1

2

2

*

1

5

3

Total (n=9)

14 (8-24)
20 (8-50)

* At the cut off date of this report, 4 patients (2 at each dose-level) were still ongoing. This
includes patients with BRCA deficiënt breast cancer (n=2), Ewing sarcoma (n=1), and lung
cancer (n=1).

weeks after initiation of olaparib treatment. She had been pre-treated for
advanced disease with 5-FU, epirubicin and cyclophosphamide. The second
ongoing patient was a patient with a neuroendocrine small cell lung tumor,
who had stable disease after 2 cycles of treatment, and was ongoing 14 weeks
after treatment initiation.

Figure 3: Tumor marker response of a breast cancer patient with a known BRCA2 mutation.
She was treated with 100 mg olaparib bi-daily, and 80 mg/m2 paclitaxel weekly. She had
documented progressive disease prior to start and had been pretreated with 5-FU, epirubicin
and cyclophosphamide for advanced disease.
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Discussion
In this sub-study, part of a larger clinical trial combining olaparib with
carboplatin, paclitaxel, or a carboplatin/paclitaxel doublet, we demonstrated
that olaparib can be safely combined with therapeutic doses of paclitaxel. The
applied doses of olaparib in this study (100 and 200 mg) were also biologically
active doses, as demonstrated in the previous phase I trial with olaparib
monotherapy (6). Weekly administration of paclitaxel was chosen as at this
schedule paclitaxel is more active than at a 3-weekly schedule (8).
The observed non-hematological toxicities in this study were very mild, with
fatigue and alopecia as most frequently observed side-effects. These toxicities
were expected based on previous studies with both agents. The recently
published olaparib monotherapy trial showed mild nausea and fatigue as
predominant side-effects (6), and alopecia is a well known side-effect of
paclitaxel administration (9). In this study, we observed some hematological
toxicity. This can be attributed to the paclitaxel administration, since no
hematological toxicities were observed in the monotherapy olaparib study, and
bone marrow toxicity is a well-known side-effect of weekly paclitaxel.(9). All
observed hematological toxicities were reversible, and did not lead to
treatment withdrawal in any case.
Pharmacokinetic parameters derived after administration of olaparib only (day
4), and after administration of olaparib and paclitaxel (day 8) revealed a
significant decrease in exposure to olaparib after co-administration of
paclitaxel. It is unlikely that this is due to an effect of paclitaxel itself. The
effects of paclitaxel could have influenced olaparib pharmacokinetics in two
ways: First, by effecting the uptake in the intestine, due to an effect on Pglycoprotein. It is known that both paclitaxel and olaparib are P-gp substrates
(10). Another effect of paclitaxel could have been the entrapment of olaparib
in the central compartment by cremophor EL (a constituent of the paclitaxel
formulation) micelles. However, both these effects would have led to an
increased exposure to olaparib, while we found a decrease of about 50
percent. Based on the observation that both the volume of distribution (Vd/F)
and the clearance (Cl/F) increased with comparable magnitudes following
administration of paclitaxel,

we

hypothesed that this effect was due to a

decreased bioavailability (F) of olaparib. Paclitaxel can not influence this, since
it is given intravenously. The decreased bioavailability of olaparib may be the
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consequence of a change in gastric pH, caused by the co-administration of
ranitidine, an H2 receptor antagonist that is given as pre-medication for
paclitaxel. Further research to test this hypothesis is warranted.
The pharmacokinetics of paclitaxel were, with an elimination half-life of 16.6
hours and an exposure of 4.4 μg.h/ml, comparable with other studies
investigating weekly paclitaxel administration (11).
Several patients included in this trial remained on-study for long periods of
time, indicating beneficial activity of this combination. This is also illustrated
by the responses we observed in patients harboring BRCA mutations. One
heavily pre-treated patient with BRCA2 deficient breast cancer had stable
disease as best response, accompanied by a dramatic CA15.3 tumor marker
response. Another heavily pre-treated patient with BRCA1 deficient breast
cancer had a confirmed PR. Both patients were ongoing at the time of this
report. These results are in line with olaparib phase I data, and with phase II
results that were recently presented for patients with BRCA mutated breast
cancer

(12,13).

Interestingly,

several

patients

without

known

BRCA

deficiencies remained on study for long periods of time as well. A young
heavily pre-treated male patient with Ewing sarcoma, for instance, was
ongoing for 50 weeks at the time of this report.
In the recently published phase I study, an MTD of 400 mg olaparib BID was
established as the maximal tolerable dose, but lower doses of 100 and 200 mg
BID were found to be biologically active (6). These results justify the 100 and
200 mg olaparib doses we used in this study. However, it was recently shown
that 400 mg olaparib is far more effective than lower doses of 100 mg, in
patients with ovarian and breast cancer (12,13). The here described study only
investigated the combination of 100 and 200 mg olaparib with paclitaxel, and
therefore we can not conclude whether 400 mg of olaparib combined with
clinically active doses of paclitaxel is safe. Moreover, due to possible synergy
between olaparib and paclitaxel, lower olaparib doses might be sufficient to
induce a powerful anti-tumor effect. It was shown in preclinical studies that
continuous olaparib administration is optimal (10). Together with the optimal
weekly paclitaxel schedule, the treatment schedule as used in this study can
be considered optimal for this combination of drugs. Recent preclinical studies
suggested that inhibition of PARP might induce paclitaxel resistance by
induction of the PI3-kinase-Akt pathway (14). However, it needs to be
stressed that this work, although of interest, was done in cell lines. The
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extrapolation of preclinical results to the clinical situation is often difficult, due
to differences in drug disposition and signal transduction pathways between
the in vitro and in vivo situation. Altogether, we believe that these results
should be interpreted cautiously.
In conclusion, we showed that olaparib at doses of 100 and 200 mg bi-daily
can be safely combined with 80 mg/m2 paclitaxel given weekly. The toxicities
were very mild, excluding infrequently observed grade 3-4 hematological
toxicities, that can be mainly attributed to paclitaxel administration. We found
a

significant

decrease

in

olaparib

exposure

after

co-administration

of

paclitaxel. We believe this effect may be due to an effect of ranitidine on the
gastric pH, thereby influencing the bioavailability of olaparib. More research is
needed to explore the mechanistic background of this PK interaction.
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Abstract
Purpose: E7080 is a potent inhibitor of the split-kinase family of the VEGF
receptors Flt-1 and KDR. In addition, E7080 also potently inhibits FGFR1,
PDGFRβ, and c-kit tyrosine kinase activities. This study established the optimal
dose, safety and pharmacokinetics of E7080 in patients with advances solid
malignancies.
Patients and methods: E7080 (0.2 to 32 mg) was administered orally on a
once daily continuous dose schedule in cycles of 28 days. Sampling of blood
and urine for pharmacokinetic studies was performed in all patients.
Preliminary tumor response was assessed once every 2 cycles.
Results: 80 patients with documented Progressive Disease (PD) were included
in the study. The most frequently observed adverse events were hypertension
(36%)

and

gastrointestinal

disorders

including

nausea,

diarrhea,

and

stomatitis (35, 31 and 31%, respectively). Dose-limiting toxicities were grade
3 proteinuria (2 patients) at 32 mg, and the maximum tolerated dose was set
at 25 mg. Eight patients (10%) had a partial response, and 40 (50%) patients
had stable disease as best response, with some patients continuing on study
after 131 weeks of treatment. Pharmacokinetic studies revealed dose-linearity,
a half-life of around 7 hours, and a moderate volume of distribution. No
accumulation was observed after 4 weeks of drug administration. Concomitant
intake of food had no effect on exposure to E7080.
Conclusion: E7080 is safe and well tolerated at doses up to 25 mg/day.
Promising signs of anti-cancer activity were observed in various tumor types,
including melanoma and renal cell carcinoma.
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Introduction
Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from a pre-existing vascular
network, is essential for tumor growth and metastasis. Many molecules have
been implicated as positive regulators of angiogenesis, including vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and plateletderived growth factor (PDGF). VEGF has been identified as a crucial regulator
of physiologic and pathologic angiogenesis, acting primarily via activation of
VEGF- receptor 2 (VEGFR-2; kinase insert domain receptor) (1). Increased
VEGF expression has been associated with a poor prognosis in many cancers,
exemplifying the significance of the VEGF pathway for the malignant process
(2,3,4). The concept of targeting angiogenesis for tumor therapy was
introduced already in the 1970s by Judah Folkman (5). However, it was not
until recently that the first angiogenesis inhibitors reached the clinic.
bevacizumab,

a

monoclonal

antibody

directed

against

VEGF-A,

has

demonstrated clinically relevant improvements in survival when added to
conventional chemotherapy regimens in patients with colorectal and non-small
cell lung cancer (6,7). Sorafenib and sunitinib, orally available multi-kinase
inhibitors with activity against VEGF and PDGF receptors have shown
promising antitumor activity in patients with renal cell carcinoma (8,9). E7080
is a novel, orally available multi-kinase inhibitor that prevents tumor
angiogenesis, primarily via inhibition of the VEGF receptor

KDR (VEGFR-2).

E7080 also has activity against Flt-1 (VEGFR-1), fibroblast growth factor
receptor 1 (FGF-R1), platelet-derived growth factor receptor beta (PDGFR-β),
and c-kit (10). The effect of E7080 on c-kit signaling might also affect tumor
cell proliferation, since this receptor, and its ligand stem cell factor (SCF) are
expressed on tumor cells as well. Finally, E7080 might suppress the metastatic
potential of tumor cells via inhibition of VEGF-R3 mediated lymphangiogenesis
(11). This phase I study was initiated to determine the maximum tolerated
dose (MTD), dose limiting toxicities (DLTs), pharmacokinetics, and antitumor
activity of oral daily E7080 in patients with advanced solid malignancies.

Patients and methods
Patient selection
The study was conducted in adult (>18 years of age) patients with a
histologically and/or cytologically confirmed solid tumor or lymphoma who
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were resistant/refractory to approved therapies or for whom no appropriate
therapies were available. Other criteria for inclusion were: A Karnofsky
performance status ≥70%; adequate hematological function as defined by an
absolute neutrophil count (ANC) of ≥ 1.5x109, platelet count of ≥ 100x109
and hemoglobin ≥ 5.6 mmol/l; adequate hepatic function as defined by serum
bilirubin ≤ 25 μmol/l, ALT and AST ≤ 3 times the upper limit of normal;
adequate renal function as defined by serum creatinine ≤ 1.5 times the upper
limit of normal or a creatinine clearance ≥ 60 ml/min (Cockcroft–Gault
formula). Previous treatment (including surgery and radiotherapy) had to be
completed at least 4 weeks before study entry. Patients with centrally located
or squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, brain tumors or brain metastases,
uncontrolled infections, clinically significant cardiac impairment, bleeding or
thrombotic disorders, or poorly controlled hypertension were excluded from
the study. Other exclusion criteria included: the use of therapeutic doses of
anticoagulants; a history of gastrointestinal malabsorption; proteinuria >1+,
and pregnancy. The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committees of the participating hospitals and all patients gave written
informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.
Study design
This phase I, open-label, multi-centre, dose escalation study assessed the
safety, tolerability, anti-tumor activity and PK profile of E7080. Patients
received E7080 orally once daily in 28 day cycles, until the occurrence of
unacceptable

toxicity

not

amenable

to

dose

reduction

or

treatment

interruption, or progressive disease. The starting dose of 0.2 mg/day was
based on preclinical data. The selection of subsequent dose levels was
performed according to an accelerated design: The next dose level was open
for patient accrual after only the first patient in the previous cohort had
completed cycle 1 with no drug related toxicity ≥ Grade 1 (except alopecia,
lymphopenia and anemia). Dose increases in subsequent cohorts were by
100% increments until any patient at a given dose level experienced ≥ grade
2 toxicity. From that moment on, dose increases were 50% or less, depending
on the seriousness of the toxicity, and all 3 patients at a given dose level were
followed for a full cycle before the next dose level opened. If 1 out of 3
patients experienced a dose limiting toxicity (DLT) during the first cycle, 3
additional patients were to be treated at that dose level. The MTD was defined
as the highest dose level at which no more than 1 out of 6 patients
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experienced a DLT. An additional 12 patients were treated at the MTD dose
level. Due to the occurrence of dose reductions at dose levels of 16 mg and
higher, and observed activity at 12.5 mg, an additional 12 patients were
enrolled at 12 mg. These cohort expansions allowed for further investigation
into the tolerability and anti-tumor effect of E7080 both at MTD and a lower,
possibly non-toxic dose, in a larger cohort of patients. All patients entering the
MTD

expansion

cohort

were

asked

to

participate

in

the

food-effect

investigation. Patients entering this part of the study were randomly assigned
to receive the cycle 1 day 15 dose of E7080 under fasting conditions (following
an overnight fast of at least 10 hours), or following a high fat meal. In both
cases, no food was allowed for 4 hours post dose. The patients assigned to
receive the cycle 1 day 15 dose under fasting conditions then received the
cycle 1 day 22 with a high fat meal, and vice versa. Blood samples for
pharmacokinetic analyses were drawn as detailed in the pharmacokinetic
studies section.
Toxicity criteria
Adverse events were monitored and graded according to the National Cancer
Institute Common Toxicity Criteria (NCI- CTC) version 3.0 . A DLT was defined
as any of the following drug related toxicities: Any grade 3 or higher
hematological

or

non-hematological

toxicity;

Any

repeated

grade

2

hematological or non-hematological toxicity requiring dose reduction; Failure
to administer ≥ 75% of the planned dosage of E7080 during cycle 1 as a result
of treatment-related toxicity.
Hypertension management
As E7080 is an angiogenesis inhibitor, and hypertension is a classical toxicity
for this category of anticancer agents, hypertension was an expected sideeffect. In this multi-centre study, antihypertensive drugs were prescribed to
minimize these toxicities from the moment of their first occurrence (diastolic
blood pressure ≥100 mg Hg). The prescribed drugs varied between the two
participating hospitals, but generally included calcium-antagonists, Betablockers, ACE-inhibitors, and diuretics. Treatment with E7080 was interrupted
until recovery, and patients continued on the same dose after blood pressure
normalization. Dose-reductions were only given when blood pressure could not
be adequately controlled with antihypertensive drugs.
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Pharmacokinetic studies
Blood samples for pharmacokinetic analysis were collected on days 1 and 29
(day 1 cycle 2), immediately prior to the first dose, and then at 0.25, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 5, 8, and 24 hours following the first dose of E7080. Trough
samples were taken within 2 hours prior to E7080 administration on days 8,
15, and 22 of cycle 1, and on day 1 of each subsequent cycle. Patients
entering the food-effect investigation provided blood samples at the same
eleven time-points on days 1, 15, and 22 of cycle 1. PK blood samples were
not collected from these patients on day 29, except for the pre-dose sample. A
pre-dose sample as well as a 24 hour urine collection was performed on day 1
for all patients, and on day 29 for patients not participating in the food-effect
investigation. For food-effect participants only a pre-dose sample was collected
on day 29. The 24 hour urine collection was performed in three aliquots of 0-8
hours, 8-16 hours, and 16-24 hours after E7080 administration. E7080
concentrations

in

blood

and

urine

were

measured

using

a

liquid

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry method. The pharmacokinetic
parameters for plasma and urine were calculated using Winnonlin version 6.0
(Pharsight corporation, Mountain view, USA). In the food effect investigation, a
90% confidence interval for the log transformed Cmax and AUC0-24
(fed/fasted) were calculated using ANOVA. If a range within 80% to 125% was
found, then the concomitant intake of food was considered not to modify the
bioavailability of E7080.
Clinical activity measurements
All sites of malignant disease were determined at baseline by clinical
examination and photography (for skin lesions), CT, or MRI scans, according
to the Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) criteria (12).
Thereafter, tumor assessments were performed by identical methods once
every 2 treatment cycles. The clinical benefit ratio was calculated as the sum
of all patients experiencing a complete response, partial response, or stable
disease, divided by the total number of evaluable patients.
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Results
Patient characteristics
A total of 80 patients with documented progressive disease were recruited
between July 2005 and July 2008. The patient characteristics are summarized
in table 1. All patients were evaluable for toxicity assessments. Eleven
additional patients treated at the MTD dose-level were included in the foodeffect study, and 6 additional patients were treated at the 12 mg dose-level.
At the time of the database lock (October 2008), 14 patients (17.5%) were
still on treatment.
Table 1: Patient characteristics
Characteristic
Total No. of patients
Sex (male:female)
Age (median, range)
Performance status (Karnofsky)
100
90
80
70
Tumor type
Sarcoma
Melanoma
Colorectal
Renal
Oesophagus/Gastric
Lung
Pancreas
Ovarian ca.
Other

n

%

80
42-38
54 (25-84)
6
32
11
31

8
40
14
39

15
14
13
8
8
6
4
3
9

19
18
16
10
10
8
5
4
11

MTD and DLT
No DLTs were observed up to 6.4 mg. One patient treated at the 6.4 mg doselevel experienced a DLT (grade 3 febrile neutropenia), but this treatment did
not influence the dose escalation plan, since it did not occur during the first
treatment cycle. At the next dose-level (12.5 mg), initially, two out of six
patients experienced a DLT. The first patient had grade 4 thrombocytopenia,
and the second had a grade 3 proteinuria. The severity of the proteinuria in
this patient was questioned, since her urine samples were collected wrongly,
falsely elevating her urinary protein level. When the sample was collected
correctly, she only had grade 2 proteinuria. Her E7080 had been interrupted
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by this time, and was then slow to return to baseline. Moreover, she already
had grade 1 proteinuria when she was screened for participation in the study.
It was decided, as the majority of patients treated at the 12.5 mg dose-level
were ongoing without side-effects, and as this episode of proteinuria was not
clearly a DLT,

to include another three patients at this dose-level. None of

these extra patients experienced a DLT, and it was decided to increase the
dose to 16 mg. At the 16 mg dose-level, one out of three patients experienced
a DLT (grade 3 hypertension), and the cohort was expanded with three extra
patients. None of these extra patients experienced a DLT, and the dose was
again increased, to 20 mg. No DLTs were observed in the three patients
treated at this dose-level, and also not in the three patients treated at the
next dose-level of 25 mg. At 32 mg, two out of six patients experienced a DLT
(both grade 3 proteinuria), and this dose-level was concluded to be
intolerable. The MTD was set at the next-lower dose-level of 25 mg.
Adverse events
A total of 74 patients (92.5%) experienced drug-related adverse event, the
most frequent were hypertension (36.5%), and gastrointestinal disorders
including

nausea,

stomatitis

and

diarrhea

(35,

31.3%,

and

31.3%,

respectively). The most frequently observed toxicities are summarized in table
2. Most toxicities were mild in origin (grade 1-2). The observed grade 3 and 4
toxicities (26.3 and 7.5% overall, respectively) consisted mainly of proteinuria,
hypertension, and gastrointestinal complaints. There was a trend towards an
increase in hypertension and proteinuria with increasing doses of E7080, as
can be seen in table 3. Proteinuria was a DLT in three patients. The first
patient, treated at 12.5 mg, experienced grade 3 proteinuria, which was
considered a DLT. However, as stated in the above, the severity of this event
was questioned. After stopping treatment, her proteinuria took more than two
weeks to return grade 1, and hence she was taken off study. The second and
third patient with proteinuria as DLT were both treated at 32 mg. Both patients
experienced a grade 3 proteinuria, and treatment was interrupted. They
continued with dose reductions and then both had further episodes of
proteinuria, each time recovering within a week of stopping E7080. Ultimately,
they ended up on maintenance doses of 8 and 10 mg/day respectively, but
interestingly, on these lower maintenance doses they both went on to have
PRs and remained on treatment for many months. Hypertension was a DLT in
a patient treated at 16 mg. This patient ceased drug intake until normalization
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Table 2: Treatment-related adverse events with an overall incidence ≥ 10%

Adverse Event
Hypertension

total
(n=80)
n
%
29
36.3

0.2-6.4 mg
(n=21)
n
%
2
9.5

12-20 mg
(n=28)
n
%
10
35.7

25 mg
(n=24)
n
%
13
54.2

32 mg
(n=7)
n
%
4
57.1

Nausea

28

35.0

8

38.1

4

14.3

13

54.2

3

42.9

Diarrhea

25

31.3

4

19.0

5

17.9

12

50.0

4

57.1

Stomatitis

25

31.3

1

4.8

6

21.4

14

58.3

4

57.1

Lethargy

19

23.8

3

14.3

5

17.9

9

37.5

2

28.6

Vomiting

19

23.8

7

33.3

3

10.7

8

33.3

1

14.3

Hoarseness

18

22.5

4

14.3

11

45.8

3

42.9

Proteinuria

18

22.5

3

14.3

6

21.7

7

29.2

2

28.6

Dry Skin

14

17.5

1

4.8

3

10.7

10

41.7

Fatigue

14

17.5

2

9.5

7

25.0

4

16.7

1

14.3

Anorexia

13

16.3

2

9.5

4

14.3

5

20.8

2

28.6

Constipation

12

15.0

2

9.5

1

3.6

8

33.3

1

14.3

Arthralgia

10

12.5

2

9.5

2

7.1

4

16.7

2

28.6

Headache

9

11.3

1

3.6

6

25.0

2

28.6

Abdominal Pain

8

10.0

1

3.6

7

29.2

of his blood pressure, and continued with a dose reduction of 25 %. Also, antihypertensive medication was prescribed to control his blood-pressure during
further treatment with E7080. The observed gastrointestinal toxicities were
generally mild (57.5% grade 1-2, 7.6% grade 3-4), and consisted mainly of
grade 1-2 nausea, diarrhea, stomatitis and vomiting. There was a dosedependent increase in the occurrence of gastrointestinal toxicities. This
accounted especially for stomatitis, although the severity was limited to grade
1-2. Hematological toxicities were very infrequently observed, with an overall
incidence of 8.8% in the total population. However, two patients experienced
grade 3-4 hematological toxicities that were considered DLTs. The first patient,
treated at 6.4 mg, experienced a grade 3 febrile neutropenia. After cessation
of E7080, his neutrophil count recovered to normal, but his platelet count
dropped from CTC grade 2 to CTC grade 4, and he died shortly after this of
overwhelming sepsis. The second patient, treated at 12.5 mg, experienced
grade 4 thrombocytopenia. The thrombocytes levels in this patient returned to
normal

within a week after cessation of E7080 therapy. Both patients with

hematological toxicities were heavily pretreated with multiple lines of
chemotherapy, and their bone marrow reserve could have been seriously
compromised at the time of study entry.
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Table 3: Treatment-related hypertension, proteinuria, and stomatitis by CTC grade
Adverse Event

Hypertension
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

total
(n=80)
n
%
29
36.3
6
7.5
15
18.8
8
10.0

0.2-6.4 mg
(n=21)
n
%
2
9.5
1
4.8
1

4.8

12-20 mg
(n=28)
n
%
10
35.7
2
7.1
6
21.4
2
7.1

25 mg
(n=24)
n
%
13
54.2
1
4.2
9
37.5
3
12.5

32 mg
(n=7)
n
%
4
57.1
2
28.6
2

28.6

Proteinuria
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

18

22.5

3

14.3

6

21.4

7

29.2

2

28.6

12
6

15.0
7.5

3

14.3

4
2

14.3
7.1

5
2

20.8
8.3

2

28.6

Stomatitis
Grade 1
Grade 2

25
20
5

31.3
25.0
6.3

1
1

4.8
4.8

6
5
1

21.4
17.9
3.6

14
12
2

58.3
50.0
8.3

4
2
2

57.1
28.6
28.6

Pharmacokinetics
A total of 79 patients provided blood samples for pharmacokinetic analyses
after a single dose of E7080 (table 4). After drug administration, E7080 was
absorbed rapidly with maximum concentrations reached after 2 to 3 hours.
Both the exposure to E7080 and the observed Cmax concentrations increased
linearly with increasing dose (figure 1), and the median half-life of E7080
varied between 5.4 and 8.3 hours at the higher dose-levels (6.4 mg or
higher). The terminal elimination phase could not be estimated properly for
several patients treated at the lower dose-levels (up to 3.2 mg), due to
insufficient data points in the terminal phase. Consequently, no AUCinf, halflife, clearance and volume of distribution could be reported for these patients.
At the higher doses, the median clearance of E7080 ranged between 4.3 and
10.4 l/hr, while the drug had a moderate median volume of distribution
ranging between 50.5 and 92.0 liter. Comparable results were obtained
following multiple doses of E7080 (table 5, n=58). No accumulation was
observed after multiple dosing of E7080 (the Cmax values observed at steady
state equaled those observed after a single dose). Analyses of urine samples
collected up to 24 hours after the first dose revealed that less than 1% of
E7080 was recovered unchanged in urine. The same was observed after
multiple doses of E7080 (day 1, cycle 2). Eleven patients were included in the
food-effect study. No effects of food on exposure or maximum achieved
plasma concentrations were observed (AUC ratio fed:fasted of 1.01 with a
90% confidence interval of 0.84-1.22; Cmax ratio fed:fasted of 0.98 with a
90% confidence interval of 1.72-1.34). However, there was a significant effect
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on the Tmax, shifting from 2h post dose in the fasted group to 5h post dose in
the fed group (median values; p = 0.0025).

Figure 1: Dose versus Cmax concentrations of E7080 in plasma (upper), and dose
versus exposure (AUC0-24) to E7080 (lower).
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Anti-tumor activity
A total of 63 patients was evaluable for at least 1 response assessment in the
course of treatment. In total, 6 patients achieved a confirmed partial response,
lasting from 4 to 20 cycles of treatment. The partial responses were observed
in patients with renal cell carcinoma (3 patients), melanoma (2 patients), and
soft tissue sarcoma (1 patient). In addition, two patients, one with
nasopharynx carcinoma and one with ovarian carcinoma, also developed a
>30% reduction in tumor volume. However, this could not be confirmed in a
subsequent evaluation. The partial responses observed in the patients with
renal cell carcinoma lasted 4, 4, and 18 cycles respectively, and the latter two
were still in partial remission at the time of the database lock. Forty patients
(50%) had stable disease as best response, and several patients remained on
study for a long period of time. This includes a patient at 12.5 mg with
epitheloid haemangioendothelioma who remained on study for 33 cycles, and
was still ongoing at the time of the database lock. The observed responses in
patients with melanoma and renal cell carcinoma are shown in figure 2. CT
images of responding patients are shown in figure 3.

Table 6: Treatment duration and response according to RECIST
Dose level
(mg/day)

No of
patients

Duration in weeks
(median, range)

Best Response
PR

SD

PD

NE
8 (38%)

0.2-6.4

21

7 (0-87)

0 (0%)

7 (33%)

6 (29%)

12-20

28

15 (0-131)

2 (7%)

15 (54%)

7 (25%)

4 (14%)

25

24

22 (1-57)

2 (8%)

16 (67%)

2 (8%)

4 (17%)

7

38 (0-67)

2 (29%)

4 (57%)

0 (0%)

1 (14%)

80

14 (0-131)

6 (8%)

42 (53%)

15 (19%)

17 (21%)

32
Total

Discussion
This report describes the results of a first-in-man study with E7080, a novel
multi-kinase inhibitor. The MTD was set at 25 mg daily administration of
E7080, and encouraging anti-tumor activity was observed in patients with
renal cell carcinoma and melanoma.
Among the most profound adverse events in this study were hypertension and
proteinuria, which are common side-effects for agents targeting angiogenesis
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Figure 2: Waterfall plots representing changes in tumor size in patients with melanoma and
renal cell carcinoma.

(13). The incidence of hypertension (36.3 % overall) was, although higher, in
line with other studies where drugs targeting the VEGF-signaling pathway were
evaluated (14). The incidence of proteinuria in this study was much higher
compared with studies done with sorafenib and sunitinib, agents that target
similar pathways (15,16). The incidence was 22.5 % overall, which is
comparable with the incidence in clinical trials of bevacizumab (17). Extensive
research has been done to explain the mechanistic background of hypertension
and proteinuria after treatment with angiogenesis inhibitors, and the effects
can be largely attributed to the blockade of VEGFR-2 signaling. It has been
shown that VEGFR-2 signaling stimulates the production of mediators of
vasodilatation, including nitric oxide (NO) and prostacyclin (PGI2). A reduced
level of these molecules results in an increase in vascular resistance, and
thereby an increase in blood pressure (14,18). Proteinuria may be the
consequence of treatment-induced hypertension, since it is known that there is
a strong correlation between blood pressure and the development of
proteinuria (19). But it is also known that VEGF has a direct cytoprotective
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Figure 3: CT Scans of patients treated with E7080. Upper figures: CT evaluations of a patient
with metastatic melanoma before (left) and after (right) 8 cycles (32 weeks) of treatment with
E7080. This patient had an overall reduction in total tumor burden of 73%. Lower figures: CT
evaluations of a patient with a nasopharynx carcinoma, before (left) and after (right) 6 cycles
(24 weeks) of treatment with E7080. This patient had an overall reduction in total tumor burden
of 41 %.

effect on endothelial cells, thereby maintaining the integrity of the glomerular
filtration barrier. In this way, blocking VEGF signaling can also cause
proteinuria independent of hypertension (14).
In this study, the treatment of patients who presented with hypertension and
proteinuria was interrupted until recovery, and antihypertensive drugs were
prescribed to minimize these toxicities from the moment of their first
occurrence (diastolic blood pressure ≥100 mg Hg). The prescribed drugs
included calcium-antagonists, Beta-blockers, ACE-inhibitors, and diuretics.
Generally, the hypertension and proteinuria were well controlled by these
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medications, and the patients could continue treatment at the same doselevel, although some patients required a dose-reduction before continuing
treatment.
Gastrointestinal toxicities, including nausea, diarrhea, vomiting and stomatitis
were also frequently observed in this study, although the severity was mostly
limited to grade 1-2 toxicities. Stomatitis was frequently observed at the
higher dose-levels, and in many cases lead to dose reductions and dose
delays. Stomatitis is a toxicity that is commonly observed after treatment with
angiogenesis inhibitors. Unfortunately, there is no adequate treatment for this
problem. The patients in this study who reported stomatitis complained of pain
in the mouth, especially when eating food. Moreover, taste alterations, and
irritation and redness of the oral mucosa during and shortly after tooth
brushing, were reported. The phenotype of this irritation closely resembles an
allergic reaction, and to confirm this, a biopsy was taken from the tongue of a
patient reporting these problems, shortly after she brushed her teeth.
However, no abnormalities in the epithelial lining the tongue tissue, and no
infiltration of eosinophil granulocytes in the underlining stroma, were found.
The underlying mechanism of mucositis following treatment with angiogenesis
inhibitors remains unclear (20).
Another side-effect that was observed in this trial, also more frequently at the
higher doses, was hoarseness. This side-effect, albeit inconvenient for the
patients, did not lead to dose reductions or dose delays. As with the stomatitis,
hoarseness
inhibitors,

is
but

commonly
the

observed

etiology

is

after

treatment

unknown

(20).

with
The

angiogenesis
incidence

of

myelosuppression was very low (8 % overall), although two patients
experienced hematological toxicities that were considered

DLTs (grade 3

febrile neutropenia and grade 4 thrombocytopenia, respectively). It must be
noted that these patients were very heavily pretreated, which possibly affected
their bone marrow reserve prior to entry in this trial. The occurrence of
thrombocytopenia is also observed after treatment with sunitinib (15), but not
after treatment with sorafenib (16).
Pharmacokinetic analyses of E7080 revealed dose linearity, and an elimination
half-life that was much shorter than those observed for the comparable agents
sorafenib and sunitinib (15,21). Consequently, no drug accumulation was
observed after 4 weeks of once-daily E7080 administration. These data
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suggest that bi-daily dosing of E7080 might be a feasible strategy, and more
research to investigate this is warranted.
Regarding the observed anti-tumor activity, 60 % of all patients derived
clinical benefit (PR + SD) following treatment with E7080. This is a high
percentage, especially for an unselected phase I population. The observed
response-rates depended on the administered dose of E7080, with an increase
in observed partial responses, and a decrease in progressive disease as best
response, at the higher dose-levels. Special attention must be given to the
observed responses in patients with melanoma (2 partial responses) and renal
cell carcinoma (3 partial responses). As can be seen in the waterfall plots,
none of the patients with these malignancies had an increase in tumor volume
as best response during treatment with E7080, indicating the activity of the
drug in these patients. The preliminary activity of E7080 in patients with renal
cell cancer could be expected, since sorafenib and sunitinib, agents with
comparable drug targets, are both registered for this indication (22,23). The
preliminary activity of E7080 in patients with melanoma was less expected. As
a single agent, sorafenib failed to demonstrate activity in patients with
melanoma. This was disappointing, since a large proportion of melanomas
carry a BRAF mutation, and sorafenib is known to inhibit both wild-type and
mutated (V600E) BRAF (24). E7080 does not target BRAF, and therefore
activity against melanoma was not expected, at least not at the level observed
in this study.
The observed dose-dependent increase in hypertension, proteinuria and
stomatitis following treatment with E7080 represent a significant problem
when considering an advised phase II dose for E7080. There was a high
number of dose-reductions and dose-delays at the MTD of 25 mg (91.7% and
83.3% during all cycles, respectively), suggesting that a lower dose is
favorable for further development. However, there also appeared to be a
relationship between the dose-levels and the likelihood of developing tumor
response, and not all patients treated at 25 mg needed a dose reduction in the
course of treatment. A recent study, presented at ASCO 2009, showed that
patients with higher diastolic blood pressure levels (≥ 90 mm Hg) during
treatment with axitinib responded better than patients with maximal blood
pressure levels below 90 mm Hg (25). Evaluating E7080 in phase II studies at
a lower dose will most probably lead to lower response rates. Moreover, the
lower dose-levels in this study were not associated with reduced numbers of
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dose-reductions or dose-delays (76.2% of the patients treated at doses
between 0.2 and 6.4 mg had a dose-reduction, and an equal percentage a
dose-delay). We therefore suggest a phase II starting dose of 25 mg/day.
Patients who develop hypertension or proteinuria in the course of treatment
should be adequately treated with antihypertensive drugs, just as we did in
this study, and continue on the same dose if possible. In the case of stomatitis
or other toxicities that can not be adequately treated, dose-reductions will be
inevitable.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that E7080 can be safely administered
to patients with advances solid tumors up to doses of 25 mg/day. The most
prominent

toxicities

were

dose-limiting

proteinuria,

hypertension,

and

gastrointestinal complaints. Compelling anti-tumor activity was observed in
patients with melanoma and renal cell carcinoma. The results obtained in this
study form an excellent basis for future phase II and probably phase III trials
with this compound.
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Serum β-HCG and CA-125 as tumor-markers in a patient
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Abstract
Introduction: Elevated β-HCG serum levels are usually an indication of
pregnancy, or pregnancy related disorders, but can also be elevated in testis
and

germ

cell

tumors.

HCG

expression

by

osteosarcoma

is

a

rare

phenomenon, with a few documented cases. CA-125 is commonly used to
monitor disease progress and treatment response in ovarian cancer. CA-125
expression

in

patients

with

osteosarcoma

has

not

previously

been

documented.
Case report: Elevated β-HCG and CA-125 serum levels were observed in a
female patient of 57 years of age with metastatic osteosarcoma during
screening investigations prior to participation in a phase I clinical trial.
Pregnancy was excluded. Immunohistochemical studies revealed the tumor to
be the source of the elevated β-HCG serum levels. We found no CA-125
expression in tumor tissue. The patient was treated with E7080, a novel oral
multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor. We measured serum β-HCG and CA125 to monitor treatment response. She had a significant clinical and
radiological response after 2 cycles of treatment, but developed progressive
disease after the third cycle. The β-HCG serum levels seemed to better reflect
her disease status than the other tumor marker CA-125.
Conclusion:

When

elevated,

β-HCG

serum

levels

in

patients

with

osteosarcoma might be used to monitor treatment. Treatment of advanced
osteosarcoma with tyrosine kinase inhibitors, including E7080, warrants
further investigation.
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Introduction
Human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) and Cancer Antigen (CA)-125 are widely
used as tumor markers in the management of malignant disease. HCG is a
glycoprotein hormone that is synthesized by syncytiotrophoblasts in the
placenta of pregnant women, starting 6 days after conception (1). It comprises
a non-specific α subunit, which is shared with other pituitary hormones, and a
specific β subunit. Elevated β-HCG serum levels are valuable in the diagnosis
of pregnancy and pregnancy related disorders (2), but have also been
observed in non-gestational disorders, including various forms of cancer (3).
CA-125 is a high molecular weight membrane glycoprotein of unknown
function. CA-125 serum levels are elevated in approximately 80% of patients
with advanced stage epithelial ovarian cancer and are routinely used to
monitor disease activity and treatment response in patients with ovarian
cancer (4). Elevated CA-125 serum levels have also been observed in other
malignancies, including mesothelioma (5), leukemia (6), non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma (7) and breast cancer (8). Rarely, serum CA-125 can also be
elevated in non-malignant disorders (9,10).
Osteosarcoma is the most common primary malignant tumor of bone with the
most frequent presentation during the second and third decades of life.
Osteosarcomas are highly aggressive tumors with high metastatic potential
and are characterized by metastases primarily located in the lungs. The
prognosis

of

osteosarcoma

has

improved

significantly

following

the

introduction of chemotherapy in the 1970s. The current standard of care for
patients

without

chemotherapy

with

metastasis
cisplatin,

includes

radical

doxorubicin

and

surgery
high-dose

and

adjuvant

methotrexate,

resulting in about 70% long-term disease-free survival (11). However, the
prognosis for patients with metastatic osteosarcoma remains poor, with a 5year survival rate of only 20% (12). There is no universally-accepted, standard
of care, therapy regimen for patients with disease which is resistant to
standard chemotherapy regimens (13).
Secretion of β-HCG by osteosarcomas is very uncommon, with only a few
documented cases in the published literature (14). In contrast, we are not
aware of any documented cases of secrection of CA-125 by osteosarcomas. In
this report, we present the case of a patient with metastatic osteosarcoma
who was found to have elevated serum levels of β-HCG and CA-125 during
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screening investigations prior to participation in a phase I clinical trial,, and
speculate on their potential use as markers of disease progression and
treatment response in patients with osteosarcoma. .

Case report
A 57 year old woman initially presented in May 2006 with an osteosarcoma of
the left femur with bilateral multiple pulmonary metastases. Following neoadjuvant chemotherapy with doxorubicin and cisplatin (2 cycles) the primary
tumour was resected in October 2006. She developed pulmonary metastases
in December 2006, treated initially with palliative ifosfamide and etoposide (2
cycles)

and

subsequently

with

an

experimental

regimen

comprising

cyclophosphamide and imatinib (2 cycles). In July 2007, she

underwent

screening investigations prior to participation in a phase I clinical trial of the
multi-targeted oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor, E7080. This study had been
approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Netherlands Cancer
Institute, and the patient gave written informed consent. Elevated serum βHCG and serum CA-125 levels of 1340 IU/l and 461 kU/l, respectively, were
observed during these investigations (figure 1). Serum β-HCG analysis had
been performed to exclude pregnancy prior to participation in a clinical trial of
an experimental anti-cancer agent. Serum CA-125 had been measured as part
of a panel of tumor markers when the patient first attended our unit.
Additional diagnostic tests were performed to exclude pregnancy and to
determine

the

source

of

the

β-HCG

and

CA-125

secretion.

Immunohistochemical studies revealed the tumor to be the source of the
elevated β-HCG. However, immunohistochemical studies could not explain the
high CA-125 serum levels (figure 2).
She commenced treatment with E7080, a novel tyrosine kinase inhibitor,
which targets VEGFR-2, PDGFR-β, FGFR-1 and C-KIT. E7080 was administered
orally in a continuous once-daily schedule at a dose of 32 mg, with each cycle
of treatment consisting of 28 days of treatment. After the first cycle of
treatment the serum β-HCG level had decreased from 1340 to 982.7 IU/l, and
the serum CA-125 had decreased from 461 kU/l at baseline to 45 kU/l. Repeat
disease

assessment

by

CT

scanning

following

2

cycles

of

treatment

demonstrated a decrease of about 20 percent in the sum of the longest
diameters of the target lesions (figure 3), with an associated significant clinical
improvement. However, at the start of the third cycle the serum β-HCG level
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Figure 1: β-HCG and CA-125 serum concentrations during the course of experimental
treatment with the multitargeted oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor E7080.

had increased to 1623 IU/l, while the CA-125 level continued to decrease to 28
kU/l. Study treatment was discontinued after 3 cycles due to clinical disease
progression, which was confirmed by radiological (CT) disease assessment,
with a further rise in the serum β-HCG to 2229 IU/l, although the CA-125
remained low (28 kU/l).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first report of increased serum β-HCG and serum
CA-125 levels in a patient with metastatic osteosarcoma. After initial
commencement of treatment, both serum markers correlated with radiological
regression of the tumor and with clinical benefit.. Subsequently, rising serum
β-HCG levels also correlated with disease progression, although no such
correlation was observed with serum CA-125 levels. Currently there are, no
tumor markers of proven efficacy in the management of patients with
osteosarcoma. Elevated serum β-HCG levels have been described in a number
of patients with various malignancies, including osteosarcoma, and it has been
shown in some of these cases that β-HCG serum levels can be used to monitor
therapy (15). In the case we report here, we suggest that serum β-HCG, but
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not CA-125, may be used to monitor disease progress and treatment response
in patients with osteosarcoma who have elevated pre-treatment serum levels.
Figure 2: Immunohistochemical studies. The upper figures show osteosarcoma tumor sections
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The sections shown in the middle were stained for βHCG. The brown spots clearly indicate β-HCG expression of the tumor tissue. The lower figures
were stained for CA-125 expression. No CA-125 expression was observed in these sections. Left
figures: Amplification 20X, right figures: Amplification 40X.
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In our case, tumor expression of β-HCG, but not CA-125, was demonstrated
by immunohistochemistry. However, these analyses were performed on the
diagnostic tissue specimen which was collected in August 2006, almost one
year before undergoing investigations prior to entering the phase I clinical trial
of E7080. The serum CA-125 levels had increased significantly shortly before
the patient entered the study (from 140 kU/l on the 11th of May 2007 to 461
kU/l at screening on the 5th of July 2007). Therefore, it is possible that tumor
expression of CA-125, as determined by immunohistochemistry, may have
been observed if further tumor biopsies had been taken at this time.
Alternatively, sources other than the osteosarcoma might have caused the
elevated CA-125 serum levels. Previously, it has been described that benign
conditions including benign ascites, peritonitis and pelvis inflammatory disease
can cause elevated CA-125 serum levels (16,17). Falsely elevated CA-125
serum levels have been reported in patients with CA-125 negative ovarian
cancer (18) and, interestingly, in a patient with a CA-125 negative
rhabdomyosarcoma (19). We found no non-malignant disorder in our patient
that might have caused her CA-125 serum levels to be falsely elevated.
Finally, discrepancies between CA-125 tumor staining and serum levels may
be due to sensitivity problems of the immunohistochemical staining method in
formalin-fixed and paraffin embedded tissue, as previously described (20).
Our patient was treated with E7080, an orally active small molecule tyrosine
kinase inhibitor targeting VEGFR-2, PDGFR-β, FGFR-1 and C-KIT (21,22). This
is of interest, since osteosarcomas are known to be hypervascular tumors
(23). It has been shown that tumor VEGF-expression in patients with
osteosarcoma correlates with a higher incidence of developing pulmonary
metastases and worse overall and disease free outcome (24). Another study in
patients with non-metastatic osteosarcoma also found an increased metastatic
potential

and

a

poorer

prognosis

in

patients

in

whom

the

tumors

overexpressed VEGF165, a splice variant of VEGF-A, compared with patients
with VEGF165-negative tumors. However, there was no correlation between
tumor VEGFR expression and survival in this study (25). The relationship
between tumor VEGF expression and patient age was investigated by another
group, since older patients (older than 40 years) with osteosarcoma have a
poorer prognosis compared to younger patients. No relationship was found
between the degree of VEGF expression and patient age (26).
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Figure 3: CT scans of lung metastases before and after 2 cycles of treatment with E7080.
Upper figures: baseline scans. Middle figures: Scans made after 2 cycles (56 days) of treatment.
Lower figures: Scans made after 3 cycles (84 days). The scans show a good initial response to
E7080, with reductions in tumor size of the indicated lesions. The patient progressed after 3
cycles of treatment. The longest diameter of the lesions indicated on the left changed from 46
mm at baseline to 37 mm after 2 cycles, and 47 mm after 3 cycles. The lesions indicated on the
right changed from 85x64 mm at baseline to 66x43 mm after 2 cycles, and 77x49 mm after 3
cycles.
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The importance of the VEGFR pathway for osteosarcoma growth raises the
opportunity for therapeutic intervention with angiogenesis inhibitors. Several
strategies might be employed in the near future, including antibodies targeting
VEGF (bevacizumab), or small molecules targeting VEGFR (sunitinib, sorafenib
or E7080). Our patient had a good initial response to treatment with E7080.
Her physical condition improved, which coincided with radiological regression
after two cycles of treatment. This was encouraging given her poor response
to previous treatment regimens. Previously, she had progressed after two
cycles

of

ifosfamide/etoposide

cyclophosphamide/imatinib,

the

and
latter

also

after

combination

in

two
an

cycles

of

experimental

protocol. The initial response to treatment of our patient was accompanied by
a decline in β-HCG and CA-125 serum levels, possibly due to a direct effect of
E7080 on the tumor cells. However, her β-HCG serum levels started to
increase again after four weeks of therapy. This might be the result of tumor
resistance to E7080 treatment. Interestingly, her CA-125 remained low, which
might be explained by the heterogeneity of the tumor. We speculate that the
tumor cells responsible for β-HCG production became resistant to E7080
treatment, while the CA-125 producing tumor cells remained sensitive. The
mechanism by which the cells became resistant remains to be elucidated. The
rapid surge in β-HCG levels is most likely due to an increased number of βHCG producing tumor cells (tumor growth), but can also result from an
increased β-HCG production per tumor cell. It has been shown that β-HCG is
directly involved in the promotion of angiogenesis by increasing capillary
formation and migration of endothelial cells. This effect might be the result of
an HCG-induced increase in VEGF expression (27). We hypothesize that
blocking the VEGF pathway by E7080 might induce the tumor cells to secrete
more β-HCG, leading to increased VEGF production. However, we cannot
confirm this hypothesis, as circulating VEGF levels were not measured during
the course of therapy.
In conclusion, we present a rare case of a patient with a β-HCG-producing
metastatic osteosarcoma in whom β-HCG serum levels seemed to better
reflect the disease status than serum CA-125. Treatment of advanced
osteosarcoma with angiogenesis inhibitors like E7080 warrants further
investigation.
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Abstract
Purpose: PF00299804 is a potent, orally available, irreversible inhibitor of the
HER1, HER2, and HER4 tyrosine kinase receptors. This first-in-human study
investigated

the

safety

and

tolerability,

pharmacokinetics

(PK),

and

pharmacodynamics (PD) of PF00299804 in patients with advances solid
malignancies.
Patients

and

methods:

PF00299804

was

administered

once

daily

continuously (part A), and intermittently (part B). Dose escalation proceeded
until the occurrence of unmanageable toxicities. Toxicities were monitored,
and blood samples were drawn for pharmacokinetic analyses. Skin biopsies
were taken predose, and after 14 days of treatment, to establish a PK/PD
relationship. Tumor response was measured once every 2 cycles.
Results: A total of 121 patients was included (111 in schedule A and 10 in
schedule B). The MTD was set at 45 mg daily, the DLTs included stomatitis and
skin toxicities. Most adverse events were mild (grade 1-2), and consisted of
skin toxicities, fatique,

and gastrointestinal side-effects, including diarrhea,

nausea, and vomiting. Pharmacokinetic analyses revealed dose-dependent
increase of exposure to PF00299804, and a long terminal half-life of 46 to 72
hours. A dose-dependent increase in target inhibition was observed in skin
biopsy samples. Four patients, all with non-small cell lung cancer,

had a

partial response following treatment with PF00299804.
Conclusions: PF00299804 can be safely administered up to a dose of 45
mg/day. Both continuous and intermittent treatment schedules were well
tolerated, and encouraging signs of anti-tumor activity were observed in
patients with NSCLC. The recommended dose for phase 2 studies is 45 mg
once daily at a continuous schedule.
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Introduction
The HER family of receptor tyrosine kinases comprises four members:
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR, also called HER-1 or erbB1), HER-2
(also called erbB2/neu), HER-3 (erbB3) and HER-4 (erbB4). Upon ligand
binding and subsequent homo- or heterodimerization, the HER receptors
trigger various intracellular signaling pathways involved in cell proliferation
and differentiation (1,2). Abnormal HER signaling contributes to malignant
transformation via increased cell proliferation, evasion of apoptosis, induction
of angiogenesis and metastatic spread. The overexpression of HER-family
members is observed in a wide variety of malignancies, including lung, colon,
breast and bladder cancer. HER-1 and HER-2 have been validated as
therapeutic targets in several human tumors, including colorectal cancer, nonsmall cell lung cancer, head and neck cancer, and breast cancer (3,4,5).
PF00299804 is a potent and highly selective irreversible small molecule
inhibitor of HER-1, HER-2 and HER-4 (6,7). PF00299804 offers potential
advances in targeting HER signaling pathways is 2 ways. First, it achieves
irreversible inhibition via covalent modification of nucleophilic cysteine residues
in the catalytic domains of the HER receptors. Irreversible inhibitors have been
shown to induce a prolonged suppression of tyrosine kinase activity compared
with

reversible

inhibitors,

leading

to

improved

antitumor

activity

(8).

Moreover, irreversible binding induces ubiquitination and degradation of the
targeted receptors, a property not shared by reversible HER inhibitors (9).
Recently, it was shown that resistance through the secondary T790M mutation
is the result of an increased affinity of the EGFR receptor for ATP, thereby
minimizing the competitive advantage of the reversible inhibitors. Irreversible
inhibitors like PF0299804 have the potential to overcome this form of
resistance (10). Another advantage of PF00299804, in addition to its mode of
binding, is its activity against more members of the HER family. There are
strong rationales for the development of pan-HER inhibitors, agents that
inhibit all HER family members. First, this offers the potential for use against a
wider range of tumor types, since many tumors express multiple HER family
members (11). Moreover, patients with cancers overexpressing more than one
family member have a significantly poorer outcome than those with tumors
that overexpress just one family member (12,13). PF00299804 is a potent
inhibitor of HER-1, HER-2 and HER-4, with IC50 values determined of 6.0,
45.7 and 74.0 nM, respectively. The selectivity of PF00299804 for the HER
family is at least 500-fold relative to other kinases involved in signal
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transduction, including JAK3, AKT, IGF-1R, and CDKs (IC50 values 3566,
>40,000, >40,000 and >40,000, respectively) (6). Furthermore, PF00299804
shows promising pharmacokinetic properties across species and has a higher
bioavailability, a longer half-life, and a larger volume of distribution relative to
CI-1033, a first generation irreversible pan-HER inhibitor (7). In this first-inhuman study we investigated the safety and tolerability, pharmacokinetics
(PK), and pharmacodynamics (PD) of PF00299804 in patients with advances
solid malignancies.

Methods
Study design and treatment
This was a multi-center, open-label, dose-escalation, phase I study, that was
conducted in accordance with International Conference on Harmonization Good
Clinical Practice guidelines and applicable local regulatory requirements and
laws. During the dose-escalation period, PF00299804 was administered on an
empty stomach (no food for 2 hours before or after drug administration) as
continuous daily oral doses in 21-day cycles (schedule A). Dose escalation was
based on the occurrence of dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) during cycle 1:
Accelerated dose escalation proceeded in 100% increments until 1 patient
experienced DLT and/or 2 patients experienced the same drug-related adverse
event (AE) during the first treatment cycle. From this point, dose escalation
continued according to a modified Fibonacci scheme (67%, 50%, and 40%
followed by 33% thereafter). If a DLT was observed in one of the three initial
patients treated at a dose level, up to three additional patients were enrolled
into that cohort. Dose escalation continued until at least two of the three to six
patients treated at that dose level experienced a DLT. The next-lower dose
level was considered to be the maximum tolerable dose (MTD). A DLT was
defined as any of the following events as classified according to the Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 3.0 which was
attributed to PF00299804 and occurred during the first 21 days of treatment
(cycle 1): Grade 3 or 4 nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea despite the use of
adequate/maximal medical intervention and/or prophylaxis; any other Grade 3
or greater non-hematological toxicity; delayed recovery from toxicity related
to treatment with PF00299804 which delays schedules re-treatment for >14
days; Grade 4 neutropenia (absolute neutrophil count (ANC) <500 cells/mm3)
for five or more consecutive days or febrile neutropenia (ie, fever >38.5°C
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with ANC <1000 cells/mm3); Grade 4 thrombocytopenia (<25,000 platelets/
mm3) or bleeding requiring a platelet transfusion.
Intra-patient dose escalation was permitted if maximum toxicity during prior
cycles of therapy was ≤ grade 2 and three patients receiving the next higher
dose level had completed 3 weeks of therapy without experiencing DLT.
Following the dose escalation portion of the trial, PF00299804 was evaluated
in MTD expansion cohorts as follows: At a dose of 33% higher than the MTD
on an intermittent dosing schedule (schedule B) comprising oral once daily
dosing for 2 weeks followed by 1 week off therapy repeated in 21-day cycles;
On schedule A MTD to investigate the effects of food on PF00299804 PK; On
schedule A MTD to investigate the effects of stomach pH on PF00299804 PK;
On schedule A combined with a loading dose of MTD BID for 3 days followed
by once daily dosing for the rest of cycle 1, then subsequent cycles at once
daily dosing. Additional patients from potential target populations were
enrolled into schedule A MTD expansion cohorts, including patients with
primary/metastatic tumors with HER-1/EGFR, HER-2 and/or HER-3 gene
amplification and/or, for cases of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), HER1/EGFR and HER-2 mutations, and patients with RAS wildtype NSCLC resistant
or refractory to erlotinib or gefitinib.
Study population
Adults ≥18 years of age with a histologically or cytologically confirmed
malignant solid tumor unresponsive to currently available therapies and for
which there is no currently approved treatment likely to be tolerated or
acceptable were included in this study. Other criteria for inclusion were an
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG PS) of 0 or 1,
adequate organ and hematological function and informed consent. Exclusion
criteria included surgical procedure <4 weeks before starting study treatment;
prior chemotherapy, radiotherapy, biological or investigational agents <4
weeks before starting study treatment (6 weeks for mitomycin C, nitrosoureas
and liposomal doxorubicin), although inhibitors of EGFR could be continued for
up to 2 weeks after initiation of PF00299804 therapy provided that treatmentrelated

toxicity

had

resolved;

prior

high-dose

chemotherapy

requiring

hematopoetic stem cell transplantation within 12 months of study entry,
uncontrolled

or

significant

cardiovascular

disease,

clinically

significant

abnormalities of the cornea and a history of non-medically manageable grade
3 or grade 4 toxicity related to treatment with an inhibitor of HER1/EGFR.
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Patients with a requirement for treatment with H2 antagonists and /or proton
pump inhibitors or drugs highly dependent on CYP2D6 for metabolism were
also excluded from this study
Assessments
The primary endpoints of this study were the MTD, defined as the highest dose
associated with DLTs in less than 33% of patients receiving PF00299804
administered on a continuous daily dosing (CDD) schedule as well as the
safety and tolerability of continuous and intermittent daily dosing as assessed
by monitoring AEs and laboratory abnormalities (according to CTCAE version
3.0). Monitoring of vital signs, ECG and laboratory analyses were performed at
specific time points throughout the study. Left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) was determined at baseline and at the end of treatment. An ophthalmic
slit lamp eye examination was performed at baseline and when indicated
clinically.

Other

endpoints

included

the

clinical

activity

as

well

as

pharmacokinetics and-dynamics of PF00299804. The preliminary anti-tumor
activity was assessed using RECIST criteria. Tumor size assessments were
included at baseline, and every 2 cycles after the initiation of CDD. The
pharmacokinetics (PK) of a single dose of PF00299804 was assessed for each
dose escalation cohort by administration of a single lead-in dose on an empty
stomach at least 4 days prior to the initiation of CCD (dose levels up to 16
mg), or at least 10 days prior to the initiation of CCD (30, 45, and 60 mg dose
levels) . Blood samples were collected pre-dose and at intervals up to 3 days
(dose levels up to 16 mg) or up to 9 days (30, 45, and 60 mg) post-dose.
Steady-state kinetics were assessed on day 14 of the first treatment cycle.
Blood samples were collected prior to dosing and at intervals up to 24 hours
post-dose. Additional pre-dose samples were collected during cycle 2. The
effect of food and pH on PF00299804 PK was assessed prior to the initiation of
CCD in patients enrolled into schedule A MTD expansion cohorts. Patients
received PF00299804 orally on an empty stomach 20 days prior to the
initiation of CCD and a second dose 10 days later following either a standard
typical breakfast or immediately after administration of Maalox Maximum
strength. Blood samples for PK analyses were collected immediately prior to
dosing and at intervals up to 9 days. Patients then began schedule A CCD of
PF00299804 on an empty stomach at the MTD (day1). The PK effects of a
45mg BID loading dose administered during the first 3 days of cycle 1 were
assessed in patients enrolled into the schedule A MTD expansion cohort. Serial
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blood samples were collected pre- and up to 24 hours post-dose on the
initiation of QD dosing (day 4, cycle 1) and at steady state (day 1, cycle 2).
Additional pre-dose samples were collected at intervals up to the beginning of
cycle 3. Potential biomarkers of HER activity were analyzed in skin biopsies
taken at baseline and at steady state (day 14, cycle 1). Descriptive statistics
were used for the analysis of PK, safety and tumor response data.

Results
Patient characteristics and drug exposure
A total of 121 patients were enrolled into the study and treated with
PF00299804 (111 in schedule A, 10 in schedule B). Patients’ baseline
characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Most patients had been heavily
pretreated before entry in the study. The most common tumor types were
NSCLC (43%), colorectal cancer (22%), and breast

cancer (6%). Patients

received a total of 425 treatment cycles of PF00299804 with a median of 2
cycles per patient (range, 1–30). Table 2 provides a dosing summary for these
patients.
MTD and DLTs
The patients treated in this study received doses of PF00299804 ranging from
0.5 to 60 mg QD. Initially, no DLTs were observed up to 60 mg. At this doselevel, 4 patients experienced a DLT (grade 3 stomatitis (n=2), grade 3 palmarplantar erythema, and grade 3 dehydration, respectively). Consequently, this
dose-level was considered intolerable. At the next-lower dose-level of 30 mg,
1 out of 13 patients experienced a DLT (grade 3 oral mucositis), and the dose
was escalated up to 45 mg. At this dose-level, only 1 out of 6 patients
experienced a DLT (grade 3 rash), and The MTD was set at 45 mg. Only 1
additional DLT (grade 3 Acne) was observed in the MTD expansion cohorts,
making the total number of DLTs at 45 mg 2 out of 53 treated patients. A
summary of the observed DLTs per dose-level is given in table 2.
Safety and tolerability
The safety population comprised all patients who received at least one dose of
PF00299804, and included 121 patients in total. All but one patients (120)
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Table 1: Patient characteristics.
Patient characteristics
Mean age (SD), years
Male/female n (%)

Schedule A (n=111)

Schedule B (n=10)

56.9 (11.3)

57.6 (13.4)

52/59 (47/53)

1/9 (10/90)

99 (89%)

9 (90%)

Race, n, (%):
White
Black

2 (2%)

0 (0%)

Asian

8 (7%)

1 (1%)

Other

2 (2%)

0 (0%)

NSCLC

48 (43%)

7 (70%)

Colorectal

Primary tumor
24 (22%)

0 (0%)

Breast

7 (7%)

1 (10%)(1)

Ovarian

5 (5%)

0 (0%)

Biliary

4 (4%)

1 (10%)

Other

23 (21%)

1 (10%)

Prior treatment
Chemotherapy, n (%)

95 (86%)

8 (80)

1 regimen

20 (18%)

1 (10%)
1 (10%)

2 regimens

21 (19%)

≥ 3 regimens

54 (49%)

6 (60%)

Surgery, n (%)

99 (89%)

10 (100%)

Radiotherapy, n (%)

59 (53%)

4 (40%)

experienced a total of 1395 AEs. Of these, 716 AEs, experienced by 110
patients, were considered to be related to the study drug (Schedule A: 101
patients, 629 AEs; Schedule B: 9 patients, 87 AEs). The most frequently
occurring non-hematologic treatment-related AEs (all cycles) are summarized
in Table 3. Most treatment-related adverse events were mild (grade 1-2), and
no treatment related adverse events of severity higher than grade 3 were
reported.

On Schedule A, over all treatment cycles, the most frequently

observed grade 1-3 AEs attributed to study drug included diarrhoea (66%),
rash (45%), fatigue (34%) and nausea (32%),

comparable with the most

frequently observed toxicities on schedule B. Fourteen patients discontinued
due to AEs (5 of these discontinuations were considered to be treatmentrelated), and. Thirty-one patients had dose interruptions as a result of
treatment-related AEs (29 in schedule A and 2 in schedule B), and 8 patients
continued with a reduced dose due to adverse events (7 in schedule A, 1 in
schedule B). The observed non-hematologic laboratory abnormalities were
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Table 2: Dose-limiting toxicities during treatment cycle 1 and median number of treatment
cycles started
Dose

Evaluable

(mg/day)

patients

DLTs (n)

Events

Total

Cycles

(n/N)

no of cycles

started per

started per

patient:

cohort:

median

(n)

(range)
0.5

3

None

0/3

8

2 (2-5)

1

3

None

0/3

5

2 (1-4)

2

3

None

0/3

6

2 (1-4)

4

5

None

0/3

40

4 (2-30)

8

3

None

0/3

10

4 (1-6)

16

4

None

0/4

14

2 (1-10)
2 (1-9)

30

13

Stomatitis

1/13

29

45

53

Rash, acne

2/53

212

2 (1-27)

45 (loading dose)

18

None

51

3 (1-6)

60

6

10

1.5 (1-4)

Stomatitis

4/6

(n=2), palmarplantar erythema
, dehydration

mainly of grade 1 or grade 2 severity. Grade 3 non-hematologic laboratory
abnormalities reported across the patient cohorts were reversible and
comprised

changes

phosphatase

in

(n=8),

gamma

glutamyl

hypophosphatemia

transferase
(n=7),

(n=19),

alkaline

hyponatremia

(n=6),

hypermagnesemia (n=3), total bilirubin (n=3), hypoalbuminemia (n=3),
aspartate

aminotransferase

hyperkalemia

(n=1),

hyperglycemia

(n=1).

(n=2),

alanine

hypokalemia

(n=1),

Reported

grade

4

amino

transferase

hypocalcemia

(n=2),

(n=1),

non-hematologic

and

laboratory

abnormalities included hypercalcemia (n=3), hyponetremia (n=1), elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase (n=1) and elevated total bilirubin (n=1) were
reported. Hematologic laboratory abnormalities were mainly of grade 1 or
grade

2.

A

total

of

10

patients

experienced

grade

3

hematological

abnormalities, which included 9 patients with lymphocytopenia, and 1 patient
with grade 3 hemoglobin toxicity. Grade 4 hematological abnormalities were
observed

in

5

patients

treated

in

schedule

A,

and

consisted

of

lymphocytopenia (n=3) and haemoglobin toxicity (n=2). One patient in
schedule B experienced grade 4 thrombocytopenia. Urinanalysis data was
available for 79 patients. All incidences of protein in the urine were of grade 1
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Table 3: Frequency of treatment-related AEs occurring in ≥15% of the study population* (All
treatment cycles).
Adverse Event

CTC Grade*
Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Total**

Diarrhea

42 (38%)

20 (18%)

11 (10%)

73 (66%)

Rash

30 (27%)

16 (15%)

4 (4%)

50 (45%)

Fatigue

20 (18%)

15 (14%)

3 (3%)

38 (34%)

Nausea

28 (25%)

6 (5%)

1 (1%)

35 (32%)

Schedule A

Dry skin

29 (26%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

30 (27%)

Stomatitis

17 (15%)

9 (8%)

4 (4%)

30 (27%)

Anorexia

11 (10%)

9 (8%)

2 (2%)

22 (20%)

Dermatitis Acneiform

12 (11%)

3 (3%)

6 (5%)

21 (19%)

Vomiting

13 (12%)

3 (3%)

1 (9%)

17 (15%)

Diarrhea

2 (20%)

5 (50)

2 (20%)

9 (90%)

Rash

4 (40%)

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

6 (60%)

Fatigue

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

1 (10%)

4 (40%)

Schedule B

Nausea

1 (10%)

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

4 (40%)

Vomiting

3 (30%)

1 (10%)

0 (0%)

4 (40%)

Anorexia

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

Dermatitis acneiform

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

Dry eye

1 (10%)

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

Dry skin

1 (10%)

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

Skin fissures

2 (20%)

1 (10%)

0 (0%)

3 (30%)

Stomatitis

1 (10%)

1 (10%)

1 (10%)

3 (30%)

Alopecia

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (20%)

Eye pain

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (20%)

Pruritus

2 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (20%)

Skin exfoliation

1 (10%)

0 (0%)

1 (10%)

2 (20%)

or 2 severity, with all but two grade 2 events occurring at a dose of 45
mg/day, and one grade 2 event occurring in schedule B, at a dose of 60
mg/day. Overall, protein in the urine was reported for 21 patients (27%).
Treatment related eye disorders were infrequent, but included four grade 3
events, all at the 45 mg dose (conjunctivitis (n=2), conjunctival irritation and
eyelid pruritus, respectively). No treatment-related cardiac disorders were
reported.
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Pharmacokinetics
All patients provided blood samples for pharmacokinetic analyses. The
pharmacokinetic parameters after single and multiple dosing are provided in
table 4. No pharmacokinetic parameters could be calculated for the 0.5 and
1.0 mg dose-levels after single dosing, since the concentrations at several
time points were below the limit of quantitation for these dose-levels. After
single dose administration, PF00299804 was orally absorbed with a median
Tmax of 2-4 hours in the dose levels up to 8 mg, and 6-7 hours in the dose
levels of 16 mg and higher. In general, the mean Cmax and AUC of
PF00299804 increased with dose over the dose range evaluated. The half-life
could not be adequately characterized due to a lack of sufficient sampling time
in the 2 to 16 mg cohorts. With the extension of PK collection times, the halflife was 46-72 hours over the dose range of 30-60 mg, with a CV of 30-50%.
Apparent clearance ranged from 19-29 L/hr and apparent volume of
distribution ranged from 1920-2620 L across the 30mg to 60 mg dose level.
After multiple doses, the mean AUC accumulation of PF00299804 (Rac) ranged
from approximately 4- to 6-fold. The linearity ratio (Rss) was close to 1 across
the 30 mg to 60 mg dose range. No dose-dependent or time-dependent
nonlinear PK were observed for PF00299804. In the food effect study (n=5),
the median Cmax was similar between patients with food (21 ng/ml) and
without food (21.5 ng/ml). The median AUCinf was also comparable (1850
ng*hr/ml versus 1940 ng*hr/ml). In the antacid effect study (n=8), also no
effects were observed, with the same median Cmax (22.1 ng/ml) in patients
with and without antacid. Also, the median AUCinf was similar in patients with
(1820 ng*hr/ml) and without (1640 ng*hr/ml) antacid. Finally, 18 patients
entered the loading dose cohort. The median Cmax after the loading dose
(cycle 1, day 4) was comparable with the Cmax on day 1 of cycle 2 (101 ng/ml
and 80 ng/ml, respectively). The exposure (AUCtau) after the loading dose
(1940 ng*hr/ml) was also comparable with that seen on day 1 of cycle 2
(1620 ng*hr/ml).
Pharmacodynamics
A total of 87 patients provided pre- and post-dose skin biopsy samples that
were analysed to establish a PK-PD relationship. The PK-PD relationship was
investigated by evaluating the correlation between PK exposure parameters at
steady state (Cmax, AUCtau and Ctrough on Cycle 1 Day 14, Cycle 2 Day 1 for
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Table 4a: Mean pharmacokinetic parameters (%CV) after a single dose of PF00299804.
Parameters

Dose PF00299804

after single

0.5

1

2

4

8

16

30

45

60

doses of

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

mg

(n=13)

(n=50)

(n=15)

PF00299804
Tmax
(hr)
Cmax
(ng/ml)
AUC0-72
(ng*hr/ml)

(n=1) (n=1) (n=3) (n=4)
2

4

2.1

2.7

9.5

21.6

4

7

6

6

6

(4-6)

(4-8)

(4-24)

(2-24)

(1-8)

3.1

11.8

(44.4) (64.5)
70.2

348

(49.1) (37.7)

17.3

26.2

38.1

(36.5)

(49.6)

(44.3)

572

1000

1560

(40.8)

(36.4)

(48.8)i

AUC0-216

875

1600

2870

(ng*hr/ml)

(52.7)b

(34.0)d

(45.0)g

AUCinf

1220

1800

3740

(54.2)a

(33.8)e

(44.8)h

T1/2

45.7

70.1

71.9

(hr)

(42.9)c

(30.5)

(50.0)f

Cl/F

28.9

28.0

18.5

(54.2)a

(34.4)e

(39.3)h

(ng*hr/ml)

(l/hr)
V/F

2500

2620

1920

(l)

(9.1)a

(33.4)e

(51.6)h

a=2, b=3, c=11, d=44, e=37, f=14, g=9, h=6, i=16

loading dose cohort) and changes of PD biomarker endpoints (pMAPK, pSTAT3,
Ki67 and p27) from baseline to steady state. An example of paired skin biopsy
samples that show a reduction in Ki-67 and pMAPK following treatment with
PF00299804 can be seen in figure 2. Biomarkers Ki67 and pMAPK appeared to
have significant association with PK exposure (P<0.05) (Table 5). Figure 3
shows the relationship between steady-state Ctrough and % change from
baseline of steady-state Ki67 and pMAPK. The percentage of change of Ki67
and pMAPK seemed to increase with their baseline values (Figure 4).
Antitumor activity
A total of 104 patients had at least one response evaluation following
treatment with PF00299804. No complete responses were observed, but 4
patients (4%) with non-small cell lung cancer had a partial response. These
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Table 4b: Mean pharmacokinetic parameters (%CV) after multiple doses of PF00299804.
Parameters

Dose PF00299804

after multiple

0.5 mg

1 mg

2 mg

4 mg

8 mg

16 mg 30 mg 45 mg 60 mg

doses of

(n=2)

(n=1)

(n=2)

(n=5)

(n=3)

(n=3) (n=11) (n=44) (n=10)

PF00299804
Tmax

6

(hr)

(6-6)

Cmax

2.1

(ng/ml)

(1.2-3.1)

Cmin

1.4

(ng/ml)

(0-2.7)

Cavg

0.6

(ng/ml)

(0.6-0.7)

AUCtau
(ng*hr/ml)

15.5
(13.9-17.1)

Rac

Rss

6

2.2

1.6

1.7

41.6

4

4

6

6

(4-4)

(4-6)

(4-8)

(4-6)

10.6

27.9

4.4

5.7

(4.2-4.6)

(7.0)

2.4

3.7

(2.0-2.9)

(23.4)

3.0

4.0

(2.5-3.6)

(35.3)

72.9

95.7

(60.2-85.7) (35.3)
6.3

4.4

6

6

6

(4-24) (0-24) (0-24)
54.0

112

125

(50.5) (25.8) (38.4) (42.6) (39.7)
6.7

19.3

32.8

77.8

77.1

(52.4) (24.5) (49.6) (46.9) (64.5)
7.0

24.3

40.4

93.7

101

(78.6) (27.7) (40.1) (46.6) (45.0)
168

584

970

2250

2430

(78.6) (27.7) (40.1) (46.6) (45.0)
3.5

4.7

4.2

5.8

4.1

(53.4) (34.1) (24.3) (46.9) (47.8)
1.2
(5.7)

1.2

1.0

(35.2) (26.2)

a=1, b=3, c=36, d=5

patients were treated in schedule A, at a dose of 16 mg (n=1) and 45 mg
(n=2), and in schedule B, at a dose of 60 mg (n=1). Forty-two patients had
stable disease as best response, and 50 patient had progressive disease at
their first evaluation. Overall, 9 patients (9%) had a clinical benefit response,
defined as complete response, partial response, or stable disease for at least
24 weeks.

Discussion
In this first-in-human study we show that PF00299804 administration is safe
and well tolerated on both continuous and intermittent schedules. The MTD
was set at 45mg daily, with only 2 DLTs (rash and acne) out of 53 evaluable
patients treated at the MTD. This dose will be further evaluated in phase II
studies. The most common treatment-related grade 3 adverse events were
skin and gastrointestinal disorders for both continuous and intermittent dosing
schedules. The higher incidence of the most common grade 3 AEs on
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Figure 1: PK curves following single (upper) and multiple (lower) dosing of PF00299804.
Median values are shown.

intermittent dosing was not significant and probably due to the relatively low
patient numbers on this schedule.
Skin disorders are typical side-effects of agents targeting HER-driven
pathways, and are observed following administration of both monoclonal
antibodies and small molecule TKIs. Gastrointestinal complaints are more
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Figure 2: Decrease in Ki67 (top) and pMAPK (bottom) in skin biopsies. Left: Skin biopsies
taken at baseline. Right: Skin biopsies taken at day 14 of the first treatment cycle. These
samples were taken from a patient treated at the 45 mg dose-level.

frequently observed with orally administered agents, although trastuzumab is
also known to induce gastrointestinal side-effects (14). The treatment related
AEs and DLTs observed in this study are completely in line with the sideeffects that were observed in other studies with inhibitors targeting multiple
HER members. Lapatinib, for instance, shows a similar toxicity profile, with
diarrhea, rash, nausea and fatigue as most profound side-effects (15). The
safety of CI-1033 and HKI-272, both irreversible pan-HER inhibitors, was
recently investigated in phase I studies. The DLTs for these agents were
diarrhea and rash for CI-1033 (16), and rash for HKI-272 (17). Other toxicities
observed in these studies included nausea, asthenia, vomiting and stomatitis,
toxicities we also observed following administration of PF00299804.
Preclinical studies highlighted epithelial atrophy in the cornea as a potential
safety concern. Although eye disorders were reported infrequently, treatmentrelated grade 3 events of conjunctivitis, conjunctival irritation and eyelid
pruritus were documented. Likewise, preclinical studies suggested renal effects
as a potential safety concern. Creatinine perturbations and urinary protein
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Table 5: Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic relations (PK/PD).
PK Parameters

PD Biomarker

Ki67
pMAPK
pSTAT3
P27

Dose (n=87)
P (rho)

Cmax (n=87)
P (rho)

0.223
(-0.132)
0.0591
(-0.205)
0.414
(-0.089)
0.569
(0.063)

0.063
(–0.202)
0.001
(–0.371) *
0.387
(-0.094)
0.986
(0.002)

AUCtau
(n=84)
P (rho)
0.038
(–0.229) *
0.001
(–0.376) *
0.555
(-0.065)
0.972
(0.004)

Ctrough
(n=85)
P (rho)
0.019
(–0.258) *
0.001
(–0.377) *
0.791
(-0.029)
0.895
(-0.015)

The Spearman correlation test was used. Values represent the correlation coefficient, with the
p values between brackets. *: p<0.05

were of low incidence and predominantly of grade 1 severity (maximum grade
2). Renal effects have been reported in other preclinical toxicology models of
HER-1/EGFR inhibition, but these effects do not appear to translate into renal
effects in human. PF00299804 appears to follow a similar pattern. In view of
the

documented

association

of

trastuzumab

with

cardiotoxicity

(18),

cardiotoxicity generally, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and QTc
intervals in particular were closely monitored in this study.

FEMALE (n=45)
MALE (n=39)
P-value=0.001
rho: -0.377

-20
-40

% change of pMAPK

-60

0

-100

-100

-80

-50

% change of Ki67

0

50

20

FEMALE (n=45)
MALE (n=39)
P-value=0.019
rho: -0.258

0

50

100

150

Ctrough(ng/mL)

200

0

50

100

150

200

Ctrough(ng/mL)

Figure 3 : The relationship between steady-state Ctrough and % change from baseline of
steady-state Ki67 and pMAPK. Ctrough = trough concentration on Cycle 1 Day 14, or Cycle 2
Day 1 for loading dose cohort . % change = 100 × (SS-baseline)/baseline
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N=99

50
0

% change of pMAPK

0

-100

-100

-50

-50

% change of Ki67

50

100

N=99

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

5

10

15

Baseline

20

25

30

35

Baseline

Figure 4: The relationship between baseline values and % change of biomarkers.

However,

no incidences of treatment –related cardiotoxicity were reported,

which is in line with the results of a meta-analysis that showed low levels of
cardiotoxicity for lapatinib (19).
Pharmacokinetic

analyses

revealed

a

linear

increase

in

exposure

to

PF00299804 with increasing doses. PF00299804 demonstrated a long half-life,
and a very large volume of distribution, indicating extensive tissue penetration
of the drug. The half-life of PF-00299804 is much longer than those observed
for HKI-272, CI-1033, or EKB-569 (17,20,21). There was evidence of
accumulation after multiple doses, but we did not observe increases in toxicity
in patients that remained on-study for many cycles. No effect of food or
antacid on PF00299804 pharmacokinetics was demonstrated, although no
definitive conclusions can be drawn due to low numbers of patients in these
expansion cohorts. Importantly, the systemic exposure at doses ≥30 mg/day
exceeded the threshold targets for efficacy predicted from non-clinical studies.
We also found a dose-dependent increase in target inhibition (decreases in
MAPK phosphorylation, and Ki67, a marker for cell division) following
treatment with PF00299804, results that are in line with those obtained with
CI-1033 (20).
Preclinical studies with the irreversible dual EGFR/HER-2 inhibitor HKI-272 and
the irreversible pan-HER inhibitors EKB-569 and CI-1033 have shown
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inhibition of gefitinib resistant cell lines in vitro (22,23). However, recently it
appeared that the efficacy of HKI-272 was disappointing in a phase 2 study in
NSCLC patients pretreated with gefitinib/erlotinib (24). The CI-1033 phase 2
study in NSCLC patients also showed disappointing efficacy, although these
patients were generally not gefitinib/erlotinib refractory or resistant (25). At
present, no phase 2 data have been published for EKB-569. In the here
reported study, four NSCLC patients had a partial response. Interestingly, all
these patients had been pretreated with erlotinib or gefitinib, and two of these
entered this study immediately after progressing on erlotinib or gefitinib. A
total of 9 patients derived clinical benefit of treatment with PF00299804. One
of these patients, a male patient with bronchoalveolar carcinoma, remained on
study for over 2 years. His tumor load clearly reduced after initiation of
treatment, but he never responded according to RECIST.

Furthermore, his

clinical condition improved after start of treatment with PF00299804.
In conclusion, PF00299804 can be safely administered up to a dose of 45
mg/day. Both continuous and intermittent treatment schedules were well
tolerated, with gastrointestinal and skin toxicities as predominant side-effects.
In this study, PF00299804 showed encouraging signs of antitumor activity in
patients with NSCLC. The recommended dose for phase 2 studies is 45 mg
once daily at a continuous schedule. PF00299804 is currently being assessed
in phase 2 studies.
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Abstract
Introduction:
anticancer

Sorafenib,

agents.

pharmacokinetics,

In

gemcitabine,
this

phase

pharmacodynamics,

I

and

carboplatin

trial
and

we

are

studied

anti-tumor

all

active

the

activity

safety,
of

this

combination in patients with advanced solid malignancies.
Methods: Patients received sorafenib continuously, carboplatin on day 1, and
gemcitabine on day 1 and 8 of each treatment cycle (21 days). The starting
dose was set at 200 mg BID sorafenib, carboplatin AUC3, and 750 mg/m2
gemcitabine. Toxicity was monitored, and blood samples were drawn during
the

first

treatment

carboplatin,

cycle

gemcitabine,

for
and

pharmacokinetic
intracellular

analyses

of

sorafenib,

gemcitabine-triphosphate

measurements. Antitumor activity was assessed once every two cycles using
RECIST criteria.
Results: At the time of this report, 10 patients were included. The starting
dose-level appeared non-tolerable, with 3 out of 6 patients experiencing a DLT
(grade 3 fatigue in all cases). Subsequently, three patients were treated with
200 mg sorafenib once daily, carboplatin AUC2, and gemcitabine 500 mg/m2.
No DLTs were observed. The most frequently observed treatment-related nonhematological toxicities included fatigue, alopecia, nausea and rash. Observed
laboratory abnormalities included

grade 3 liver function disturbances (GGT,

ALS, and AST), grade 3 neutropenia, and grade 3-4 thrombocytopenia. Data
obtained

from

pharmacokinetic

and

pharmacodynamic

analyses

were

consistent with data from literature. One partial response was observed in a
patient with melanoma treated at the starting dose-level, prolonged disease
stabilizations were observed in 4 patients (27, 27, 27, and 24 weeks), of
whom three patients were treated at the lower dose-level.
Conclusion: The starting dose of 200 mg BID sorafenib, carboplatin AUC3,
and 750 mg/m2 gemcitabine appeared non-tolerable. The study was ongoing
at the time of this report to establish the maximum tolerable dose. Promising
signs of anti-tumor activity were observed at both investigated dose-levels.
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Introduction
Sorafenib (Bay 43-9006; Nexavar) is an orally available multi-kinase inhibitor
that inhibits the activities of RAF kinase, vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor, platelet-derived growth factor receptor, c-kit , Ret, and other
receptor tyrosine kinases in vitro (1). In single-agent phase I studies, it was
demonstrated that sorafenib had a favorable toxicity profile, as well as
preliminary antitumor activity against various tumor types (2,3). The activity
of sorafenib in patients with renal cell carcinoma (4) and hepatocellular
carcinoma (5,6) lead to FDA approval for these indications in 2005 and 2007,
respectively. In vitro, synergy of sorafenib with several other anticancer drugs
was demonstrated (7). In clinical trials, combining sorafenib with doxorubicin
(8), dacarbazine (9), erlotinib (10), gefitinib (11) and gemcitabine (12)
appeared to be well tolerated, while hints of antitumor activity were observed.
Recently, it was shown that sorafenib was well tolerated up to doses of 400
mg BID when combined with

carboplatin and paclitaxel (13). In the here

described study we combined sorafenib with gemcitabine and carboplatin, two
extensively used anticancer agents. Gemcitabine (2’,2’-difluorodeoxycitidine,
dFdC) is a nucleoside antimetabolite that has a wide spectrum of antitumor
activity. Carboplatin is an analogue of cisplatin, but with a milder nonhematological toxicity profile and a broad spectrum of antitumor activity. The
combination gemcitabine/carboplatin is FDA approved for the treatment of
advanced ovarian cancer (14), but also showed activity in patients with nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (15) and metastatic breast cancer (16). The
wide activity of gemcitabin/carboplatin and sorafenib, together with the
synergy of sorafenib with a variety of anticancer agents, led us to initiate a
phase I study with these three compounds. In this study we aimed to assess
the

safety,

pharmacokinetics

and

preliminary

efficacy

of

gemcitabine,

carboplatin and sorafenib in patients with advanced solid tumors.

Materials and methods
Study population
Patients with progressive advanced solid tumors who were considered for
palliative gemcitabine plus carboplatin combination therapy were eligible.
Other criteria for inclusion were: Age >18 years; WHO performance status ≤2;
life expectancy > 3 months; evaluable or measurable disease according to
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RECIST criteria; adequate hematological function as defined by an absolute
neutrophil count (ANC) of ≥ 1.5x109, platelet count of ≥ 100x109 and
Hemoglobin ≥ 6.2 mmol/l; adequate hepatic function as defined by serum
bilirubin ≤ 1.25 times the upper limit of normal, ALT and AST ≤ 2.5 times the
upper limit of normal (≤ 5 times the upper limit of normal in case of liver
metastases); adequate renal function as defined by serum creatinine ≤ 1.25
times the upper limit of normal or creatinine clearance ≥ 50 ml/min (Cockcroft
–Gault formula). Exclusion criteria included: Previous treatment with an
investigational drug within 30 days before start of the study; radiotherapy
within 2 weeks prior to study entry; major surgery within 4 weeks prior to
study entry; use of any medications or substances known to effect the activity
or pharmacokinetics of sorafenib; pregnancy or breast feeding (all patients had
to use adequate contraceptive protection; uncontrolled or poorly controlled
hypertension (systolic blood pressure ≥ 150 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure
≥ 90 mmHg); systemic steroids within 2 weeks prior to study treatment;
myocardial infarction or cerebrovascular accident (CVA) within 6 months prior
to

study

treatment;

symptomatic

brain

congestive

metastases;

heart

failure

uncontrolled

requiring

infections;

medication;

known

human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection; known chronic or acute viral hepatitis.
The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the
hospital and all patients had to give written informed consent.
Trial design and procedures
This phase I dose escalation study assessed the safety, tolerability, anti tumor
activity and pharmacokinetics of gemcitabine, carboplatin and sorafenib. At
screening, informed consent was obtained and a complete medical history,
including concomitant medication and demographic data were recorded. The
use of concomitant medication was recorded on days 1, 8 and 15 of the first 2
treatment cycles, and on days 1 and 8 of subsequent treatment cycles.
Physical examinations and the assessments of vital signs, performance status,
and routine clinical chemistry and hematology were performed at baseline on
days 1, 8 and 15 of the first 2 treatment cycles, and on days 1 and 8 of
subsequent treatment cycles. A 12-lead ECG was performed at baseline and at
start of cycle 2 and every subsequent treatment cycle. A chest X-ray was
performed at screening and after every 2nd treatment cycle.
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Dosing schedule and dose escalation
Patients were treated in 21-day cycles. Carboplatin dosage was calculated
using the target area under the free carboplatin plasma concentration versus
time curve (AUC in min.mg/mL). We calculated the carboplatin dose using the
Calvert formula (17), with GFR estimated using the formula of Cockcroft and
Gault (18). Carboplatin was administered as a 30 minute intravenous infusion
on the first day of each treatment cycle. Gemcitabine was administered as a
30 minute intravenous infusion, starting one hour after the completion of the
carboplatin infusion on day 1, and on day 8 of each treatment cycle. Sorafenib
was administered orally bi-daily on days 1-21 of each treatment cycle, and
was taken prior to carboplatin on days 1, and prior to gemcitabine on days 8
of every treatment cycle. At least three patients were entered at each dose
level. If a DLT occurred in a patient during cycle 1, 3 additional patients were
enrolled at that dose level. The MTD was defined as the highest dose level not
producing DLTs in more than 1/6 patients. The starting dose was set at
carboplatin AUC 3, 750 mg/m2 gemcitabine and 200mg BID sorafenib.
Toxicity criteria
The incidence and severity of AEs were evaluated and coded according to the
National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria of Adverse Events
version 3.0 (19). DLT was defined as any of the following events during the
first treatment cycle: Grade ≥3 non-hematological toxicity directly related to
the study treatment (excluding untreated nausea, vomiting and diarrhea, and
alopecia); grade ≥ 3 nausea, vomiting or diarrhea in the presence of maximal
support; Inability to begin next course of treatment within 2 weeks of
scheduled dosing due to toxicity; grade 4 thrombocytopenia (<25x109/l);
grade 4 neutropenia lasting over 7 consecutive days (<25x109/l); grade 3
febrile neutropenia.
Pharmacokinetic analysis
All patients entering the study provided blood samples for pharmacokinetic
analyses. Blood samples for the determination of sorafenib pharmacokinetics
were taken on day 1 at baseline, and at 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 24 hours after oral
administration. Additional samples were taken on days 8, and 22 (day 1 cycle
2) prior to drug administration. Plasma concentrations of sorafenib were
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measured by a validated liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry
method. Blood samples for gemcitabine pharmacokinetics were taken on day 1
prior to the gemcitabine infusion, at the end of the gemcitabine infusion, and
subsequently at 30 minutes, 2, 4, 6 and 22 hours after the end of the
gemcitabine infusion. dFdC and dFdU pharmacokinetics were analyses as
described

previously

(20)

with

the

exception

that

we

didn’t

add

tetrahydrouridine to the sodium-heparine blood collection tubes. Intracellular
concentrations of gemcitabine triphosphate (dFdCTP) were determined in white
blood cells (PBMCs), according to a method that was described previously
(21). For this analysis, blood samples were drawn on day 1 prior to the
gemcitabine infusion, at the end of the gemcitabine infusion, 2 hours after the
end of the gemcitabine infusion, and 22 hours after the end of the gemcitabine
infusion. Blood samples for carboplatin pharmacokinetics were taken on day 1
prior to the carboplatin infusion, at the end of the carboplatin infusion, and 4
and 24 hours after the start of the carboplatin infusion. For the determination
of free platinum, a validated Zeeman atomic absorption spectrometry method
was used (22).
Clinical activity assessments
Clinical disease assessments and tumor marker assessments (if appropriate)
were performed at baseline and every 4 weeks. Radiological disease
assessments by CT or MRI were performed at baseline and after every 2nd
treatment cycle. Tumor response was evaluated using RECIST criteria (23).

Results
Patients
At the time of this report, 10 patients had been included in the study. Baseline
characteristics are summarized in table 1. All patients were in good condition,
with a WHO performance score of 0 or 1. Patients with various tumor types
were included in the study, including melanoma (n=2) and breast cancer
(n=2). The patients received a total of 57 cycles, with a median of 7.5 cycles
per patient.
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Table 1: Patient characteristics
Characteristic

N

Total number of patients

10

Sex (male:female)
Age (median, range)

%

5:5
45 (33-68)

Performance status
0

3

30%

1

7

70%

Breast Cancer

2

20%

Melanoma

2

20%

NSCLC

1

10%

Thymoma

1

10%

ACUP

1

10%

Desmoplastic small round cell

1

10%

Ovarium

1

10%

Mesothelioma

1

10%

Tumor type

MTD and DLT
Due to the emergence of 3 DLTs out of 6 evaluable patients at the starting
dose-level, the protocol had to be amended with novel dose-levels, evaluating
lower doses of the investigated drugs (table 2). The observed DLTs at doselevel 1 included grade 3 fatigue, grade 3 fatigue and grade 4 skin toxicity, and
grade 3 fatigue and grade 4 thrombocytopenia, respectively. After amending
the protocol, 3 patients entered the study at dose-level -4, and no DLTs were
reported at this dose-level. Consequently, dose-level -4 was regarded safe,
and escalation to dose-level -3 was planned at the time of this report.

Table 2: Dose-levels. Dose-level 1 was the starting dose in the original protocol. Due to
unexpected toxicity at this dose-level (3 out of 6 patients developed a DLT), the protocol had to
be amended, and new dose-levels (-4 to -1) were introduced.
Dose-level

Carboplatin

Sorafenib

DLT

2

AUC3

200 BID

3/6

-4

500 mg/m2

AUC2

200

0/3

-3

500 mg/m2

AUC2

200 BID

-2

650 mg/m2

AUC3

200 BID

-1

650 mg/m2

AUC3

200 BID

1

Gemcitabine
750 mg/m

Protocol amendment
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Adverse events
The performance status of 1 patient treated at dose-level 1 dropped to WHO 3
early after start of treatment. She was taken off-study on her own request
after 1 week of treatment, and was therefore considered unevaluable. All other
patients (n=9) were evaluable for adverse events. Grade 3 laboratory
abnormalities were frequently observed, and included hematological toxicities
and liver function disturbances (table 3). Grade 3 lymfocytopenia was
observed in 5 patients, thrombocytopenia in 3 patients, neutropenia in 2
patients, leucocytopenia in 1 patient, and hemoglobinemia in 1 patient. In case
of grade 3 thrombocytopenia or neutropenia, treatment with gemcitabine and
carboplatin was omitted until recovery, which was within a week in all cases.
Grade 3 liver function disturbances included elevated plasma levels of Gammaglutamyltransferase

(GGT,

n=3),

alanine-aminotransferase

(ALT,

n=1),

aspartate-aminotransferase (AST, n=1), and total bilirubin (n=1). In all these
cases, gemcitabine, carboplatin, and sorafenib treatment was omitted until
recovery, which was generally very slow. The fist patient with grade 3 GGT
serum levels had liver metastases prior to entry in the study, and she entered
the study with grade 2 GGT serum levels. Her GGT serum levels reached grade
3 during course 1, and never returned to normal, as she went off-study due to
disease progression after one cycle of treatment. The second patient with
grade 3 GGT toxicity also had liver metastases and grade 2 GGT serum levels
at baseline. He developed grade 3 GGT toxicity during cycle 2, and his
treatment was ceased until recovery, which took 2 weeks. The third patient
with liver toxicity was a female patient who developed grade 3 GGT, ALT, AST,
and bilirubin toxicity during the third cycle of treatment. She complained of
pain in the upper abdominal region, and presented with jaundice. Treatment
was immediately stopped, and ultrasound imaging of the liver area was
performed to investigate whether she had obstruction of her bile duct. This
was not confirmed, and her liver functions slowly recovered to normal. She
started cycle 4 of treatment with a delay of 2 weeks, and her sorafenib was
stopped for 4 weeks in total. She continued on the same dose-level, and her
liver enzyme serum levels did not exceed grade 1 during further treatment.
One

patient

experienced a

grade

4

thrombocytopenia.

After

stopping

treatment, his serum thrombocyte levels returned to normal within a week,
and he continued treatment with a dose reduction. Electrolyte disturbances
were also regularly observed. These toxicities were generally modest and did
not exceed grade 2, except grade 3 hypophosphatemia that was observed in 2
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Table 3: Laboratory abnormalities per dose-level during all treatment cycles.
Dose-level 1
(n=6)

parameters

Dose-level -4
(n=3)

Gr1 Gr2 Gr3 Gr4
Hemoglobinemia

3

2

Alanine aminotransferase

4

2

Aspartate Aminotransferase

5

Gamma-glutamyl transferase

4

1

Gr1
2

2

9 (100%)

2

1

8 (88%)

1

1

8 (88%)

2

2

Lymphopenia

2

3

1

Neutropenia

2

1

Hypocalcemia

4

1

Leucopenia

2
1

9 (100%)
1

3

2

1

2

Hypophosphatemia

Thrombocytopenia

Gr2 Gr3 Gr4

Total
(n=9)

1

8 (88%)
2

8 (88%)

2

1

8 (88%)

1

1

1

7 (77%)

1

1

1

4

2

7 (77%)
1

1

7 (77%)

Alkaline phosphatase

3

1

5 (55%)

Bilirubin total

3

1

Hyperkalemia

2

1

1

4 (44%)

Hypoalbuminemia

1

1

1

3 (33%)

Hypercalcemia

1

2

3 (33%)

Hypokalemia

1

2

3 (33%)

Hyponatremia

2

1

3 (33%)

Hypernatremia

1

1

2 (22%)

Hypomagnesemia

1

1 (11%)

Creatinine

1

1 (11%)

1

5 (55%)

patients, and recovered without intervention. Most non-hematological toxicities
were modest and did not exceed grade 2 (table 4). Grade 3 fatigue was
observed in 3 patients, accompanied by grade 4 rash in one of these patients.
All patients recovered within one week after cessation of treatment. Two out of
the three patients continued with dose reductions, while the third patient went
off-study before restarting treatment.
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Table 4: : Treatment related non-hematological toxicities per dose-level during all treatment cycles.
Dose-level 1
(n=6)

parameters

Gr1 Gr2 Gr3
Fatigue

2

Alopecia

Dose-level -4
(n=3)

Gr4

3

Gr1 Gr2 Gr3 Gr4

Total
(n=9)

2

1

8 (88%)

4

1

1

6 (66%)

Nausea

3

2

Diarrhea

4

Rash

2

Stomatitis

4

Neuropathy

1

2

Vomiting

1

1

Dizziness

1

1

2 (22%)

Dyspnoe

1

1

2 (22%)

Headache

1

1

2 (22%)

Hoarseness

2

Obstipation

1

Pain

2

5 (55%)
4 (44%)

1

1

4 (44%)
4 (44%)
3 (33%)
1

3 (33%)

2 (22%)
1

2 (22%)
2 (22%)

Anorexia

1

Coughing

1 (11%)

1

1 (11%)

Fever

1

1 (11%)

Infection

1

1 (11%)

Skin other

1

1 (11%)

Pharmacokinetics
Plasma samples for sorafenib pharmacokinetics were collected from 9 patients.
The individual curves are presented in figure 1, and the pharmacokinetic
parameters are presented in table 5. This table includes patients treated at
dose-levels 1 and -4, but all patients received the same dose of 200 mg
sorafenib. Due to a large volume of distribution (median of 232 l), the
measured plasma concentrations were low, with a median peak value of only
1.4

μg/ml.

Due

to

these

low

plasma

concentrations,

there

was

an

unpredictable concentration-time profile with multiple peaks. Consequently, it
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Parameters
Cmax (ng/ml)
Tmax (h)
AUC (0-8) (ng.h/ml)
Vdd (l)

Median
(Range)
1398
(634-3616)
4
(2-8)
7796
(2710-13731)
232
(87-657

Table 5 (left): PK Sorafenib parameters
derived from 9 patients, all after
administration of a single dose of 200 mg
sorafenib.
Figure 1 (below): Individual PK curves
from 9 patients after receiving a single
dose of 200 mg sorafenib.

was impossible to calculate the clearance and the elimination half-life in
several patients. Plasma concentrations of gemcitabine (dFdC) and its
metabolite dFdU were determined for 9 patients. Following administration of
gemcitabine, dFdC was rapidly converted to its metabolite dFdU (figure 2).
Consequently, dFdC concentrations in plasma dropped sharply, with an initial
half-life of approximately 6 minutes (median values of 0.10 and 0.14 hours for
the 500 and 750 mg-m2 dose levels, respectively). The median elimination
half-life of dFdC for both dose levels were 7.4 and 8.0 hours, respectively. The
elimination half-life of dFdU at both dose levels was 22.9 and 12.5 hours,
respectively. Plasma samples for carboplatin pharmacokinetics were collected
from

all

patients

(n=10).

Carboplatin

concentration

measurements

in

ultrafiltrate revealed area under the curves that approximated the target area
under the free carboplatin plasma curves that were calculated using the
Calvert formula (table 7). Following administration, free carboplatin
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Table 6: : Gemcitabine (dFdC) and dFdU pharmacokinetic parameters.
Parameters dFdC

500 mg (n=2)

750 mg (n=7)

Median (range)
Cmax (ug/ml)
AUCinf (ug.hr/ml)
T1/2 init. (hours)
T1/2 elim.(hours)

3.4
(1.0-5.8)
2.0
(0.7-3.2)
0.14
(0.10-0.18)
7.4
(3.5-11.2)

4.9
(2.9-15.1)
2.6
(1.8-8.2)
0.1
(0.09-0.15)
8.0
(4.6-27.6)a

20.3
(13.7-26.8)
160.1
(155.2-165.0)
22.9
(18.6-27.1)

25.7
(18.1-34.3)
167.8
(136.5-207.2)
12.5
(8.9-15.6)

Parameters dFdU
Cmax (ug/ml)
AUCinf (ug.hr/ml)
T1/2 elim. (hours)
a

n=5

concentrations dropped rapidly, followed by a slower terminal elimination
phase, with a half-life of approximately 4 hours (table 7, figure 3).
Pharmacodynamics
Nine patients provided white blood cells for intracellular dFdCTP concentration
measurements. The results are shown in table 8 and figure 4. The peak
dFdCTP concentrations, corrected for intracellular protein amounts, were
observed at the end of gemcitabine infusion, or 2 hours post the end of
infusion. The area under the dFdCTP in PBMCs versus time curve could be
determined in 7 patients, and was 11.1 μg.hr/mg protein at the 500 mg
gemcitabine dose (n= 1), and 7.7 μg.hr/mg protein at the 750 mg
gemcitabine dose (n=6). The other 2 patients had no data at the 24h timepoint. Consequently, also no terminal half-life could be determined in these
patients. The median half-life for the different gemcitabine doses was 7.9 (500
mg gemcitabine, n= 1) and 11.1 (750 mg gemcitabine,

n=6) hours,

respectively. No correlation was found between the exposure to gemcitabine in
plasma, and the intracellular dFdCTP levels (p=0.879, Spearman rank
correlation test) (figure 4).
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Figure 2: Individual dFdC (upper figure) and dFdU (lower figure) PK curves from 9 patients
after receiving single doses of 750 mg/m2 (n=7) or 500 mg/m2 (n=2) gemcitabine.

Antitumor activity
Eight patients had at least 1 response evaluation following treatment in this
study. One patient with metastasized melanoma, treated at dose-level 1, had
a confirmed partial response that lasted for 6 cycles. CT images of this patient,
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Parameters

Cmax (mg/l)
AUCinf
(mg.min/ml)
Clearance
(ml/min)
T1/2 (hours)

AUC 2
AUC 3
(n=3)
(n=7)
Median (range)
9.9
(5.8-11.3)
2.3
(1.4-2.9)
114.8
(98.5-183.3)
3.7
(3.1-4.2)

10
(9.4-16.9)
3.0
(2.6-3.5)
119.7
(83.3-161.8)
4.0
(3.9-4.5)

Table 7 (left): PK Free carboplatin
parameters derived from 10 patients
treated at two different dose-levels.
Individual
Figure
3
(below):
concentration-time curves from 10
patient. Carboplatin concentrations were
measured in ultrafiltrate.

who was pretreated with radiotherapy, chemotherapy (DTIC), and two lines of
experimental therapy, are shown in figure 5. All other patients (n=7) had
stable disease as best response. Some patients remained on-study for a long
period of time, including a patient with a cortical thymoma, who remained onstudy for 9 cycles (27 weeks). This patient went off-study upon his own
request not due to progressive disease, but because it was anticipated that a
maximum response of SD was achieved, and it was considered not in the
benefit of the patient to continue treatment. Two patients with breast
carcinoma, treated at dose-level -4, remained on treatment for 27 and 24
weeks, respectively. A patient with ovarium carcinoma, also treated at doselevel -4, remained on-study for 24 weeks. Median time of treatment at doselevel 1 was 12 weeks (range 2-27 weeks), the 3 patients treated at dose-level
-4 remained on-study for 27, 27, and 24 weeks, respectively. Overall, the
median time of treatment was 21 weeks, with a range of 2-27 weeks.
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Table 8: Gemcitabine triphosphate (dFdCTP) concentrations in white blood cells
Parameters
Cmax (ng/mg protein)
AUCinf (ng.hr/mg protein)
T1/2 (hours)
a

n=1,

b

500 mg (n=2)

750 mg (n=7)

Median (range)
533.5
410.7
(354.9-712.1)
(149.1-758.5)
7711b
11108a
(5017-1251)
11.1b
7.9a
(8.2-14.6)

n=6

Discussion
This report described the experience of the fist 10 patients that were treated
with the combination of gemcitabine, carboplatin and sorafenib. The study was
still ongoing at the time this report was written, and no MTD was reached.
However, we did manage to identify a non-tolerable dose of 200 mg BID
sorafenib, carboplatin AUC3 and 750 mg/m2 gemcitabine.
At this dose-level, which was the starting dose-level, 3 out of 6 patients
experienced a DLT, which was grade 3 fatigue in all cases. The incidence and
severity of fatigue in this study was high, and unexpected. Fatigue was a DLT
in the single agent sorafenib phase I study, but this was at a dose of 800 mg
BID (24). Moreover, the incidence of fatigue following administration of
gemcitabine/carboplatin is only infrequently observed (25). Other frequently
observed non-hematological toxicities in this study included gastrointestinal
side-effects including nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. These toxicities are
frequently observed following treatment with gemcitabine and carboplatin
(except diarrhea) (26), and also after sorafenib administration (27). Sorafenib
administration is probably also related to the occurrence of grade 4 rash,
which was observed in one patient (28). It must be noted however, that higher
doses were used in the referred studies.
The majority of the observed laboratory abnormalities can also be attributed to
one or more of the administered agents. Bone marrow toxicity is a well known
side-effect of carboplatin and gemcitabine (29), and was also observed in the
phase I study with sorafenib and gemcitabine (30). Consequently, the high
incidence of grade 3 thrombocytopenia and lymphopenia in this study was not
surprising. This does not account for the frequently observed liver disturbances
in this study. These are uncommon after administration of sorafenib alone
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Figure 4: Intracellular dFdCTP concentrations (upper), and the relation between the exposure
to gemcitabine and intracellular dFdCTP levels (lower). No correlation was found between the
two parameters (p=0.879, spearman rank correlation test).

(31), and were also not observed following carboplatin and gemcitabine (32).
However, grade 3 AST and ALT elevations were observed in the phase I study
with sorafenib and gemcitabine (33). Grade 3 GGT toxicity was not reported in
this study. The hypophosphatemia we observed in our study was probably
related
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to

sorafenib

administration

(34).

In

summary,

most

of

the
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hematological and non-hematological toxicities can be attributed to one or
more of the administered agents. However, we did not expect a high incidence
of these toxicities already at the starting dose-level.
When compared with other studies where sorafenib was combined with
gemcitabine or platinum analogs, it appeared that in our study the tolerated
doses are much lower. It has been demonstrated in phase I studies that full
doses of sorafenib (400 mg BID) can be safely combined with high doses of
oxaliplatin (35), gemcitabine (36), or even a carboplatin/paclitaxel doublet
(37). In our study, only half the recommended sorafenib dose, together with
relatively low doses of gemcitabine and carboplatin, appeared intolerable.
The low non-tolerable doses in our study, compared with the studies
mentioned in the above, raise the hypothesis that this might be due to a
chance effect. Generally, only small numbers of patients enter phase I studies,
and the occurrence of multiple DLTs at the starting dose-level might simply be
a consequence of bad luck. However, we believe this was not the case in our
study, since all patients were in good condition (WHO score 0 or 1) at
baseline. The DLT was fatigue grade 3 in all cases, which limits the hypothesis
that these effects were due to a chance effect.
We believe that the unexpected high incidence of toxicities in this study can
also not be attributed to pharmacokinetic interactions. The pharmacokinetics
of sorafenib did not differ from that observed in literature (38), and we found
no differences in exposure to carboplatin compared with the estimated targetexposure using the Calvert formula. Using sensitive detection methods (39),
we were able to identify a terminal elimination half-life for dFdC of around 8
hours. This half-life is frequently not observed in clinical studies due to the low
plasma concentrations at the terminal phase. The terminal half-life of dFdU at
the 2 dose-levels was 12.5 and 22.9 hours, respectively. The analysis of dFdU
concentrations in plasma is important, since dFdU is an active metabolite (40).
We found no correlation between dFdC plasma concentrations and intracellular
dFdCTP levels, which might be due to the low sample size (n=7).
We observed promising anti-tumor activity in this study. At the starting doselevel, a partial response was observed in a heavily pretreated patient with
metastasized melanoma. This response might be due to the effects of
sorafenib on BRAF, although it was demonstrated that single agent sorafenib
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Figure 5: CT images of a melanoma patient treated at the starting dose-level of 750 mg/m2
gemcitabine, AUC3 carboplatin and 200 mg BID sorafenib. This patient had a partial response
following 2 cycles of treatment, that was confirmed after 4 and 6 cycles of treatment. Left
images represent baseline scans, right images scans after 4 cycles (12 weeks) of treatment.

has little efficacy in advanced melanoma patients (41). Interestingly, we also
observed promising activity at the lower dose-level, with three patients staying
on treatment for 27, 27, and 24 weeks, respectively. These prolonged disease
stabilizations suggest that the here studied drugs are active when combined,
even at the lower dose-levels.
In conclusion, this report described the first experiences of 10 patients in a
phase I trial with sorafenib, gemcitabine and carboplatin. The starting dose of
200 mg BID sorafenib, carboplatin AUC3, and 750 mg/m2 gemcitabine was
intolerable, with grade 3 fatigue as dose- limiting toxicity. The profile of the
observed toxicities was not surprising given the toxicity profiles of the three
administered drugs. The severity of the toxicities at the starting dose-level was
surprising. The study is ongoing to establish the maximum tolerable dose for
this combination of drugs.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion and perspectives
With the shift from classical cytotoxic drugs to targeted anticancer agents, the
clinical development program of drug candidates is changing as well. The focus
is now, more than in the era of the classical anticancer drugs, on
pharmacodynamic analyses. This even accounts for the early clinical trials, as
described in this thesis.
The adage: “The higher the dose, the more effective”, has been the golden
standard in the era of the classical cytotoxic agents, justifying the use of the
MTD as the recommended phase II dose. Targeted agents act specifically on a
single or a set of target molecules, thereby minimizing the side-effects.
Therefore, these drugs might be effective at doses far lower than the MTD.
Also, the RECIST approach, by looking at size differences only, might not be
the best way to judge whether a drug is active or not. This especially accounts
for targeted drugs, as has been shown for imatinib. In chapter 2, the use of
combined PET/CT imaging in the development of novel anticancer drugs was
reviewed. Combined PET/CT can aid in the development of novel anticancer
drugs by various means, including earlier response measurements, and
assessment of various pharmacodynamic parameters. Despite the clear
advantages of PET/CT over single CT, all here described phase I studies used
standard RECIST criteria for response evaluations. PET scans were made in the
studies with AZD1152 (chapter 3.2) and PF00299804 (chapter 8.1, data not
included), but no metabolic responses were observed. Several factors might
have

attributed

to

these

disappointing results.

First,

the

investigated

compounds could have lacked the potency needed to induce a metabolic
response. Alternatively, the patients included may not have had appropriate
tumor types for FDG-PET evaluation. FDG-PET measurements are not suitable
for slowly growing tumors, for instance. It must be stated that AZD1152 and
PF00299804 are not the ideal candidate drugs for FDG-PET evaluations, since
they are not expected to induce a metabolic response. In stead, E7080 would
have made a great candidate. This drug inhibits c-kit, a tyrosine kinase that is
involved in regulation of the glucose transporter GLUT-1, and is therefore
expected to inhibit the uptake of FDG in tumor cells. Imatinib, perhaps the
best example of a drug whose activity can be excellently evaluated by FDGPET, also inhibits c-kit. Unfortunately, no FDG-PET scans were made in the
here described phase I study with E7080 (chapter 7.1).
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Several of the here reported phase I studies did use alternative endpoints to
assess the efficacy of the investigational drugs, with varying degrees of
success. The use of pharmacodynamic assays was more successful in the
studies where tumor biopsies were obtained prior to and after administration
of the investigational drug(s). Although considered invasive, looking at effects
in tumor tissue is still the best way to assess pharmacodynamic effects in vivo.
Alternatively,

surrogate

tissues

like

skin

biopsies

or

peripheral

blood

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) can be used. However, the obtained results in
these tissues might not always correlate with effects on the tumor itself. We
observed this in our phase I study with carboplatin and topotecan (chapter 5),
where we investigated the schedule-dependent toxicity of this combination.
We found no correlation between the formation of platinum adducts in PBMCs
and in tumor tissue. These effects can be explained by differences between the
tumor target and the surrogate target. In our example, differences in DNA
repair mechanisms between tumor cells and PBMCs might attribute to
differences in outcome of the assay.
The phase I study with AZD5438 (chapter 4), an orally available inhibitor of
cyclin-dependent kinase-2, failed to demonstrate pharmacodynamic effects at
all, unfortunately due to poor quality of the collected PBMC and hair follicle
samples. Earlier pharmacodynamic studies with AZD5438 in healthy volunteers
were successful, highlighting the difficulties of translating pharmacodynamic
measurements from healthy volunteer studies to trials involving patients with
advanced cancer.
Fortunately, we managed to obtain valuable pharmacodynamic results in other
trials, for instance in the phase I trial with the pan-HER inhibitor PF-00299804
(chapter 8). We demonstrated significant reduction in MAPK phosphorylation
(a biomarker for HER-signaling) and Ki-67 expression (a marker for cell
division) in skin biopsy samples following treatment with the investigational
agent. Moreover, we found a relationship between the administered dose and
the degree of target inhibition.
In the study with olaparib (AZD2281, chapter 6.1), we found that doses far
below the MTD induced significant target inhibition in tumor tissue, suggesting
that the administration of lower doses of the drug might be sufficient to induce
a therapeutic effect. This finding was confirmed in the expansion phase of the
study, where patients with BRCA mutated tumors were included. These
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patients received doses of 200 mg BID, while the MTD was set at 400 mg BID.
Significant antitumor effects were observed in these patients.
This finding brings us to another important point: The issue of selecting
patients for trials with targeted agents. In the aforementioned trial with the
PARP inhibitor olaparib we observed little efficacy in patients with various solid
malignancies (BRCA wild-type tumors), even at the MTD of 400 mg BID.
However, as expected from preclinical studies in mouse models, patients with
BRCA-mutated cancers responded much better. These effects can be explained
by the nature of the BRCA-deficient tumor cells. They are unable to repair the
damage caused by olaparib, since they lack the functional homologous
recombination repair pathway that is needed for repair of double-strand DNA
breaks. This will eventually lead to cell death. Cells with a functional
homologous recombination pathway can repair their damaged DNA, and
survive. The phase I study with olaparib is a good example of how preclinical
findings can be translated into an effective anticancer therapy for a selective
patient population.
In future studies with targeted anticancer agents, patient selection based on
tumor characteristics will, and should become more and more routine practice.
As for today, we have to distinguish drugs that very specifically target one
tumor type, like the PARP inhibitor AZD2281, from drugs with potential
antitumor activity against a wider range of tumor types, like the angiogenesis
inhibitor E7080. It is more challenging to select a specific patient population
for trials with agents belonging to the latter category. In order to be able to
select patients for future clinical studies with targeted agents, more knowledge
about the mechanism of action of the investigational agents is needed. Also, in
the near future, molecular testing of tumor tissue must become cheaper,
faster, and easier in order to make patient selection for phase I clinical trials
routine practice.
Several of the investigational agents that were described in this thesis have
advanced to phase II clinical trials, while the development of others stalled
after termination of the phase I trial. olaparib, E7080 and PF00299804 have
shown to be active drugs in the here described phase I trials. olaparib is
currently undergoing phase II clinical testing, and encouraging results of two
phase II trials in patients with BRCA deficient breast and ovarian cancer were
presented at ASCO this year. Without doubt, there is a bright future for this
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drug in patients with BRCA deficient cancers, or even in other cancers with
defined

DNA

repair

deficiencies,

especially

homologous

recombination

deficiency. However, as there are several competitive PARP inhibitors in
development, the future of olaparib does not only depend on its activity, but
also on the study-design of the future phase II and phase III studies
evaluating the drug. Olaparib was the first PARP inhibitor to be tested in
patients with BRCA deficient cancers, giving the compound a lead compared
with other compounds of the same class. Currently, many combination studies
with olaparib are ongoing. Preclinical work revealed the combination of PARP
inhibitors with platinum compounds to be synergistic. This combination might
be the most potent, but also leads to enhanced toxicities, predominantly
myelosuppression. It is essential to identify a schedule that allows a doseintensity leading to efficacy and manageable toxicities. Based on the
mechanism of action of PARP inhibitors, one could suggest a lead-in period of
olaparib of 4 or 5 days, followed by a standard dose of carboplatin or a
carboplatin/paclitaxel doublet, once every 4 weeks. The combination of
olaparib with carboplatin or carboplatin/paclitaxel is currently undergoing
clinical evaluation, also in the Netherlands Cancer Institute.
For E7080, phase II studies should be planned in patients with melanoma and
renal cell carcinoma, since the drug showed impressive activity against these
tumor types in the phase I study described in this thesis. In these phase II
studies, E7080 should be dosed at its MTD of 25 mg, despite the toxicities that
were observed in patients receiving this dose. Lower dose-levels of E7080 will
inevitably lead to lower response rates, and the most profound toxicities
(hypertension and proteinuria) can be treated with commonly applies
antihypertensive drugs. A challenge in the development of E7080 will be to
deal with the stomatitis that we observed when the drug was given at higher,
efficacious doses. At present, there is no remedy for this side-effect, of which
the etiology is unclear.
Finally, PF00299804 showed activity in patients with NSCLC that were
previously pre-treated with the reversible EGFR inhibitors gefitinib or erlotinib.
Phase II studies in patients with advanced NSCLC are ongoing at the
recommended phase II dose of 45 mg. Recent results of phase II studies with
competitive irreversible HER inhibitors were rather disappointing, hopefully
PF00299804 will do better.
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In conclusion, in this thesis several phase I studies are described with novel,
targeted anticancer agents. Some of these studies successfully implemented
pharmacodynamic analyses, although never as a primary endpoint. Future
studies with targeted agents should focus more on these pharmacodynamic
endpoints, and patients for these studies should be included based on their
tumor characteristics. As for the compounds discussed in this thesis: Some of
the here described agents are currently being evaluated in phase II clinical
trials. The future of these agents does not only depend on their activity, but
also on the design of the studies evaluating their activity.
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Chemical structures of investigated molecules in this thesis
Chapter 3.2: AZD1152

Chapter 4: AZD5438

Chapter 5
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Topotecan

Chapter 6
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Chapter 7: E7080

Chapter 8: PF00299804
The chemical structure of PF00299804 was not available at the time this thesis
was completed.
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Despite the advances in the treatment of cancer, the disease is still
responsible for approximately 40.000 deaths per year in the Netherlands only.
The high incidence and death rates for this disease strongly advocate the
search for better treatment options. Unfortunately, the clinical development
program for any given investigational anti-cancer agent is time-consuming and
expensive.
Following successful preclinical evaluation, the first clinical studies with novel
anti-cancer agents are performed to assess the safety of the investigational
drugs, and to determine the maximum tolerable dose (MTD) in patients with
advanced disease, for whom no standard treatment options are available. Also
important in these studies are the pharmacokinetic analyses. Serial blood
samples were collected following drug administration to investigate how the
agent behaves in the human body. The incorporation of pharmacodynamic
endpoints is becoming increasingly important in these studies. This thesis
describes

several

phase

I

studies

with

novel

anti-cancer

agents,

or

combinations of anti-cancer agents.
Chapter 2.1 describes the use of the combined PET/CT scanner in drug
development. PET/CT combines the functional images of the PET scan with the
anatomical information provided by the CT scan. PET/CT can be used in drug
development in several ways. First, by assessing the early response to
treatment with investigational agents. Using FDG-PET, it is possible to
determine the metabolic activity of the tumor, which often gives a better
indication of disease activity compared with conventional anatomical imaging
methods. FDG-PET has become a valuable tool for response assessments,
because metabolic responses are often observed earlier in the course of
therapy than changes in tumor size. Using other PET tracers, PET/CT can also
be used for drug biodistribution studies and pharmacodynamic studies, making
this imaging modality a versatile and valuable tool in drug development. The
use of FDG-PET for assessment of response to treatment with sorafenib, a
multi-kinase inhibitor, is discussed in chapter 2.2. FDG-PET might

be

valuable for this purpose.
The topic of Chapter 3 is aurora kinase inhibitors, a novel class of anticancer
agents. The aurora kinase family consists of three family members, designated
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aurora A, B, and C. Aurora kinase A and B play important roles in mitosis and
cell division, and upregulation of these proteins is observed in several tumor
types. Several inhibitors of aurora kinase A, aurora kinase B, or both, are
currently in clinical development, which is reviewed in chapter 3.1. A phase I
study with one of these compounds, AZD1152, is described in chapter 3.2.
AZD1152 is a selective inhibitor of aurora kinase B, and was investigated in
two different dosing schedules. We found that AZD1152 could be safely
administered as a 2-hour infusion once weekly, and once every 14 days.
Neutropenia was the most frequent, and dose-limiting toxicity for both
schedules. The maximum tolerable doses for both schedules were 200 and 450
mg, respectively. Pharmacokinetic studies revealed dose-linearity, and a rapid
conversion from the pre-drug AZD1152 to the active moiety AZD1152-hQPA.
Due to disappointing anti-tumor activity in this single-agent study in patients
with solid tumors, future studies should explore AZD1152 in patients with
hemato-oncological malignancies, or as part of a combination regimen in solid
tumors.
Chapter 4 describes three phase I studies with AZD5438, an orally available
inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2) and CDK1 complexes. CDKs are
core components of the cell cycle machinery, and drive the transition between
cell cycle phases. The three here described phase I studies investigated
AZD5438 administration four times daily once every seven days, for 14
consecutive days followed by seven days of rest, or continuously. The drug
was well tolerated in a weekly dosing schedule, but not in the continuous
dosing schedules. Pharmacokinetic studies demonstrated high inter-patient
variability and accumulation after multiple doses, and

pharmacodynamic

assessments did not reveal consistent trends. Following the tolerability and
exposure data from these studies, the clinical development program for
AZD5438 was discontinued.
Topotecan, a topoisomerase-I inhibitor, and carboplatin, a cisplatin analogue,
are both active anticancer drugs. The combination of these drugs is synergistic
and schedule-dependent. To investigate this schedule dependency in the clinic,
a phase I clinical trial was designed, which is described in chapter 5. The
phase I study consisted of two parts. In part 1, patients received carboplatin
on day 1 and topotecan on days 1, 2, and 3 (C→T schedule). In part 2,
topotecan was administered on days 1, 2, and 3, followed by carboplatin on
day 3 (T→C schedule). Pharmacodynamic assessments were performed in
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tumor tissue as well as in white blood cells to investigate schedule dependent
effects of this drug combination. It appeared that the T→C schedule was better
tolerated, with less hematological and non-hematological toxicities. These
effects could not be attributed to a pharmacokinetic interaction, because we
found no difference in clearance and exposure to carboplatin and topotecan
between the two schedules. Also, no schedule dependent effects were seen in
platinum-DNA levels and topoisomerase activity in white blood cells and tumor
tissue. Other than the investigated pharmacodynamic factors must explain the
schedule dependent differences in toxicities.
Chapter

6

describes

two

phase

I

studies

with

the

Poly(ADP-ribose)

polymerase (PARP) inhibitor olaparib (AZD2281). PARP-1 is an enzyme that
plays a key role in the repair of DNA single strand breaks via the base excision
repair (BER) pathway. Inhibition of PARP leads to the accumulation of single
strand DNA breaks, which can result in DNA double-strand breaks when
replication forks stall at the site of the single strand break. Normally, double
strand breaks are effectively repaired by a mechanism called homologous
recombination. However, BRCA deficient tumor cells have no functional
homologous repair mechanism, which makes these cells extremely sensitive to
PARP inhibition. In chapter 6.1, the first phase I trial with olaparib is
presented. Not only was olaparib well tolerated up to doses of 400 mg bi-daily,
the drug appeared very effective in patients with BRCA deficient malignancies
at lower doses of 200 mg. Over half of the patients with BRCA deficient
ovarian, breast and prostate cancer derived clinical benefit from treatment
with olaparib. Pharmacodynamic studies confirmed PARP inhibition in surrogate
and tumor tissue. These results lead to the initiation of several studies
combining olaparib with a variety of anti-cancer agents. One of these studies is
decribed in chapter 6.2. In this study, olaparib was combined with the antimitotic agent paclitaxel. Patients received olaparib continuously at doses of
100 or 200 mg bi-daily, and paclitaxel once weekly at a dose of 80 mg/m2. No
dose-limiting toxicities were observed, suggesting that both dose-levels were
safe. Interestingly, pharmacokinetic analyses revealed a significant reduction
in

exposure

to

olaparib

of

approximately

50

percent

following

co-

administration of paclitaxel. More research is needed to study the mechanistic
background of this interaction.
Another anti-tumor strategy is angiogenesis inhibition, which is described in
chapter 7. Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from a pre-
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existing vascular network, is essential for tumor growth and metastasis. E7080
is an orally available multi-kinase inhibitor that prevents tumor angiogenesis,
primarily via inhibition of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
receptor KDR. E7080 also has activity against platelet-derived growth factor
receptor (PDGFR), fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR-1), and c-kit. In
chapter 7.1, the first phase I study with E7080 in patients with advanced
solid tumors is described. The drug was administered once daily up to doses of
32 mg. The maximum tolerable dose was 25 mg, and the dose-limiting toxicity
was proteinuria. The most frequently observed toxicities were hypertension,
gastrointestinal disorders, and stomatitis. Pharmacokinetic studies revealed
dose-linearity and a half-life of around 7 hours. Promising signs of anti-cancer
activity were observed in various tumor types, including melanoma and renal
cell carcinoma. The case of a patient with osteosarcoma that was included in
this study is presented in chapter 7.2. Elevated β-HCG and CA-125 serum
levels were observed when this patient was screened for participation in the
trial. Elevated β-HCG serum levels are usually an indication of pregnancy, and
are rarely observed in patients with osteosarcoma. Elevated CA-125 serum
levels in patients with osteosarcoma had not previously been documented.
Immunohistochemical studies revealed the tumor to be the source of the
elevated β-HCG serum levels, but we found no CA-125 expression in tumor
tissue. Pregnancy was excluded, and the patient was treated with E7080. We
measured both β-HCG and CA-125 serum levels to monitor treatment
response. The β-HCG serum levels seemed to better reflect her disease status
than the other tumor marker CA-125.
Yet another class of targeted anti-cancer agents constitute the HER-inhibitors.
One of such agents, PF00299804, is described in chapter 8. the HER family of
receptor tyrosine kinases comprises four members, designated HER1, HER2,
HER3,

and

HER4.

Upon

ligand

binding,

and

subsequent

homo-

or

heterodimerization, the HER receptors trigger various intracellular signal
transduction pathways involved in cell proliferation and differentiation. The
overexpression of HER family members is observed

in a wide variety of

malignancies, and HER1 and HER2 have been validated as therapeutic targets
in several human tumors. PF00299804 is an orally available, irreversible
inhibitor of HER1, HER2, and HER4. In the here described phase I study,
PF00299804

was

administered

once

daily

continuously

(part

A)

and

intermittently (part B) to patients with advanced solid tumors. The maximum
tolerable dose was set at 45 mg daily, the dose-limiting toxicities included
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stomatitis and skin toxicities. The pharmacokinetics revealed dose linearity and
a long half-life of 46 to 72 hours. A dose-dependent increase in target
inhibition was observed in skin biopsy samples. Encouraging signs of antitumor activity were observed in patients with non-small cell lung cancer.
The last phase I study in this thesis is described in chapter 9.This study
explored the safety, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics of sorafenib in
combination with gemcitabine and carboplatin. Sorafenib is an orally available
multi-kinase inhibitor with anti-angiogenic properties that is registered for the
treatment

of

renal

cell

carcinoma

and

hepatocellular

carcinoma.

The

combination of gemcitabine, a nucleoside antimetabolite, and carboplatin is
approved for the treatment of advanced ovarian cancer, but also showed
activity in patients with non-small cell lung cancer and breast cancer. In this
study, patients received sorafenib continuously, carboplatin on day 1, and
gemcitabine on days 1 and 8 of each treatment cycle (21 days). The starting
dose (200 mg bi-daily sorafenib, carboplatin AUC3, gemcitabine 750 mg/m2)
appeared non-tolerable with three out of six patients experiencing a doselimiting toxicity (grade 3 fatigue in all cases). Subsequently, the protocol was
amended, and novel dose-levels were investigated. Data obtained from
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic analyses were consistent with data
from literature. The study was ongoing at the time of the report to establish
the maximum tolerable dose of this combination.
In conclusion, several phase I studies with novel anti-cancer agents are
reported in this thesis. Several of the here described compounds are now
under evaluation in phase II studies. Future studies with targeted agents
should focus more on pharmacodynamic endpoints, and patients for future
phase I studies should be included based on their tumor characteristics.
PET/CT might be a helpful tool for both these purposes.
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Ondanks de vooruitgangen die de afgelopen jaren gemaakt zijn in de
behandeling van kanker, is de ziekte nog altijd verantwoordelijk voor ongeveer
40.000 doden per jaar, in Nederland alleen. De hoge incidentie- en
sterftecijfers pleiten voor meer onderzoek naar betere behandelmethoden van
deze ziekte. Helaas is de ontwikkeling van nieuwe anti-kanker medicijnen een
tijdrovend en geldverslindend proces.
Volgend op succesvolle preklinische onderzoeken worden de eerste klinische
studies met nieuwe anti-kanker medicijnen, zogenaamde fase I studies,
uitgevoerd in patiënten voor wie geen standaardbehandeling meer mogelijk is.
Deze studies worden vooral uitgevoerd om de veiligheid en de maximaal
verdraagbare

dosering

(MTD)

te

onderzoeken.

Een

andere

belangrijke

component van deze studies is de farmacokinetiek. Door middel van een reeks
bloedafnames na toediening van het onderzochte medicijn wordt gekeken hoe
het

middel

zich

in

het

menselijk

lichaam

gedraagt.

Maar

ook

farmacodynamische eindpunten, als maat voor de effectiviteit van de
onderzochte middelen, worden steeds belangrijker in deze vroege klinische
studies. In dit proefschrift worden verscheidene fase I studies beschreven met
nieuwe anti-kanker medicijnen, of combinaties van anti-kanker medicijnen.
Hoofdstuk 2.1 beschrijft de toepassing van de PET/CT scanner bij de
ontwikkeling van nieuwe medicijnen tegen kanker. De PET/CT scanner
combineert de functionele beelden van de PET scanner met de anatomische
beelden van de CT scanner. Gecombineerde PET/CT kan op diverse manieren
bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van nieuwe anti-kanker middelen. Ten eerste
door de vroege respons op behandeling met nieuwe middelen te meten. Met
behulp van FDG-PET is het mogelijk om de metabole activiteit van de tumor te
meten. Dit geeft vaak een betere indicatie van ziekte activiteit dan de
standaard anatomische imaging methodieken. FDG-PET is waardevol gebleken
bij het meten van respons op behandeling met diverse anti-kanker middelen,
aangezien metabole veranderingen vaak eerder optreden dan veranderingen in
tumorgrootte. Door gebruik te maken van andere PET-tracers kan PET/CT ook
gebruikt

worden

voor

geneesmiddel

biodistributie

studies,

en

farmacodynamische studies. Bij elkaar genomen maakt dit de PET/CT scanner
tot een veelzijdig en waardevol apparaat bij de ontwikkeling van nieuwe antikanker medicijnen. Het gebruik van FDG-PET voor het meten van respons op
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behandeling met sorafenib, een multi-kinase remmer, wordt besproken in
hoofdstuk 2.2. FDG-PET lijkt erg geschikt te zijn voor dit doeleinde.
Hoofdstuk 3 handelt over de aurora kinase remmers, een nieuwe klasse antikanker middelen. De aurora kinase familie bestaat uit drie leden: Aurora
kinase A, B, en C. Van aurora kinase A en B is bekend dat ze een belangrijke
rol spelen bij mitose en celdeling, en dat overexpressie van deze eiwitten
voorkomt bij verschillende soorten tumoren. Diverse remmers van aurora A,
aurora B, of beide aurora kinases, zijn momenteel in klinische ontwikkeling.
Een overzicht van deze middelen wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 3.1. Een fase I
studie met een van deze nieuwe middelen, AZD1152, staat beschreven in
hoofdstuk 3.2. AZD1152, een selectieve remmer van aurora kinase B, werd
in twee verschillende toedieningschema’s onderzocht. De toediening van
AZD1152 per 2-uurs infuus eenmaal per week en eens per 14 dagen bleek
beiden veilig. De meest voorkomende bijwerking was neutropenie, en dit was
ook de dosis-limiterende toxiciteit voor beide schema’s. De maximaal
verdraagbare dosering was 200 mg voor het wekelijkse schema, en 450 mg
wanneer het middel eens per 2 weken toegediend werd. De farmacokinetiek
van AZD1152 bleek lineair, en het middel werd snel na toediening omgezet in
de actieve vorm AZD1152-hQPA. Vanwege de bescheiden anti-tumor activiteit
van AZD1152 als monotherapie in patiënten met solide tumoren, zouden
toekomstige studies met dit middel zich moeten richten op patiënten met
hematologische tumoren, of op combinaties met andere anti-kanker middelen
of radiotherapie.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft drie fase I studies met het middel AZD5438, een oraal
beschikbare

remmer van cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2) en CDK1

complexen. CDKs zijn betrokken bij de overgang tussen de verschillende fasen
van de celcyclus. De hier beschreven studies onderzochten AZD5438 in drie
verschillende toedieningschema’s: viermaal daags eens per 7 dagen, viermaal
daags voor 14 opeenvolgende dagen gevolgd door een rustweek, en viermaal
daags in een continu schema. Het middel werd goed verdragen in het
wekelijkse schema, maar niet in de continue schema’s. De farmacokinetiek
was onvoorspelbaar, had een hoge inter-patiënt variabiliteit, en er vond
ophoping plaats na continue toediening van het middel. Farmacodynamische
onderzoeken lieten geen consistente trends zien. Tezamen hebben deze
resultaten geleid tot het stopzetten van de ontwikkeling van AZD5438 als
nieuw anti-kanker middel.
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Topotecan, een topoisomerase-I remmer, en carboplatine, een cisplatine
analoog, zijn beiden actieve anti-kanker middelen. De combinatie van deze
middelen is synergistisch, en deze synergie is schema-afhankelijk. Om deze
schema-afhankelijkheid te onderzoeken in de kliniek, werd er een klinische
studie ontworpen, die beschreven staat in hoofdstuk 5. Deze fase-I studie
bestond uit twee delen. In het eerste deel kregen patiënten carboplatine
toegediend op dag 1, gevolgd door toediening van topotecan op dagen 1, 2, en
3 (C→T schema). In het tweede deel werd topotecan toegediend op dagen 1,
2, en 3, gevolgd door carboplatine toediening op dag 3 (T→C schema).
Farmacodynamische onderzoeken werden uitgevoerd op tumor weefsel en in
witte bloedcellen, om de schema-afhankelijke effecten van deze combinatie te
bekijken. Het T→C schema werd beter verdragen dan het C→T schema, met
minder hematologische en minder niet-hematologische bijwerkingen. Deze
effecten

waren

niet

het

gevolg

van

een

farmacokinetische

interactie,

aangezien er geen verschillen in klaring van en blootstelling aan carboplatine
en topotecan werden gevonden tussen de verschillende schema’s. Ook werden
er geen schema-afhankelijke effecten gezien in platinum-adduct vorming en
topoisomerase activiteit in witte bloedcellen en tumor weefsel. Andere
farmacodynamische factoren dan diegene die in dit onderzoek beschreven
worden moeten de schema-afhankelijke verschillen in toxiciteit verklaren.
Hoofdstuk

6

beschrijft

twee

fase-I

studies

met

de

Poly(ADP-ribose)

polymerase (PARP) remmer olaparib (AZD2281). PARP-1 is een enzym dat een
belangrijke rol speelt bij het repareren van enkelstrengs DNA breuken via een
mechanisme dat ook wel base excision repair (BER) genoemd wordt. Remming
van PARP leidt tot de ophoping van enkelstrengs DNA breuken, en dat kan
weer leiden tot de vorming van dubbelstrengs DNA breuken, wanneer de cel
zich wil delen. Het replicatiecomplex, bestaande uit diverse enzymen die DNAstrengen scheiden, vermenigvuldigen, en weer aan elkaar plakken, loopt dan
namelijk vast op de enkelstrengs breuken in het DNA. De hierdoor gevormde
dubbelstrengs DNA breuken kunnen normaliter gerepareerd worden door een
mechanisme dat homologe recombinatie heet. Echter, BRCA deficiënte
tumoren missen dit mechanisme, en zijn daarom extreem gevoelig voor PARP
remmers. In hoofdstuk 6.1 wordt de eerste fase-I studie met olaparib
(AZD2281), een PARP remmer, beschreven. Niet alleen werd het middel goed
verdragen tot doseringen van 400 mg tweemaal daags, ook bleek het middel
erg effectief in patiënten met BRCA deficiënte tumoren, zelfs bij lagere
doseringen van 200 mg tweemaal daags. Meer dan de helft van de behandelde
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patiënten met BRCA deficiënte eierstok-, borst-, of prostaattumoren hadden
baat bij de behandeling met olaparib, doordat hun tumoren kleiner werden, of
tenminste vier maanden niet toenamen in grootte. Farmacodynamische
studies toonden remming van PARP aan in witte bloedcellen en tumorweefsel
van behandelde patiënten. Deze resultaten hebben geleid tot de initiatie van
diverse studies waarbij olaparib gecombineerd werd met verscheidene antikanker middelen. Een van deze studies staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 6.2. In
deze fase-I studie werd olaparib gecombineerd met de mitoseremmer
paclitaxel. Patiënten namen olaparib tweemaal daags in op doseringen van
100 of 200 mg, en kregen eenmaal per week 80 mg/m2 paclitaxel toegediend.
Geen dosis-limeterende toxiciteiten werden waargenomen, wat aangaf dat
deze combinatie van middelen goed verdragen werd. Een interessante
bevinding in deze studie was dat de blootstelling aan olaparib gehalveerd werd
na gelijktijdige toediening van paclitaxel. Meer onderzoek is nodig om het
mechanisme achter deze farmacokinetische interactie uit te zoeken.
Een andere strategie om tumorcellen te doden, is door remming van
angiogenese, wat beschreven wordt in hoofdstuk 7. Angiogenese, de
aanmaak van nieuwe bloedvaten vanuit een bestaand vasculair netwerk, is
essentieel voor tumoren om te kunnen groeien en uit te kunnen zaaien
(metastaseren). E7080 is een oraal beschikbare multi-kinase remmer die de
angiogenese remt, vooral door de signalering van de vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) receptor KDR te blokkeren. E7080 remt ook receptoren
van andere groeifactoren, zoals platelet-derived growth factor receptor
(PDGFR), fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 (FGFR-1) en c-kit. In hoofdstuk
7.1 wordt de eerste fase-I studie met E7080 in patiënten met vergevorderde
solide tumoren beschreven. Het middel werd eenmaal daags ingenomen tot
doseringen van 32 mg. De maximaal verdraagbare dosering was 25 mg, en de
dosis-limiterende
bijwerkingen

toxiciteit

waren

was

hypertensie,

proteïnurie.

De

meest

maagdarmklachten

en

voorkomende
stomatitis.

De

farmacokinetiek van E7080 was lineair, en het middel had een halfwaardetijd
van ongeveer 7 uur. Veelbelovende tekenen van anti-tumor activiteit werd
waargenomen in patiënten met uitgezaaide melanomen en nierceltumoren.
Een case-report van een patiënt met een osteosarcoom die in deze studie werd
behandeld wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 7.2. Verhoogde β-HCG en CA125 serum concentraties werden gemeten toen deze patiënt gescreend werd
voor deelname aan de studie. Verhoogde β-HCG serum concentraties zijn
normaliter een aanwijzing voor zwangerschap, en worden maar zelden gezien
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in patiënten met osteosarcoom. Verhoogde CA-125 serum concentraties zijn
nog

nooit

gerapporteerd

voor

patiënten

met

osteosarcoom.

Immunohistochemische studies toonden aan dat de tumor de bron was van de
verhoogde β-HCG serum concentraties, maar we vonden geen CA-125
expressie in het tumorweefsel. De patiënt bleek niet zwanger, en werd
vervolgens in studieverband behandeld met E7080. We vervolgden haar βHCG en CA-125 serum concentraties tijdens haar behandeling. De β-HCG
serum concentraties correleerden beter met de status van de ziekte dan de
andere tumor marker CA-125.
Weer een andere klasse anti-kanker middelen zijn de HER-remmers. Een van
deze middelen, PF00299804, wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 8. De HER
familie van receptor tyrosine kinases bestaat uit vier leden: HER1, HER2,
HER3, en HER4. Na het binden van een ligand aan het extracellulaire domein
van de HER receptoren (uitgezonderd HER2 dat geen ligand heeft), vind er
homo- of hetero-dimerizatie plaats, gevolgd door activatie van diverse
intracellulaire signaal transductie routes die betrokken zijn bij celdeling en
celdifferentiatie. De overexpressie van HER familieleden komt voor bij
uiteenlopende vormen van kanker, en diverse nieuwe anti-kanker medicijnen
grijpen aan op de HER1 en HER2 receptoren. PF00299804 is een oraal
beschikbare, irreversibele remmer van de HER1, HER2, en HER4 receptoren.
In de fase-I studie die hier beschreven wordt, werd PF00299804 eenmaal
daags ingenomen in een continu schema (deel A) of discontinu (deel B) door
patiënten met vergevorderde vormen van kanker. De maximaal verdraagbare
dosering was 45 mg eenmaal daags, en de dosis-limiterende toxiciteiten waren
stomatitis en huidproblemen. De farmacokinetiek van PF00299804 was lineair,
en het middel had een lange halfwaardetijd van tussen de 46 en 72 uren. Een
dosis-afhankelijke

afname

van

celdeling en

toename

in remming van

intracellulaire signaaltransductie routes werd geobserveerd in huidbiopt
samples. Veelbelovende tekenen van anti-tumor activiteit werd geobserveerd
in patiënten met niet-kleincellig long carcinoom.
De laatste fase-I studie van dit proefschrift wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 9.
Deze studie onderzocht de veiligheid, farmacokinetiek, en farmacodynamiek
van sorafenib in combinatie met gemcitabine en carboplatine. Sorafenib is een
oraal

beschikbbare

multi-kinase

remmer

met

angiogenese

remmende

eigenschappen, die geregistreerd is voor de behandeling van niercel tumoren
en hepatocellulair carcinoom. De combinatie van gemcitabine, een nucleoside
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antimetaboliet, en carboplatine is geregistreerd voor de behandeling van
vergevorderde eierstok tumoren, maar is ook actief in patiënten met nietkleincellig long carcinoom en borstkanker. In deze studie kregen patiënten
carboplatine toegediend op dag 1, en gemcitabine op dag 1 en 8, van iedere
behandelkuur

(21

dagen).

De

sorafenib

tabletten

werden

iedere

dag

ingenomen. Het eerste dosis niveaus (sorafenib 200 mg tweemaal daags,
carboplatine

AUC3,

en

gemcitabine 750 mg/m2) bleek niet tolerabel,

aangezien drie van de zes patiënten een dosis-limiterende toxiciteit ervoer
(graad 3 vermoeidheid in alle gevallen). Vervolgens werd het protocol voor
deze studie geamendeerd met nieuwe dosis niveaus, met lagere doseringen
van alle onderzochte middelen. De maximaal toleerbare dosering was nog niet
vastgesteld, en de studie liep nog op het moment dat dit proefschrift voltooid
werd. De farmacokinetiek van alle drie de middelen, en de gemcitabine
trifosfaat data kwamen beiden overeen met data uit de literatuur.
Samengevat beschrijft dit proefschrift verscheidene fase-I studies met nieuwe,
doelgerichte anti-kanker middelen. Een aantal van deze middelen worden
inmiddels in fase II studies getest op effectiviteit. Toekomstige fase I studies
met doelgerichte middelen moeten zich vaker richten op farmacodynamische
eindpunten, om sneller effectiviteit, of het gebrek hieraan, aan te kunnen
tonen. Bovendien moeten patiënten in toekomstige fase–I studies vaker
gerekruteerd worden op basis van de moleculaire eigenschappen van hun
tumor. Imaging technieken zoals de PET/CT scanner kunnen waardevol zijn
voor beide hierboven genoemde doeleinden.
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De afgelopen jaren heb ik met veel plezier aan dit promotieonderzoek
gewerkt, en er zijn een heleboel mensen die hier op enigerlei wijze aan
bijgedragen hebben. Ik hoop dat ik niemand vergeten ben, en mocht dit wel
het geval zijn dan bied ik hier bij voorbaat al mijn excuses voor aan.
Op de eerste plaats wil ik alle patiënten bedanken die mee hebben gewerkt
aan de klinische onderzoeken. Misschien is de meest waardevolle kennis die ik
de afgelopen jaren heb opgedaan wel afkomstig van de patiënten waar ik een
groot deel van de tijd mee door gebracht heb. Jullie optimisme, vertrouwen en
levenslust hebben me doen realiseren hoe waardevol het leven is.
Mijn promotoren, prof. dr. Jan Schellens en prof. dr. Jos Beijnen, wil ik
bedanken voor de uitstekende begeleiding van mijn onderzoek. Beste Jan, ik
heb enorm veel geleerd de afgelopen vier jaren, en daar ben jij grotendeels
verantwoordelijk voor. De manier waarop jij de kliniek combineert met
wetenschappelijk onderzoek is bewonderenswaardig. Bedankt voor je leerzame
commentaar op mijn manuscripten en presentaties, en ook bedankt dat je me
de mogelijkheid gegeven hebt om tot tweemaal toe een congres in het
buitenland te bezoeken. Beste Jos, ook al was ons contact minder intensief, ik
heb toch erg veel gehad aan jouw kritische blik op mijn manuscripten. Zonder
jouw nuttige toevoegingen waren de manuscripten een stuk minder goed
geworden. Ook zeer bedankt voor het mogelijk maken van de analytische
ondersteuning voor enkele studies die in dit proefschrift beschreven staan.
De leescommissie, bestaande uit prof. dr. G. A. M. S. van Dongen, prof. dr. D.
J. Richel, prof. dr. E. E. Voest, prof. dr. A. de Boer, en prof. dr. A. C. G.
Egberts, ben ik zeer erkentelijk voor het lezen en beoordelen van mijn
proefschrift.
Zeker de eerste drie jaren van mijn promotietraject heb ik voornamelijk
doorgebracht in de kinetiekruimte op afdeling 4C van het Nederlands Kanker
Instituut. Het was een klein hokje zonder uitzicht op buiten, maar het
gezelschap vergoedde veel. En daarmee bedoel ik mijn collega-OIOs waar ik
later op terugkom, en de (kinetiek)verpleegkundigen. Beste Ans, Annette,
Thea,
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Karina,

Noëlle,

Mariska,

Annemiek,

Marjolein,

en

alle

andere

Dankwoord

verpleegkundigen, bedankt voor alle hulp en gezelligheid. Ik vond jullie
gezelschap uiterst prettig, en zal jullie missen. Hopelijk houden we contact!
Ook met de nurse-practitioners Jana, Marja, Margaret, Marianne, Annemarie
en Emmy was het prettig samenwerken. Bedankt voor de uitstekende
voorlichting en begeleiding van de patiënten, en voor het ter beschikking
stellen van de drop-pot. Ik kom eerdaags een zak snoep brengen om het goed
te maken. Magda, bedankt voor je hulp bij het opzoeken van statussen,
planningsgegevens en allerlei andere zaken.
Beste Marja, de teleconferenties waren vaak lang en soms op onhandige
tijdstippen. Toch was het altijd even gezellig. Ik vind het knap hoe je alle
studies op de rit weet te houden. Dit uiteraard mede door de geweldige
ondersteuning van Brenda. Beste Brenda, ik vind dat je geweldig werk verzet,
en ben erg blij dat jullie eindelijk de kamer gekregen hebben waar jullie recht
op hebben. Bedankt voor de gezelligheid, en de prima samenwerking.
Zonder alle hulp van Jolanda was de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift nooit
zo gladjes verlopen. Beste Jolanda, jouw vrolijkheid werkte aanstekelijk, en ik
heb met veel plezier met je samengewerkt. Bedankt voor alle hulp bij het
gereedmaken van alle formulieren en mappen die nodig zijn om te kunnen
promoveren.
En dan het trialbureau. Hier heb ik flink wat uurtjes doorgebracht, onder
andere met het invullen van de altijd gezellige CRFs. Gelukkig was er altijd wat
te eten op het trialbureau, zodat ik nooit met honger naar huis ging. Beste
Lidwina, Christiane, Marianne, Marjolijn, Marjolein, Ludy, Annelies, Josien,
Frauwkje, Irene en de rest: Bedankt voor deze goede zorgen, en ook bedankt
voor alle hulp wanneer ik weer eens aankwam met een vraag over een van de
vele klinische studies. Mariëlle bedankt voor de gezellige lunches.
I would like to thank John Stone and Philip van der Veen for their assistance
with the olaparib manuscripts. Dear John and Philip, many thanks for your
help. It was a pleasure working with you. Dear Bob (Milham), many thanks for
your assistance with the PF00299804 manuscript. I couldn’t have done this
without your help, and I enjoyed working with you.
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Angela, bedankt voor het inplannen van de vele patiënten voor de klinische
studies. Het moet heel wat werk geweest zijn om alle patiënten op de juiste
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